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ELLSWORTH, MAINE, WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, AUGUST 18, 1909.
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LOCAL AFFAIKS.

National Bank Protection

NEW

great de*Ito you

as a depositor.
Our books are examined by
National Bank examiners under the supervision of the Comptroller
the Currency at least twice a year. There is no better security than that

mean* a

For Your
Thrift is

a

Savings.

simple thing, hut it

means a

great deal.

It is the founda-

tion of linanclal success and contentment. Save money and put it
away safely where it will draw 4 per cent, iuterest, as it does with the

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

Y-9*-9•
I

We

own and

X
1

offer for sale

I

HIGH-CLASS BONDS
in $100, $500 and $1,000

I

denominations

I

^

fl

TO yiELD

5%
one-quarter

For

more

than

Savings Banks

particulars call, write

or

I

pay.

telephone the

UNION TRUST CO.,

|
I

I

of ELLSWORTH.

wW
8

TWO “DONT’S” AND A “DO”

I

DOST leave your money in supposedly secret places about the house.
wouldn’t amount to anyDON’T imagine your account, it small,
thing” in a Bank.
DO decide right now to atari an account with us, and thus not only
protect your cash, but keep it growing also. Full banking-by-mail

■

particulars

S

I

j|

1

on

request.

EASTERN

n

:

BANOOR.
TREAT * BANKING CO,
Braachcs at Old Town and Machlas.

flAINE.
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Belgrade Lakes,

was in the city Monday
with a group of boys from the school.
They came from Bar Harbor to Ellsworth
in the yacht White Wings.

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Adnir notice—Eat Austin E Freethy.
Exec notice— f at Ellen P Peter*.
Probate notice—Eat Edwin Morey.
••
**
—Eat Frances W Grant et ala.
Virginia M Mclnnis—Divorce libel.
Tenement for rent.
Exec notice—Est Emeline B Buck.
Admr notice—Est Joseph 8 Condon.
Luohini’s fruit store.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
Hancock, Mb:
O W Foss—House for sale.
■©apb Rosier, Me:
(
Henry Gray—Canoe found.
Manchester, Conn:
C B Burr A Co—Agent wanted.
Banoor, Mb:
Doe's business college.

Howard Smith, of Boston, who has been
visiting friends in this city, lias returned.
Mrs. Fred H. Kendrick, of Boston, is
visiting friends and relatives inEliswcrth.
C. E. Waker and wife, of Portland, were
the guesta of friends in Ellsworth 8unday.
Hoyt H. Austin and bride, of Bar
Harbor, visited relatives in Ellsworth Sunday.
A dog owned by Rev. Gideon Mayo was
run over and killed by an automobile Saturday.
j
Miss Elizabeth M. Osgood, of Lebanon,
N. H., is visiting her parents, Irving Osgood
and

^

Miss

Jessie

spending

two

McKenzie, of Boston, is
weeks’

vacation

at

Members of the recently organized Ellsworth gun club have had several practice
shoots at their range at Wyman park

|

W*&nt4y*

her

The range has been

Adams and

wife.

years

fitted with

I
I

I

can wear

them.

Come in and see tbem.
1
Now to the time.
Have your eye* examined free I

E. F, Robinson,

I

Optometrist.

HUM MOMS MI

ALICE

BEDDING plants
ALL KINDS FOR

flower and Vesetable Garden.

HOOPER,

G. T. BOWDEN,

Ellsworth Greenhouse Motor-Cycles.
Telephone 41

age.

|

The judgment if favor of the plaintiff
for the amount which the city admits is
due him
for one-hull month’s
$22.50
service. The decision, however, is in favor of the city inasmuch as it rules that
an ordinance which provides that a subordinate officer can hold office ‘"during good
behavior” is void.
A tender of tbe amount tbe city admits
was due Mr. Stuart was made at the time
be was dismissed, in April,
1906. The
adequacy of this tender will be determined
by tbe court at the October term; if
adequate, tbe costs will fall on tbe plaintiff; if not they will fall on the defendant,
tbe city of Ellsworth.
The case brought by Mr. Stuart was in
the nature of a test case, as he has held
that bis dismissal was illegal, and has
been reporting to the chief engineer for
duty ever sinoe, with the intention, it is
understood, if the law court’s decision was
favorable to him, to bring action for reinstatement and full pay up to the present
time.
—

—

—

perintendent.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 6
Pupils who are planning to enter the
field day at Ellsworth, for all
Grangers7
school
should
high
notify their own superin the county.
granges
intendent promptly, so as to give him
COUNTY.
time to make requisition for the examination papers from the State office and to
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
set a date for the examination.
Sept. 7, 8 and 9— Blue hi II fair.
Under the new law pupils w ho reside in
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 8 and 9
a town where there is a high school of
—Eden fair.

—

class

B

are

not

allowed to enter

a

class A

Wednesday, Sept. 22—Highland grange
high school in another town uhtil they fair, North Penobscot.
have completed two years of the course in
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29
the home school. Principals and school
I
—Amherst fair.

|

authorities are directed not to admit
scholars unless they are certificated and
present evidence of the same.
Any pupil in EUworth desiring to enter
the high school, and who did not take the
ninth grade examinations, should notify
the superintendent at once. The schools
in this city will open Tuesday, Sept. 7.

Fall Web Worm Here.
The prevalence of caterpillars on shade
and fruit trees in this vicinity is very
noticeable and great damage is being done.
It has been feared by many that these
were the dreaded gypsy or brown-tail
moths, but this is not so. It is undoubtedly true that there are some brown-tail
moths in this section but the worm now
prevalent is the fall web worm. E. F.
Hitchings, State entomologist, in a letter
to M. S. Smith, who sent a specimen of
the worm, writes:

Under the new law providing for the
furnishing of diphtheria antitoxin by the
local boards of health to families which
This is the fall web worm. They are 'doing
need such help, the State board of health
has been making arrangements for the a great deal of damage at the present time to
two semi annual dividends
Abie L. Friend has taken a position with
establishment of local antitoxin stations our shade and orchard trees, especially the
the T. W. Donahue Manufacturing Co., of
elm and apple. In the orchards they can be
have been at the rate of
all over the State, and for the grouping of
controlled by spraying with paris green,
Manchester, N. H., as traveling salesman. the towns so that each
have
a
group may
though this should not be done on trees that
He left Ellsworth yesterday.
convenient oentral point from which anti- are bearing early fruit, and on our tall elm
Capt. E. H. Mercer, who has been spend- toxin in time of need may quickly be ob- trees it would be impose! ole. I think where
ing several weeks at Hancock Point, called tained. E. G. Moore’s drug-store is the the nests can be cut off and burned, this is
on friends in this city Tuesday, and left in
station for Ellsworth and vicinity. Other the best remedy possible.
the afternoon for Brooklyn N. Y.
stations in Hancock county are Rogers’
The fall web worm may not be as widely
Roebm
and
Mrs. Laura
daughter pharmacy, Bar Harbor, and R. B. Stover’s advertised as the brown-tail and gypsy,
of
who
have
been
Rev.
but it is almost as destructive, and every
Florence,
guests
pharmacy, Bucksport.
W. F. Emery and wife, will leave tobranch it attacks is killed. The web worm
The body of Robe/t R. Kelley, of Mars
morrow for their home in Mauston, Wis.
is prevlaent here to an alarming extent.
Hill, was found in the river at Bangor
Christian Anton arrived in this city toyesterday morning. The circumstances
day from the steam yacht Privateer, now surrounding his death are peculiar. Mr.
Races at Bluehill Fair.
in Castine. He will join the yacht, after
Kelley left Mars Hill Thursday with John
The card ol racing events for the Binea brief visit, in Rockland. He is the guest
who
came
here
from
recently
Clough,
The
bill fair, Sept. 7, 8 and 9, is out.
of H. W. Dunn and wife.
16 STATE STREET,
Mars Hill and bought the Murch farm at events are as follows:
on
the
Hall
MAINE.
A
lire
broke
out
was
here
to
work
forest
lot, Bayside. Kelley
ELLSWORTH,
coming
First Day—3.00 class, trot or pace, purse,
near March’s meadow, last Thursday, and
for Mr. Clough. While waiting at Bangor
£100; class for 2.24 trot and 2.27 pace, purse,
crew
A
Kelwas
afternoon
train
to
for
the
burning briskly.
Ellsworth,
by Sunday
£126.
was
sent out from Ellsworth
said he would take a walk. That was
Second day—Class for 2.40 trot and 2.43T
BUTTONS MADE TO ORDER. The rain Tuesday subdued the fire.Monday. ley
He
the last Mr. Clougn saw of him.
pace, purse, £125; class for 2.30 trot and 2.33
Embroidered buttons ot nil kinds;
not
show
at
and
Mr.
did
train-time,
up
also machlnennade, plain and hardKenneth, the eieven-year-old son of L.
pace, puree, £12S; green horse race 'for
rimmed, tram one’s own clotb. Made
W. Jordan and wife, broke his left collar Clough and his wife came on to Ellsworth horses owned in Bluehill, 1-2 mile beats,
at the dressmaking rooms of
him.
next
he
heard
of
without
The
him
bone Monday, by a fall while playing.
best three in five, purse, £60.
M.
The bone was set by Drs. Hagerthy and was a despatch from Bangor announcing
Third day—Free for all, trot or pace,
of
the
There
was
no
inthe
ELISWMTN. Simonton, and the boy 1s now doing
finding
body.
7 1.1 MMMM (LOCK,
purse, £176; Class for 2.36 trot and 2.38
of
foul
and
Mr.
said
dication
(7-13.
play,
Clough
Telephone:
nicely.
pace, purse, £126.
had not been drinking.
Kelley
Miss Frances H. Tribou, daughter of Kelley
was about forty-five years of age, and unHaddocks Family Reunion.
Chaplain D. H. Tribou, U. S. N., was in
married. He was a local preacher.
The Haddocks family reunion will be
DBAlsSB Of
the city for a few hours yesterday. She
held at Agricultural hall. North Ellswas accompanied
by Mrs. Bessie Burrell,
INDIAN
Giles Family Reunion.
ot Mew York. The Triboas are spending
worth, Saturday, Sept. 4. There will be a
a few weeks in Bucksport.
The twenty-third annual reunion of the picnic dinner; an entertainment will be
Dr. E. J. Swan, of Brooklyn, M. Y., who Giles family will be held Saturday, Aug. furnished, and a dance held in the afternoon.
MAINE is the head of a summer camp-schooj at ! 28, at the town hall in Aurora.
STATE STREET, ELLSWORTH,
Ersstus F. Redman, of Boston, Mrs. C. A.
Cole and her son, Dr. C. R. Cole, of Paw
tucket, R. I., are the guests in the city of
Judge John B. Redman.

Our last

M

I

afternoon.

schools in his district.

W

OUT OP TOWN PUPILS.

aldermen providing that such officers shall
hold office during good behavior is repugnant to the charter and void.
W here the returns upon the warrants for an
election of mayor and aldermen are defective,
but the persons chosen mayor and aldermen
at such election proceed to organize and to
perform their respective duties as such, under color of title and claim of right, with the
acquiescence of the citizens, they are officers
de facto.
In controversies to which he is not a party,
the title to his office of an officer w<* facto and
his acts therein cannot be questioned.
Judgment for the plaintiff for the sura of
$22.50. The court at nici prius is to determine
the adequacy of the teuder made, and to enter
Judgment for costs accordingly.

The board fixed the tuition for out-ofCOMING EVENTS.
town pupils at $5 a term in the common
ELLSWORTH.
schools and flO a term in the high school.
Friday evening, Ang. 20, at Society hall
Supt Killam calls attention to the new
—Social danee.
law under which those pupils who live in
towns not having a standard high school
Wednesday, Aug. 18, at Methodist vesand who are- planning to enter the high try- Sapper from 6JOto 7JO.
school of some other town, must be examState
Friday, Aug. 27, at Ellsworth
ined by the superintendent of the town in teachers7 examination.
which they reside. Papers for the examiWednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22 and
nation will be furnished by the State su- 23 North Ellsworth fair.

trap-house md traps, and its location and
the lay of the land, which give a clear
Martin Adaras'and family spent Sunday
Bky-line, make it one of the best in the
with Mr. Adams’ parents, Capt. John Q. !
State. There will be a shoot to-morrow

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

Yes’v*“*

street.

home here.

I

ftumdottX

Mias Bernice Franklin was transferred from No. 2 to No. 8. Superintendent
Killam was authorized to fill the vacancies
in schools 2 and 19.

An informal reception was given to Kev.
P. A. A. Killam and wife at the Baptist
vestry last Wednesday evening, to commemorate the completion of the fifth year
of Mr. Killam’s pastorate here. A social
time was enjoyed. There was a short
address by Rev. Gideon Mayo.
Refreshments were served.

G^orgefE. Packard is spending a vacaGeorge C. Walker, of New York, a son
tion of two (weeks with his parents, A.
of the late Nathan Walker, at one time
W. Packard and wife.
she iff of Hancock county, was in the city
James E. Ford, wife, daughter Margaret oi Monday. Mr. Walker left Ellsworth
and Miss Nora Hammond, of Boston, are in 1869. He is now w ith
Arnold, Constable
visiting relatives here.
& Co. With his family he is spending a
George W. Lord and wife and Mrs. vacation at Sullivan Harbor. Mr. Walker
Frank Johnson, of Calais, are spending a was accompanied by his son-in-law, Theo.
E. Jewell, of Boston.
few days in Ellsworth.
-7"Grow up** in Business !
Demand is strong for our graduates.
Misses Margaret and Lucy Monaghan
Clifton Woodward and wife, Fred A.
left Monday lor Searsport to visit their Orcutt and wife, of Ellsworth, and E.
Edmon
Eno.
Mrs.
sister,
E. Strout and wife, of Brewer, are taking
DOE BUSINESS COLLEGE,
The stewards of the Methodist church a novel trip. In an old-fashioned stage8
t. 31. C. A. Building, Bangor, Ble.,
will give a supper at the vestry this even- coach owned by Mr. Woodward, they left
Monday for Gouldsboro, and will take the
ing from 5.30 to 7.30 o’clock.
not only fits you to become a competent stenographer or I
Edward F. Small, of Ellsworth, Henry air-line road through Beddington to the
book keeper, but assists you to a paying position. Terms ■
SiUby and Joseph Horner, of Augusta, are up-river towns. They carry a tent and
■
moderate, U. N. Doe, Principal.
camping in the Lead mountain region. camp outfit with them, and will camp by
the wayside.
Miguel|Pistrano, who has been attendfor
lines.
Write
to-day
catalogue.
Thorough training along practical
Harry E. Rowe, of Lewiston, spent last
ing the Ellsworth high school, will enter
the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, Sunday with his parents here. He was
tbis fall.
accompanied by a friend, Alvah Pettingill,
E. T. Garland, of Portland, secretary of also of Lewiston. People here who met
Mr. Pettingill were shocked to hear that
the Maine Bible society, will occupy the
after returning home he had compulpit of the Baptist church next Sunday shortly
mitted suicide by shooting. The cause of
morning.
the act is a mystery, as he was well-to-do,
W. H. Dresser left Monday for Liverand, so far as is known, had no financial
where he will spend two
more Falls,
or domestic troubles.
He was forty-one
weeks in preparation for the opening of
of

I

year
change*.
Roy F. Moody, of Blueliill, was elected to
the West Ellsworth school, in place of
Winfred E. Clark, resigned. Miss Catherine Hurley was transferred from Water
street to the State street school in place of
Miss Wilhelmina S. Frost, resigned, and
Miss Alice Mullan, elected to the Shore
Road school, was transferred to Water

Mrs. A. W. Gott, who has been housekeeper for Pearl B. Day, has returned to
her home in Bluehill, where she will remain until October 1, when she will go
M?est to make her home with a sister. Miss
Einma Hinckley will keep house for Mr.
D|y until the arrival of Mrs. Kuby Gray
ini September.

wife.

I8TUAHT VS. ELLSWORTH.

Sliding Scale of Wages for Rural Decision In P»?or of Clty-Judgmcit
School* Adopted.
for the Plaintiff.
The Ellsworth school board held s specThe case of John A. Stuart vs. the city
ial meeting last evening. The loll board of Ellsworth to recover a fall mouth’s salwas present.
ary as driver df the hose-cart has been reThe board adopted a new geography for ported on by the law court, to which it
all grades of the schools—* four-book was referred on an agreed statement of
facts. The rescript is as follows, the opseries of the “Natural Geography”.
The most important action of the school inion being by Mr. Justice Bird:
board was the adoption of s sliding seals
When the charter of a city provides for the
of wages for the rural schools, based on annual election by the board of mayor and
the average attendance, the object being aldermen of all necessbry subordinate officers
to meke the salary more equitable in pro- for the ensuing year, that all officers shall be
chosen and vacancies supplied for the curportion to the work required of the tetch- rent
year and that such officers shall hold
er.
Heretofore the calory in all rural |
| their offices daring the ensuing year and
schools of the city was |8 a week, whether until others shall be elected
and qualified in
the teacher had five or twenty-five pupils. their stead, an ordinance of the
mayor and

The date of the rousicale to be given at
the residence of John A. Peters for the
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
The new scale is as follows: For schools
AT ELLSWORTH POBTOPPICP.
benefit of the Village improvement society
having an average attendance of not over
In effect June 21, 19t>9
has been changed from Tuesday, Ang. 24,
ten, (7.50; over ten and not over fifteen,
to Thursday, Aug. 26. A strong program
MAILS RECHIVED.
(8.00; over fifteen and not over twenty,
is being arranged and will include out-ofFrom West—*6.55 a m; *12.08, 4.90 and 6.23 p ni.
(8.50; over twenty, (0. The salary for the
town talent.
From East— 12.20, 5.42 and 11.07 p m.
year is based on the average attendance at
Miss Wilhelinina S. Frost, who has the spring term.
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFP1CB.
taught the State street school several
Under the new schedule, five schools
GoiNt# West -11.50, a m; *2. *5.16 and *9 p m.
will be reduced to (7.50, one will remain
Goi.no East—6.15and 6.45a m; land 5.10 pm. years, has resigned to accept a position in
*
the schools of Berlin, N. H. Miss Frost is at (8, three will be increased to
Daily, Sundays included.
(8.50
No mail dispatched to or received from the one of t^e best-equipped and most suc- and one to |9. The
expense for teacheast Sundays.
cessful of the Ellsworth teachers, and her ers
for
toe
will
year
ensuing
going is a distinct loss to the city.
be exactly the same aw last
year.
Mrs. Carolyn F. Jelley, of Wakefield, Following is the list of rural schools,
Hon. H. B. Saunders, of Portland, spent
Sunday in the city.
Mass., is on her first visit to Ellsworth. with attendance and salary under the new
Frank S. Lord and daughter Ruth are Mrs. Jellev’s husband, the late George schedule:
EnrollAv. Atten- Salary
Jelley, laid the first gas pipe laid in this Diet.
visiting in.New York.
meat
dance
city. Mrs. Jelley and Mrs. Julia A. Hen1.
12
11
band
has
been
to
18.00
Lynch’s
engaged
play derson are
of
Mrs.
H. W. Dunn.
guests
2.18
10
7.50
at the Cherryfield fair.
will
leave
the
of
last
this
week.
They
4
24
22
9.00
Lyman L. Lord and wife, of Boston, are
5
18
20
8.50
Mrs. Austin D. Stevens, with little son
visiting relatives here.
7
10
9
750
Eterard, of Minneapolis, Minn., who Jias
8
11
9
7.50
Miss Merle Conary, of Bar Harbor, is been
visiting relatives in Washington
9
8
7
7.50
visiting Mrs. G. F. Newman.
otfunty since coming East in June, has re- 11.
21
17
8.50
Wymsn Whitney, of Cambridge, Mass., ft tflrned to Ellsworth for a few weeics 18.
8
7
7.50
is visiting friends in this city.
among old friends before leaving for the
14
22
19
8.50
Charles Jordan, of Everett, Mass., is West. She is stopping at Mrs. L. D.
The resignation of two teachers elected
Foeter’s.
visiting relatives in Ellsworth.
for the
resulted in several
Miss Winifred Doyle is home from a
visit of seven weeks in Searsport.

asT"

No.

j

SCHOOL BOARD HEET1NO.

There will be a hearing before the State
railroad commissioners to-morrow forenoon at 11 o’clock, at the store of Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., on the petition of the
city government for gates, signals or flagman at the Ellsworth Falls
crossing.
Miss Bernice Eldridge is enfbrtaining
Misses Gladys Ayer and Elsie Hill, of
Dexter, Miss Gertrude Foss, of Hancock,
and girl friends from Ellsworth at Oak
Grove cottage. Pleasant beach, this week.
Mrs. J. P. Bid ridge is chaperoning the
Dartv.

)

Wednesday, Sept. 29—Orland fair.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Wednesday, Aug. 25—Hooper family at
Georges pond, Franklin.
Thursday, Aug. 26—Clark family at West
Franklin.

Saturday, Aug. 28—Giles family

at Au-

rora.

Saturday, Aug. 28—Wilbur family at
East brook.

Tuesday, Aug.

31

—

Jellison family at

Clifton Corner.

Wednesday, Sept. 1—Salisbury family

at

Otis.

Wednesday, Sept. 1—Garland family

at

Lakewood.

Thursday, Sept. 2—Gray family

at

Cape

Rosier.

Saturday, Sept. 4—Maddocks family at
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth.
Tuesday, Sept. 14-Fullerton family at
Betts hall. Mouth of River.
STATE.

Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, at Jacksonville camp
ground Annual camp meeting, Bucksport district.
—

Sixteen
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“When buying Olive Oil it pays 5
«
♦ to get the best.”—VARCHER.
A

|4 Our Imported Olive Oil |
GUARANTEED

$

ABSOLUTELY PURE

X

IS

|
2

X

This i> important in view ol the many X
adulterated concoctions that flood the 3

♦ market.
¥
You can rely upon Parcber’s Olive Oil
X being perfectly pure. As a food and a
♦ medicine it Is fast replacing Cod Liver
¥ OIL for It possesses all the food and tonic
X properties of Cod Liver Oil without the
4 utter s nauseous and disagreeable effects

x

Parcher, Apothecary,

3

X (1. A.
5

14 Main

Street. Ellsworth, Me.

x

3
♦

2
3
<►

fl«yw Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Aug. 22, 1909.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Two prayer lessons —Matt. rt.
*, (; ala. 19. 20.
To some people the idea of being

taught

to

pray may seem repugnant.
But this should not be their feeling,
for If we are taught, as we are. how to
address man. how much more should
we learn how to address God!
There
1s bo place la the Christian religion
where we are more irreverent than in
prayer. 1 do not refer so much to our
attitude while another prays, though
there Is enough irreverence here. The
angels approach God in the most reverential way. exclaiming. "Holy. holy,
holy. Lord God Almighty!” On the
other hand, men approach Him most
carelessly, and during prayer by another the laziest and louugiest attitude
la assumed. But these things, while
serious enough, are not so serious as
the Irreverence whl'h 1 have in uiiud.
Many more think of learning how to
pray, of studying the Biblical and
other prayers as ideals. Others, again
form no Idea of what they are going to
say in prayer.
They never In any
sense prepare their prayers. If called
upon to address men they want lime
for preparation, but no preparation is
necessary to address God. if they approach a king every method of procedure is thoroughly studied. Im* in np1 roaching God no such preparedness is
considered necessary.
Any thoughts
that happen to come to their minds
may be addressed to God. But prayer,
approach to God. is a most sacred act
of devotion, and we should learn to
pray and approach God in the most
devout manner. John taught his diss iples to pray. and. inspire d by their
example, the disciples of Christ asked
Him to teach them to pray, lie did
not hesitate and gave them a comprehensive yet brief prayer as nn example. Moreover, on other occasions He
laught them how ar.d where to pray to
obtain the answers.
The first lesson is on sincerity in
prayer. The first truth teaches how not
"And when thou prayest.
to
thou shall not be as the hypocrites
tre.” The hypocrites prayed to be
seen of men and not so much to bt
heard of God. if on the way to the
temple at the hour of prayer, when
the time came those who had not nr
lived stood where they were aud offered up their devotions. The Pharisees were often purposely late aDd
stood on the corners and made very
long prayers that men might see how
devout they were regardless of God's
attitude toward them. There was uo
sincerity in such prayers, and Christ
in this lesson teaches us against pray
lag after such a fashion, lie thou follows with a lesson on how to pray,
"Thou, when thou prayest, enter thy
closet, and when thou hast shut thy
door pray to thy Father which is in
secret.” Let us remember that Christ
refers here to personal. Individual
prayer and not to praying in public.
In personal prayer secrecy is an es
sentlal. No public parade, but to the
secret place we should go aud then
shut the door. Absolutely shut off
from the world, prayers will be truly
sincere. We will face God as we are,
aud why nny other way? For no one
sees or hears hut God, aud He knows
us already.
Secret prayer should be
rewarded openly. God will testify to

^ay,

our success.

The second- lesson is on unity In
prayer, “If two of you shall agree on
earth as touching anything that they
shall ask. It shall be done for them
by My Father which is in heaven,
for where two or three are gathered
together In My name, there am 1 In
the midst of them.” Where there Is
agreement there is usually no selfishness or pride. If two agree It is a
good sign. And if they pray for that
on which they are agreed the answer
is sure to come, for Christ Is with
them, interceding for them.
BIBLE

f

READINGS.

Ps. r, 14; xviil, 1-3; xx. 1-9; Matt.
▼1, 7-15; Luke xi, 1-13; vili. 11-17; John
It, 23; Acts 1. 12-14; xii. 1-8; Eph. 1U,
14-21.
All of Ono Army.
An engineer who built a great suspension bridge said: "Nothing will evei
endanger this bridge except possibly
tbe passage of an army of soldiers
keeping step to martial music. No!
The ponderous trains gliding smoothly
over it will not endanger it, but tbe
tramp, tramp, tramp, of thousands
keeping time to tbe same measure and
rhythm—this might set tbe bridge
■winging and imperil its stability.”
Endeavorers, we are comrades in
many companies, regiments and divisions, but all of one army. All whose
names rest beneath our pledge and
march beoeath tbe banner inscribed
“For Christ and the Church” have a
place somewhere, and it is our bound
en duty to keep step with our comrades and not only Imperil but destroy tbe great bridge of sin whose
tollman is a powerful and bitter enemy to unity in any form.—Record of
Christian Work.

Get to Work!
a young man joins a
Church from the best and only motive
—his !ove for Christ and desire to serve
In Christ's own organization—the best
thing he can do is to volunteer some
work in that church that be knows be
Is well fitted for. In the organised life
of the present day church, with its
varied doors of opportunity, any man
can certainly find some special, definite
week that he can well do, in tbe Sunday school, the Christian Endeavor society, the prayer meeting, the musical
service, the missionary activity or
whatever is vitally connected with the
church life.—Rev. Charles M. Sheldon,
D. D., hi Australian Christian Endear

Supposing

or

Link.

coach hung on leather spring* which used to j
be used on state occasions. T'.,en she aent
another servant with him through the houseAmong the things of interest there was one
room in which King Richard slept before the
battle of Bos worth Field, that we studied of
The room cone
in oar old England history.
tained the bed in which he slept.
She then invited him to afternoon tea and
allowed him to take photographs of the house
and grounds, two or three of which he gave
to different members of the family and which
It was altogether a most dewe all price.
lightful experience for him as he ha* always
been a great student of the family genealogy.

fllutual Bti«ht Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

KDITKD BY

It* Motto:

"AUNT MADQk".

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column sre succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it Is far the mutual
tienedt, and alias to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Isfsrtbeeom
moo use—a public servant, s purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a met11 urn for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*

communications, aod its success depends largely
on the support given it tn this respect. Com
enucleations most be signed, but the name of
writer will not he printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of tbe column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Addros*
all communications

Thanks to you, Mr*. Dieter, for this report of the family. 1 know Eunice w\ll be
interested in the history of the Herrick
family, as well as others who read the col-

to

BAaToKTT’s Island. Aug. 8.
Dear
Madge.
I think the roll-call a great scheme to stir
people up. It ba* been a long time siuce I
wrote for the column, but 1 am devour) ug it
every week just the »ame. There is so little
here for me to write about. I think it much
better Ur leave space for other* who write
such nice interesting letters. The people are
fo*t leaving the island, just a very few of the
natives left here now. We are very busy all
the time mo don't see many lonely days. If
Barker's Point is chosen for the reunion it
will be nearer to me than ever befute. I
should like so much to go. but don't think it
possible. How about the pin*, have you any

I'ni bound to have,*’

“Three leaves, of course.
The little clove raald.
“They’re all I'm set to do, but still
I think I’ll go ahead
And gfow another if I can,
An extra leaf, to show
That I am trying, with my might.
To live, and work, and grow.”

So while the other clovers stayed
Content with let Sets three.
Tbeir braver brother added uu
A fourth for all to see.
“How fitolish!” cried the other ones.
“Why do an extra task?
Three leaves are all the world expects.
And all that it can a«k!”

hand?
With best wishes to the clan I

ing

Thank you, Mrs.

recipe. Can’t you
to the

Arbutus grange,

reunion,

it

Ray,

for the letter and

a fine collection of letters for you
week, and they have come from
widely divergent places. Thanks to each
I wish we
and all who have written.

Aminat

me

Aunt

day

«••••••

Dear Aunt Madge, I wrote the above some
time agv», but something prevented me from
sending it. Can it be printed now? My fire
has gone out and I have done several Saturdays* work sinefc I wrote the first part of this
letter.
I wish we could have the reunion at Bangor
or Wyman cottage, so I could go.
Isu ttbat
selfish? I hardly think I can get to Parker s
but
should be pleased to. 1 shall cerPoint,
tainly think of you on that day of days.
This is another Saturday morning, and I
mast not write but a word more. Aunt Maria,
why can't you drive to see me and spend a
day or two? Should be pleased to have you.
Dell, I enjoy your letters because I can s
plainly see you sitting so straight and writing. I like what you say in yonr letters. S. J.
Y., please forgive me for being so negligent
in acknowledging your kindness in sending
the hymn. With best wishes and a heart full
of love for all the M. B.’s, I am as ever
G.
Nobth Yakima, Aug. 8
Dear Aunt Madge and if. B. Sittert:
Aunt Madge, please correct a mistake
It should have read I did not receive Sue's
post cards. They went aatray instead. It is
lovely here, now; no hot weather to speak of.
Will send you v;itb this the sketch about the
Herrick family I mentioned when writing before, and I wish you could all know Mrs.
Burgess, for she is a charming lady, sweet
little somebody. Good-by all.
Ida L. Dikteb.
THE HBKKICKS.

of the Herricks in Maine may
Perhaps
be interested in the experience of another
member of the family. I have recently met a
lady from Boston, who has been here in
Yakima, and who is a Herrick on her mother's side. She told me of quite a pleasant experience fber cousin John Herrick, of Boston, had a few yeara ago.
As the family all know who have the genealogy, the American branch of the family was
started about six generations ago by the
youngest son of Sir William Herrick coming
to Essex, Mass., snd so spreading oat in the
different branches throughout New England.
Sir William Herrick was knighted by Queen
Elizabeth for services to the crown, and the
old ancestral place is a fine Elizabethan
manor in County
Leicestershire, England,
and is between two and three hundred years
old~ .It is one of the show places of England.
It Is in the midst of a beautiful park with a
very fine stone lodge. The house has been rebuilt from time to time and la in perfect repair. It most contain between twenty and
thirty rooms and is the home of a Sir Percy
and Lady Herrick.
John Herrick went abroad two or three
years ago and made a trip to Leicestershire
to see the old ancestral home.
He went to
the lodge, which was a most picturesque stone
cottage, and sent his card by the lodge-keeper, saying that he belonged to the American
branch of tile family and asked if he might
walk throagh the park. Lady Herrick sent
word that the should be delighted to have
him, but wished him to call first at the bouse.
He did so, and she shook hands very cordially, saying that they recognised the American branch of the family, and was
very glad
to see him. 8he sent a man servant through
the grounds to show him everything of interest—among the things being an old state
some

If you are all run "down $ Foley’s Kidney
Remedy will help yon. It strengthens the
kidneys so they will eliminate the impurities
from the blood that depress the nerves, and
cause exhaustioo. backache, rheumatism, and
urinary irregularities which sap the vitality.
Do not delay. Take Poley’ Kidney Remedy at
once. G. A. Pa*C£JLK.

3:

music

It is sufficient to say that
there
on tbis particular Sabbath day
were seven dogs occupying seven different wagons uud that wlieu n lightbated liere.

Are the present games law of
Maine a benefit or an injury to the
farmer?.A P Soper, L H Hlbly
Paper- “The Variety of Birds iu this bectiun. and their Value to the Farmer.”
Mattie Oxindle
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Tbe annual

each and all of you face to face
“All of you” means every M. B.
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s

take up his station on tbe front ste|ts
The
until time to go home again.
question us to whether this had made
better dogs of them is uot to lie de-
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203. NORTH BROOKSV1LLK.
met Aug. 12 with fifty
The third and fourth
degrees were conferred on a claw of two.
The lecturer presented an interesting program. There were visitors from Penobscot grange. Ice-cream was served.
RAINBOW*,

Rainbow grauge
members present.
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Tomatoes, lb
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Blueberries, qt
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Reef, ft:
Steak,
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Cornea,
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aud

officers were presented, and the success of
the work explained.
Officers were elected as follows: Rev.
Angus M. MacDonald, Bar Harbor, president; Dr. D. Wellington Bunker, Bangor,
H. A. Brown, Bar Harbor, vice-presidents; ;
Rev. Alexander P. MacDonald, secretary;
LAKE VIEW*. 461, HAPPYTOWN.
Thomas Searls, treasurer; board of direct- j Lake View grange held its regular meetors. Rev. Adolph P. Shauffler, New York, ing Aug. 16 with twenty-two members
man changed to humility.
They acEvery officer
Bishop Alexander Mackay Smith, Phila- an2 one visitor present.
bis attitude and Ills expressions
delphia, Prof. W. J. Moulton, Bangor, was in his chair. The first and second de- cepted
Rev. William Adams Brown, New York, grew were conferred on two candidates. and some of them even shook hands
1 with him aud forgave him for having
De Witt Clinton Blair, New York.
One application for membership was reTbe year closed with a small balance in reived. There will be a special meeting such a dog. He went away and was
absent for three days and then rethe treasury. Tbe estimated expenses for Aug. 21 for conferring degrees and for
turned to say that be felt like doing
tbe current year are about |3,1M). It was business.
something for the church iieuple tc
deemed to extend tbe work bj the erashow that no hard feelings rankled in
EAST BLUEH1LL, 252.
ploy meat of a trained Sunday school
East Bluehill grange held its regular < his soul. There was the old meeting
worker, who can remain a week or more
with fair at- I bouse. It needed |uiluting badly. Uuin a settlement and organize the school meeting Saturday evening
der Its shadow bis dog bad raised a
tendance. One candidate was instructed
and instruct the officers and teachers.
row and created tem|sirary bard feelTbe fourth year closes with the work in the first and second degrees. It was
ings and he would beg tbe privilege
The regular monthly voted to have cake and coffe» at the next
well established.
of paying for two fresb coats.
The
visit of the Morning Star has become an meeting.
proposition fell like a tbuudervlai.
event towards which the people look with ^
441.
MARIAVILLE,
on tbe town,
it beat tbe coming ol
This little craft has proved
eagerness.
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening a circus all hollow.
All tbe church
her worth in rrany a rough storm, and
ani
members
three
visiwith thirty-five
folks bad to do. said tbe donor, was tc
has covered during the past year 4,(KS> »
I
tors.
Two candidates are instructed in
get together and decide on tbe color
miles up and down tbe coast. Over 5,ODD
The prothe third and fouth degrees.
and be would fnmisb the paints and
people have been reached who would gram was announced for next meeting.
the painters—simple as A B C.
otherwise be deprived of religious privi- j
Saturday, Aug. 21, Good Will grange, AmA meeting of tbe church people was
leges.
herst, is to meet with Mariaville grange,
called for a certain night, and they
During the year 360 services were held, and everybody is requested to bring somewere there to the last man and woman.
four funerals conducted, five persons bap- j
thing for a harvest supper. Memorial day
All knew the issue, and all had come
tized, tbe Lord’s supper celebrated six j was observed, and the
grave of our sister
prepared. Tbe question to be settled
limes, one marriage solemnized, twelve was beautifully decorated.
was one of color, and it was a dead
conventions attended, and fifteen barrels
i
easy one. Tbe minister presided, as
of reading matter distributed, besides a
NEW CENTURY, 356, DEDHAM.
was eminently proper, aud he arose
large quantity of wearing apparel and
One candidate received instructions in
to say that of course there could l>e
other useful articles. Christian Brotherand fourth degrees in New Cenbut one color for a frame meeting
hood has been organized along the coast, the third
boose. That waa white, to represent
which now numbers twenty-eight mem- tury grange, Aug. 14. The program was
made up as usual of readings, music and
purity. The lightning rod man could
bers.
of the enterbe notified to have bis painter on band
Tbe condition of the public schools bos remarks. The net proceeds
9 were |23.
next day. Was there anything furtbei
received earnest consideration, and in tainment given Aug.
before tbe meeting?
some places a marked improvement has
To tbe good man s surprise, there
been noted. Where assistance has been
ALAXOOSOOK, 409, EAST ORLAND.
Alamooeook grange held its regular : was. Deacon Tompkins arose to say
asked, five teachers have been placed.
tbat while art was In Its infancy in
Counsel has been given parents about the meeting Saturday with a (air attendance.
education of their children, and a number The members are planning for their lair, this country a plain white meeting
of bright boys and girls have gone to bept. 15. The grange hall is being im- ] bouse did very well, but art had advanced.
Meeting bouses should alsc
higher institutions of learning.
proved by the finishing of a lodge room j
An important feature of tbe work has
above, which will give two floors and advance. Speaking for tbe Methodist
contingent; his choice was chrome yelbeen the visitation of the sick. Six have add much Ufthe convenience of the hall,
low for tbe body of tbe building, with
been helped to receive much-needed hosdark brown for tbe steeple and tbe
pital treatment. A number of feebleWhy He Didn’t See It.
doors and window casings. He would
minded people have been found, and three
At > recent dinner in London the conapplications have been made out and filed versation turned to the subject ol lynch- move tbat those colors be adopted.
Deacon Williams arose to hope tbat
with the proper authorities for admission ing the United States. It wan the general
no one
would second the motion.
to the State school for feeble-minded.
opinion that a large percentage ol AmeriThe Sea Coast Sunday school now num- cans met death at the end of a rope. Speaking for tbe Baptists, be would
bers 650 members, who meet regularly and Finally the hoetess turned to an American say tbat a pea green color for the
are provided with Sunday school literawho had taken no part in the conversa- body, with trimmings of darker green,
ture.
Through the kindness of many tion, and said: “You, sir, must have often would be more In harmony with tbe
surrounding landscape and prevent
friends, each of these children had some seen these affairs.”
mill
small gift to brighten the Christmas sea“Yea,” he replied; “we take a kind of strangers from taking tbe cider
son.
This department of the work is con- municipal pride in seeing which city for tbe meeting bouse. He didn't adstantly enlarging and there will be a good can show the greatest number of lynch- vance pea green as symbolic of the
field for the special worker.
Baptist faith alone, but of all faiths
ings yearly.”
It even took in tbe Adventists. He
Rev. Mr. McDonald, who qualified as an
“Oh, do tell us about a lynching you
engineer during the winter, ia now an or- have aeen yourself,” broke in half a would move pea green as an amendment for chrome yellow. Deacon Jones
dained minister, a licensed pilot and en- dozen voices at once.
gineer all in one. To assist him in run“The night before I sailed for England,” said tbat he represented tbe Presbyning the boat, Roy Stewart, of Corea, one said the American, “I was giving a dinner terians in tbe congregation and that
of the mission boys, and a competent en- at a hotel to a party of intimate friends, the Presbyterians had decided on lead
gineer, has been secured.
when a colored waiter spilled a plate of color for tbe body of tbe building and
Extensive repairs were made to the soap over the gown of a lady at an adjoin- dark blue for doors, casings and steeMorning Star during the past winter. ing table. The gown was utterly ruined, ple. He would move bis colors as an
The sloop Hope has been .disposed of for a and the gentlemen of her party at once amendment to tbe last amendment and
nominal sum, and the proceeds appropri- seised the waiter, tied a rope around his he hoped tbat no further time would
ated towards the purchase of a much- f neck, and at a signal from the injured be wasted over the matter.
Bnt bis hopes were disappointed.
needed power tender, which will be of lady swung him into the air.”
great assistance in navigating shallow
“Horriblet” said the hoetess, with a Tbe lightning rod man waa appealed
streams, and will prove invaluable in case shudder. “And did you actually tee this to. but be replied that It was a question to be left entirely to tbe congreof a breakdown of the engine of the MornyourselfT”
ing Star.
“Well, no,” admitted the American gation.
It was left to them. Meeting after
apologetically. “Just at that moment I
Idle cariosity is a mighty busy thing.
happened to he downstairs killing the meeting was held, but no one gave
Knicker—Are you sure that was yoor chef for putting mustard in the blanc- way—tbe more meetings tbe more
wife’s spirit? Henpeckt—Yes; it
acrimony, tbe more acrimony the less
anmange.” ________
nounced itself by knocks.
When
it bad
neighborly feeling.
the
torment
of
and
itch•'.Suffered day
night
reached that stage, which it did in
Mrs. Goddard—AH the way from Chime
until
1
Nothing
used
helped
ing piles.
about four months, tbat not a Methcago! Didn’t you find it very hot travel- Doan’s Ointment. It cured me permanently.”
odist wonld lend a Baptist his wheeling? Dusty—Not at aU, madam; 1 al- —Hon. John R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala_
barrow and not a Baptist would borways take a refrigerator car in the sum- Adst.
row flatirons of a Presbyterian tbe
mer.
good minister sent in bis resignation,
TAU NOTICE
the meeting bouse was closed, and only
No matter how long you have suffered,
All persons are recommended to take Foley’s
Foley’s Kidney Remedy will help you. Mrs. Kidney Remedy for backache, rheussatiam last summer It was unroofed by a cyB. L. Bowen, of Wayne, W. Va., writes: “I and kidney and bladder trouble. It will
clone and left a wreck. Tbe lightning
was a sufferer from kidney disease, so that at
correct urinary irregularities, which.
times I could not get out of bed, and when I
neglected, may develop into a serious ill- rod man was about tbe only man tbat
did I could not stand straight. 1 took Foley’s ness. It will restore health and strength, bo
Kidney Remedy. One dollar bottle and part not neglect signs of kidney or bladder trouble bad nothing to say. He could afford to
of the second cured me entirely.” It will cure and risk Bright’s disease or diabetes. G. A.
be silent.
Pashas.
gea* <4. a. Ftaciana.
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the limits of tbe village. The worshipera came out of tbe church to see
Interfere uud
take sides,
aud tbe uffalr broke up tbe services
for tbe morning uud left a good deal
of acrluiouy doatlug around. Most ot
tbe blame was laid on the mail ot
lightning rods, who was stopping Hi
the towu over Sunday. He repudiated
it and bad hot words uud on Monday
was arrested
for usiug profane lanL’p to the moguage and hued 87.
lueut be was fined be was defiant.
Then be changed to humility. |wld bis
flne and apologized all around.
There was uo one in tbe town ot
Illcksvllle who really knew a lightning
rod uiau's other side or who even busIiected that be bad a secubd side, it
there bad been, a note of warning
would bare U-eo sounded when Ibis

*

re-

looked U|ion

dog

The quotation* Mow civ* Urn
retail prion ia Ellsworth.

stopped tbe

Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Aug. 6, with few patrons present.
The second degree wes conferred on one
brother. There will be degree work at the
meetiug Aug. 20. It was voted to favor
the field-day meeting to be held In E ls*
worth, and try for the prize offered.
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LAW KKCAKDIVO WEIGHTS AH I) MfcAM KK*.
A bushel of Liverpool
uli s*>a.l weigh ft
pouo is, and a bushel of Turk's Islam! salt shall
vdgh "t pounds.
The sumdanl weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and dt fur shipping, Is t<o pounds,
of apples, 44 pounds.
The iM«t>dard weight of a bushel of beans la
good order and fit for shipping, UN* pounds;,
oi wheal. l«*t», rutabaga turnips and peae,
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions SL
ot carrots, I'ngPsh turnips, r>e and
pounds;
Indian meal, SO pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;,
of barley and buckwheat, 4e poumls. of oau
8* pouads. or even measure as ot agreement.

CAJBT1NE.
Sara.

Whitney, wife and

son

Charles

have returned to Portland.
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KIXSWORTH MARKETS.

promptly attacked. Seven dogs pitching Into one must soon coufuse tilings,

j

SKA COAST MISSION.

Madai and M. B. Sitter*:
Saturday, 4.W a. m., fire built an! ashes
taken up. and just a line t
you before 1 begin
the day’s work.
I had tbe pleasure of seeing Aunt Madge'n
face just as she was getting tt the train and 1
was getting on.
It seeme 1 g »od t > see her
I want to
dear face if for »»n.y a minute.
thank 8. J. Y. for the hymn. My John and I
have hunted our hymn b *oks through, but it
was not easy to find it as tbe one verse was
ail the help we had.
sermons a
Aunt Madge's discription of tw
day with Sunday school sandwiched in. very
vividly brought to my mi ad ray childhood
days and tbe oeir old churcn where I .e irned
to love the Sun iay school.
I wonder if any of y »u ara troubled about
your glasses cord breaking I was, and I took
some black silkateen. twi-ted it anl doubled
it and h ive a c >rd that h is lasted a long time.
Aunt Emrna, you w >uid have had a call from
me, yes, and my J >bn. this spring, if it had
not been so late when we cum- back from our
drive. He was acquuntel with you when
you were young. He hts told me of one certain U. H. of tb'iae day.*. You wi’l see me

meet-

Business

j

and

tion of another building.
From time immemorial It has been
tbe privilege of the farmer's dog to
accompany his master to church and

Question:

as

Idbab!touts,

er, and as time went on the three denominations bad agreed so well that
no move bad been made for the erec-

Address of welcome.Mrs Ella Davis
Response.. .Ernest Burrill

J have

Dear

Pomona

Surry, Friday, Sept.

Opening exercises:

—

this

Aug. 26.

Hancock

Bkcn Casks—Two cups common bran or Recess
short-; one (.up dour with one-hnf tea- | Call to order; music
salt and «>r.e teaspovinful «mta sifted,
fifth degree
oue-fourth cup molaMses, oue and one-fourth Conferring
Address.State
cups sour milx; ballet size of walnut. Dr p
it.t<> greased lin auil bake in not too hot an
Entertainment by host gnicge
with butter. We
hoi
Ihitik
r>erv*
nvtti.
them very nice; try ineut. sisters, »ud report, Closing exercises

Dear M. B. Friend*:

see

yet there was
In the
only one place to worshipearlier days the Methodists. Baptists
and Presbyterians bad clubbed togeth800

DATKS.

of

QUAD.

M.

(Copyright. 190». by Associated Literary
Presa.J
The village of Hk-ksvllle contained

spoonful

But lo! men bailed the extra leaf
And grasped its meaning too.
For now the four-le tved clover stan ds
For Luck—a symbol t ut.
Since 'tis the adde 1. willing work.
The extra bit of pluck
That conquers all the best of life
And brings the worker iuck.
—PriteiUa Leonard. You A’* Companion.

could

By

reason.

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
the program for the

Acnt M.

ever,

good

following**

at

remain

Ttaecolnmn is open to ail grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, snd
♦or reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

Thursday, Sept. 23—Field day meeting
of Green Mountain Pomona at Jordan’s
drive. Winter Harbor.

A uni

THE POUR-LEAVED CLOVER.

PUIOG THE
MEETING HODSL

This column is devoted to the Orange, especially to the grange* of Hancock county.

Thursday, Aug. 19—Field day meeting
Hancock Pomona grang and State grange
at Biuehill mineral spring.
Friday, Sept 3— Hancock Pomona
grange with Arbutus grange, Surry.

umn.

Tbb Ahakica*.
kllsworth. Me.

3mong tf)t ©rangers.

_

|

_

j

Suickly

at

Rev. Mr. Davidson, of Boston, preached
the Congregational church Sunday.

Mrs. Eloise Merrill, of Jacksonville, is
a few weeks at the
homo of
W. A. Ricker.

spending

Rev. Mr. Pierce, the former pastor of
Unitarian church, preached at the
Unitarian church Sunday.
the

There waa a pretty wedding at the home
of Mrs. Fanny Freeman. Wednesday, Aug.
11, when her daughter Myrtle was married
to h red Day, of Dexter. The bride wore
white silk and veil, and carried white
flowers. She was attended by her cousin,
Mias Carrie Grosgrove, as bridesmaid.
George Day, brother of the groom, was
best man.
After the service there was
a short reception.
The bridal couple left
fora few weeks at Old Orchard. The house
waa prettily decorated, the hall
being
banked with green trees and white flowers.
An arbor composed of greeu trees,
covered with red berries, formed the background, and the couple stood under a mass
The
of pink roaes and white flowers.
presents were many. Miss Emma Coombs,
Miss Belle Gott and Miss Lucy Dennett
help serve refreshments. Those present
from out of town were: Mr?. Ella Gray,
Misses Dorothy and Marjorie Hodkins, ot
Bar Harbor; Mrs. Edward Seshang. Brockton, Mass.; William Day and wife, George
Day and Percy Day, of Dover.
G.
Aug. 16.

Agreed With the Court.
A lawyer came into court drunk, when
the judge aaid to bun:
“Sir, I am »orry to aee you in a situation
which is a disgrace to yourself ami family
and the profession to which you belong.”
This reproof elicited the following collo-

quy:

“Did your honor speak to me?”
“I did, sir. 1 said, air, that in my
opinion yon disgraced yourself and family, the court and the profession, by
your oourse of condnct."
“May 1—t—it pleaae your honor, I have
been an attorney in—in—in this e—court
for fifteen years, and, permit me to say,
your honor, that this is the first correct
opinion I arer knew you to give.”

Stobmiannima.
Thhrkca
ihnjl

M

An unhealthy stomach la
generally what makes mr r
of you feel so wretched. Tir e
various aches of your body
can be done away with by a
little care dally given to your
stomach.

TRUE’S ELIXIR
put stomachs in shape
A fifty-cent
for S7 years.
bottle will tone up yours. If
It doesn’t, the druggist will
refund your money.

1

35c.

50c.

S100

HILLARD’S

OLD SCHOOL

READERS.

was copied from the Illustrated
Magazine
of Art, and the second came from the pen
of Washington
and
its
Irving,
subject
was

“The

Bobolink”.

[ Written for Tbr American by E. H. K J

.Next

comes

the theme of this article includes only
first two series.
These books contained such reading as
Tennyson’s “Brook”:
but

THE REBEL'S RUSE,

the

“The

Mocking Bird”, by Alexander Wilson
“I come from the haunts of coot and hern,
1 make a sudden sally,
Amidst all the changes which have taken All these iri prose. N. P. Willis tells, in
his graceful aud airy
And sparkle out among the fern
style, how:
methods of teaching, nothing
the
in
place
To bicker down a valley.”
Under the cross-beam, under the Old South
has been more deplored by the men and
And now comes that most charming of
bell,
all Christmas ballads, “The Night before
women who attended the public schools The nest of a pigeon is builded well.
In summer and wiuter that bird is there.
Christmas,” written by Clement Clark
fifty and sixty years ago than that which Out and
in, with the morning air.
Moore:
has driven out the good old-fashioned
I love to see him track the street
’Twas the night before Christmas, when all
With
his
how
to
read
and
to read
vvarj eye aud active feet,
ways of teaching
through the house
And I often watch him as he springs.
well. In those times the reading classes
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse:
Circling the steeple with easy wings,
The stockings were hung in the chimney
one
at
a
called
to
file
were
upon,
Till across the dial his shape has passed,
time,
the aisles of the little red school-

down

houses, and each pupil, in turn, to read
more paragraphs.
As there
good readers in every district,
this system alone put ambition into the

aloud
were

one or

many

hearts of the others to do their best at all
times.

Then, too, the books we had at that
were well worth reading, being filled

time

with the choicest selections of poetry and
prose. Clergymen, college professors and
men of letters generally edited the school
readers in those far-off years. The Rev.
John Pierpont edited the old National and
other readers which were in use for a long
time. He was from Connecticut, was

graduated

at

the pulpit, and entered the Harvard
divinity school. In the year 1819 he was
for

ordained

over

the Hollis street Congrega-

tional Unitarian church in Boston, where

twenty-six years.
preached
Ebenezer
Porter, who was professor
for

lie

We

of sacred rhetoric at the Andover theo-

logical seiminary for fifteen years and
then became president of that institution,
held until his death,
a post which he
edited and compiled the old “Rhetorical Reader”, and wrote many books. But
this reader became very popular, and
went through nearly 100 editions.
Lindley Murray gave to the world, not
only the “English Reader”, but several
other good books, among them a very
quaint and interesting autobiography,
which was published after his death. He
left his well-selected library to his niece,
Mrs. Smith, of Washington, D. C. After
her death her husband presented these
books to the Congressional library.
the makers of school-books were
many, and their readers were remarkably
good, so good, in fact, that it seems almost
invidious to make comparisons. Some of
the later ones passed through an enormous number of editions, and were sold
by the million; and yet it would seem,
But

taking everything into consideration,
that GeorgeS. Hillard’s were somewhat
in advance ot the others. Surely the
selections were all of the best and were
preceded by brief biographical and critical sketches of the writers. This last
feature was new, and it helped wonderfully to make his readers more interesting
and valuable, not only to the students
but also to the general public, for books
were scarce and the heads of many families
were glad to devour the contents of this
class of literature.
Reference books were not at hand in
those small libraries as they are in the li-

all

pendulum and the dial, the
former complaining of “being very tired of
ticking eighty-six thousand and four
hundred times every twenty-four hours”.
That dear, familiar poem, “The Old
Oaken Bucket,” is one of this collection,
and we learn from the biographical note
that the writer, Samuel Woodworth, was
a

native of

Boston

in

trade of

Weymouth, Mass., but lived
many years, following the

printer.
“Old Ironsides” is there, too:
“Ay, ‘ear her tattered ensign down!
Long has it waved on high.
a

And many an e>e has danced
That banner in tbe sky.”

to see

The other volumes of this series
tained much that
as

Bryant’s

was

“Green

con-

interesting; such
Kiver”, the first

stanza of which is:
"When breezes are soft and sky is fair,
I steal an hour from study and care.
And hie me away to the woodland scene
Where wanders the stream with water of
greeu,
As if tbe bright fringe of herbs on its brink
Had given their stain to the wave they
And

drink;
they, whose
through,

meadows

it

Have named the stream from its
hue.”

is:
*•

quiet along the Potomac.' they say;
Except, now and then, a stray picket
Is shot, as he walks on his beat to and fro,
By a rifleman hid in the thicket.”
And the last reads:
‘All

“All quiet along the Potomac to-night.
No sound save the rush of the river;
While soft falls the dew on the face of the
dead—
The picket's off duty forever.”

murmurs

own

fair

Another favorite
with some of the
younger scholars was a piece by George P.
Morris:

“The Solitude of Alexander Selkirk,”
by Cowper, is supposed to express his sentiments while on his solitary island:

“Woodman, spare that tree!
Touch not a single bough;
In youth it sheltered me,
And I'll protect it now.”

“I

monarch of all 1 survey;
are none to dispute;
From the centre all round to the sea,
1 am lord of the fowl and the brute.”
am

My rights there

What boy’* heart has not been fired by

Even in the little “Second Reader”
very attractive rhymes^such as:

reading Capt. Mayne Reid’s thrilling de- find
scription of “The Trumpeter Swan and
the Bald Eagle”?
“The Pilot” was written by Thomas
Haynes Bayly, an English poet who lived
from 1797 to 1839:

MacKny, who

was

an

How I wonder what you are?”

"Mary had
Its fleece

a

little lamb;
white as snow;”.

was

"Little drops of water,
Little grains of sand,
Make the mighty ocean
And the pleasant land.”

English

The prose selections in both series of
readers must be read as far as possible in the light of the times of their publication.
It must be remembered that
grave questions of national importance
these

“Old Tubal Cain was a man of might
In the days when the earth was young;
By the tierce, red light of his furnace bright
The strokes of his hammer rung;
And he lifted high his brawny hand
On the iron growing clear.
Till the sparks rushed out in scarlet showers,
As he fashioned the sword and spear.”

yellow-breast

"Twinkle, twinkle, little star,

and

author, wrote “Tubal Cain”, a poem
which had the right jingle to suit the boys
and they liked to be called upon to read:

Mrs. Child makes the

we

"How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour;*'

“Ob, pilot, 'tis a fearful night;
There's danger on the deep;
I'll come and pace the deck with thee,
I do not dare to sleep.”
Charles

would be

soon

Mr. Hillard gives no sketch of Dr.
Moore’s life, but it may be interesting lo
know that he was a man of cultui'e, and
published, in 1844, a book of excellent
poems, and yet this ballad seems to be the
only one of the collection which will be
long remembered. He was born in New
\York in 1779, and died in 1863. He was
the son of Bishop Moore, of Rhode Island,
and was educated at Columbia college,
making the study of Hebrew a specialty.
Later he
published a Hebrew and
English lexicon, which was the first book
of that kind ever printed. In 1821 he was
made professor of biblical learning in the
Protestant Episcopal theological seminary
of New York, where he remained twentynine years. The plot of land on which
this seminary stood was the gift of Dr.
Moore.
Another poem, which is far too good to
be an anonymous production, is “The
Picket Guard”, the first stanza of which

tween the

Yale and studied law at the

Litchfield law school, after which he went
to Massachusetts to follow the legal profession. He soon decided to abandon that

with care,
fn the hope that St. Nicholas
there.”

the

belfry ed ,re is gained at last.”
remember the “Discontented
Pendulum”, which after fifty years of
faithful service, refused to tick, and the
spiteful conversation that took place be-

^nd

By EUNICE WIN80R.
(Copyright, 1909, by American Press Association.!
During the American Revolution a
regiment of Continentals were placed
in Westchester county to “observe” the
British then occupying New York.
Denton Woodworth, a bitter Tory, llvlng near the patriot force, discovered
that his daughter Evelyn nnd one of
the captains. Elderkln. had fallen In
love with each other. Woodworth was
so
horrified at bis daughter marrying a rebel that he decided to leave
his place In Westchester county and
take his family to New York city. The
evening before their departure Evelyn
and Elderkln met clandestinely in a
wood near the bouse, then nnd there
plighted their troth and before parting arranged a method of correspondence.
The next day the Woodworth
family crossed the Harlem river, were
admitted within the British lines and
occupied their town house near what
was then and Is now Bowling Green.
It was not long after their settlement
in their new quarters that Evelyn received a letter from an intimate friend
of hers, living near her borne in Westchester county.
It had been sent In
with a number of others under a flag
of truce. Her father, thinking that the
missive might contain some word from
Elderkln. opened and read it before
giving it to bis daughter. It was written in a woman's hand and contained
no mention whatever of the rebel captain.
Amelia Woodworth, a Bister of the
head of the family, was as bitter a
Tory as her brother and as deeply Interested In breaking up the love affair
between her niece and the young rebel
captain. The evening of the reception
of the letter from beyond the lines,
when Evelyn was In bed. Aunt Amelia
concluded to do a little detective work.
Going Into Evelyn’s room. Rhe asked
her If she would let her read the letter. Evelyn's'heart stood still: but. outwardly retaining her equanimity, she
told her aunt where to find it. and
the old lady sat down by a candle to
read it. After trying for a long while
to discover some code in It she fell
asleep. When she a woke the candle
had burned down to the socket the
letter lay near the flame scorched, and
across Its face was the fragment of
a
sentence that had evidently been
written In green Ink—“Thut old cat.
your Aunt Am—.”
Indignation struggled with Joy at the
discovery for a time: then the old lady
extinguished the candle and stole away
with the letter.
Evelyn was awake
and saw what she did. but did not dare
oppose her. Mr. Woodworth had gone
out to Fraunce’s tavern for a tipple
and to learn If there was any news
His sister
of the military situation.
waited patiently till he returned, then
To her surshowed him the letter.
prise the green letters had disappeared.
Now. the old man loved his daughter. but did not get on with bis sister.
He looked the letter over carefully. then told Miss Woodworth that
she might be in better business than
In spying—that she had in her mind
a belief that she would make a discovery and, suddenly awakening, had
seen the writing only through her dls
torted imagination. Then he ordered
her to take the letter back to Evelyn's

filled

public attention—questions

involv-

ing the integrity of the Union itself, both
by reason of danger from abroad and of
internal dissensions.

ask:

The conscience of the

“Who stole the Bird’s Nest?”

country

was more

being quickened to the moral
obliquity of slavery as a feature of the
political institutions of the country.
and

“To whit! to whit! to whee!
Will you listen to me:
Who stole four eggs I laid,
And the nice nest I made?”

more

Hence the

numerous

selections,

full of

Washington,
inspiration
hope,
Mary Howitt wrote pleasingly in those I Webster, Choate, Sumner, John Quincy
to-day. Encyclopedist were to
and
in
“The
Voice
on
Fisher
many
subjects,
days
Ames, and others
I Adams, Wirt,
be found only in an occasional home,
of Spring” she says:
who were and had been in public life. On
while the “Dictionary of Authors”, the
the moral side were Beecher, Charming,
“I am coming, little maiden.
“Century Dictionary of Proper Names”,
With the pleasant sunshiue laden.
Horace Mann, William H. Seward, and
and many others of that class, had not
With the honey of the bee;
men of that type, whose burning uttercome into existence.
We knew very little
With the bloasom for the tree,
ances aroused
resentment against the
|
of the men and women whose writings we
With the flower and the leaf;
further domination of slavery in the counwere being made familiar with, so these
time
is
I
the
brief.”
Till come
try. Over all these, were loud calls to
sketches doubled our interest and pleasThe same writer also wrote “The Spider universal
justice and freedom by men lite
ure.
and the Fly”, which every child knew by
Chatham, Burke and Fox abroad.
Mr. Hillard was a Maine boy, having heart, even as he or she knew:
The finest in English literature w as repfirst seen the light of day at Machias in
*Tis a lesson you should heed.
resented in part by selections from Addi1808. In later years he went to Boston
Try again;
son, Steele, De Foe, Johnson, Goldsmith,
and entered the Latin school, where he
If at first you don’t succeed,
Scott,
Irving, Cooper, Macaulay and
In
the
prepared for Harvard college.
Try again!
Dickens. There was also a strain of proMr.
in
“Boston Book” published
1850,
In a few years Mr. Hillard issued a new
found religious faith running through
and

from

braries ot

the destruction
1844. It also
few reminiscences of some of

Hillard has

an

of this old

Latin school in

article

on

contains a
his teachers and classmates
most

interesting,

which

are

and he tells with w'hat

a

sad heart he witnessed the demolition of
that old building on School street.
He was graduated from Harvard in 18*28,
after which he became George Bancroft’s
assistant in a seminary in Northampton,
Mass. In 1833 he became a member of the
Boston bar, where he soon acquired a
most enviable reputation, not only in his

profession, but as a gentleman, a scholar,
an eloquent orator, a polished writer, and
of the most brilliant conversationalists of his time, whether in this country
or
Europe. He wrote several books, of
which probably his “SixjMonths in Italy”
had much the largest circulation, for it
jumped into ao immediate and much deserved popularity.
one

rossibly the compilation oi mese
school-books may have yielded some revenue, but we are inclined to believe that
the prevailing motive with these highminded and high-thinking men was along
educational lines, for the benefit of that
and future generations of students.
Mr. Hillard’s “First Class Header” was
published in 185fi, in Boston, New York,

room.

Evelyn knew that somethin* had
happened, but what she was not sure,
since her aunt kept her own counsel.
Evelyn dare not destroy the letter for
She
fear of making matters worse.
left It In her writing desk, and a few
days later, when the rain was pouring
down and the air laden with moisture,
the old woman, rummaging In the
desk, came upon another surprise.
There was the letter, and this time it
Incovered with pink letters.
was
deed. she read a love letter written
across the other from Captain Elderkin to her niece, in which he warned
Evelyn to beware of “that old cat,
your Aunt Amelia."
Taking the letter luto her own room,
she sat down before a warm fire on
the hearth, laying it on a table beside
her. She was rejoicing at the prospect
of convincing her brother that she had
been right after all. Then It occurred
to her to copy the pink words lest they
fade like the green ones. Turning to
the letter, what was her surprise to
find that they had already disappeared
Defeated again, she replaced the letter where she had found it.
Thinking
to discover some means for bringing
back the secret missive, she went there
next day for it. but Evelyn had mean
while concluded to burn it.
A month later another batch of letters was sent into the British tines
and among them one for Evelyn front
the same friend who had written hei
before. Unfortunately for the lovers
It fell into Miss Woodworth's hands
Meanwhile «be had confided her secrel
to a friend, a professor in King’s—tin
name was at that time changed to Co
lumbla—college. The second letter sh«
took to him. He heated it and mole
tened it with no effect. Then he tried
the application of chemicals, and t
solution of iodide of starch brought
out another love letter, this time It

series of books, and made what he called many articles in these readers, while
“Hillard’s Sixth Reader”, to correspond others instilled simple
moral
lessons,
to the “First Class Reader” in the former wherein virtue met its reward and vice its
series—a book designed for the most adpunishment. Industry, temperance and
vanced classes. This volume, as well as obedience to parental authority formed
“Hillard’s Fifth Reader”, contained an in- the theme of many selections.
troductory treatise on elocution by Prof.
Who can say, when the final stress came
Mark Bailey, of Yale college. Many of upon this country, and we faced the alterthe selections were taken from the old native of a dissolution of this Union or
,
series, and several from the Rev. Mr. Pier- ! war, that the boys who sat under this inClass
Book”.
Mr.
First
“American
pont’s
struction did not thereby receive inspiraPierpont wrote both prose and poetry, and tion which carried them from every
of the latter perhaps no selection was school-district in the North to the perils
more liked than “The Pilgrim Fathers”,
of battle for the destruction of slavery
which appeared in Hillard’s new “Sixth and the maintenance of the Union?
f
Reader”. He wrote this poem for the celebration of the anniversary of the Pilgrim
Why She Fattened.
Society of Plymouth, in December, 1824;
I. Zangwill tells the following story:
“The Pilgrim fathers!—where are they?
The fat girl of C. is not a myth nor a
The waves that brought them o'er
show person, but a solid private reality
Still roll in the bay and throw their spray.
that I have seen. Her fatness weighed
As they break along the shore;
upon her, so she went to a physician to get
Still roil in the bay, as they rolled that day.
rid of some of it. He drew her up a careWhen the Mayflower moored below,
with
storms, ful dietary; she was to eat dry toast,
When the sea around was black

|

And white the shore with snow.”

beef, etc., and to return in a
report deduction. At the end of
the month she could hardly get through
“On Linden, when the sun was low,
the doctor’s doorway. He was aghast.
All bloodless lay the untrodden snow.
“Did you eat what I told you?” he asked.
And dark as winter was the flow
Of Iser, roiling rapidly.”
“Religiously.” His brow wrinkled itself. Suddenly he had an inspiration.
In the old days, “Lochiel’s Warning,”
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, Chicago and Buffalo. also by Campbell, was quite a show piece, “Anything else?” he asked.
It was quickly followed by the “Second”, and all those w ho could read well, hoped
“Only my ordinary meals.”
Another beautiful poem

was

plain

Campbell’s:

“Third” and “Fourth Class”.
that the first stanza would come to them,
In the first volume, he says in his pre- so they could bring out, in true dramatic
face: “The compiler of a book like this style, the lines:
can claim no
higher praise than that “Lochiei, Lochiel, beware of the day
which is accorded to judgment and taste. When the Lowlands shall meet thee in battle
It has been prepared under a strong sense
array;
of the responsibility which rests upon For a field of the dead rushes red on-my sight.
And the clans of Culloden are scattered in
every oue who aspires, in however humble
fight.”
a way, to take
ana menmoral
in
the
part
In addition to the biographical sketches
tal training of the youth of our country.
readers up to
Should this volume result in any good to in this series of Hillard’s
end of
the great cause of education—should it the Sixth, there was given at the
and definihelp to touch the heart, to kindle the each piece the pronunciation and this
mind and train the moral sense of the tion of dll the difficult words,
for dictionaries
coming generation, it will be a permanent wts greatly appreciated,
in the schoolrooms five
source of grateful reflection to the com- were not plentiful
and six decades ago. These volumes also
piler.”
In
The first selection in this volume is an included Hillard’s “Intermediate”.
“Account of a Wonderful Sky-lark”, which later years he published other readers,

boiled

month to

It is told of an English woman who
lived to be nearly 100, to illustrate that
frequent eating is not necessarily fatal
that she ate throughout her life ‘a dew bit
and breakfast, a stay bit and dinner, a
nommet and erumokt and a bit after sup!

per,’

as

|

Here

are

she

herself

eight meals

a

would

day

phrase

!

it.

listed.

Dr. Daniels’ Horse Renovator—for
your horse—Makes Blood—gives vim,
strength and health.
and
People with chronic bronchitis, aathmacomlung trouble, will find grear. relief'and
avoid
and
can
and
Tar,
Honey
in
fort
Foley’s
Buffering by commencing to take it at once.
a*icurb.
Q. A.

j

blue.
Soon after this the Britisli evacuated
the city, and Captain Elderkin marched
in with the patriots.
Evelyn finallj
overcame her father's opposition and
married her lover. Then the method
of their correspondence was explained
The first love letter was writtei
with ink mixed with gum arable and t
chloride of cobalt, making pink letters
which disappeared when the Ink driec
and reappearing green under heat. I
again disappeared under cold and be
came pink again when dampened. Th<
second love letter was written in dewater, the ink of which, after beini
brought out. will disappear forever.

THE CENSUS-TAKERS

Kirt'Kuv

ru

uAitiiiUO.

The stock and fixtures of the Novelty
Will Begin Their Work Next AprllClock store, Lewiston, in the Sands buildThe Pity and the Job.
Next April the census enumerator will ing, were almost totally destroyed by a
be on the war-path. Morrill N. Drew, of Are Friday. The stock was vfclued at $46,Portland, and Elmer P. 8pofiord, of Deer 000, with insurance of $28,000. The damIsle, have been named as supervisors from age to the building and other stores was
Maine. These men are to name the enu- small.
merators to be

employed on the Held work,
while the actual appointments may be sent
from the census bureau in Washing-

State Assessors at Ellsworth.
The State board of assessors were In session at the court house last Friday. Tbe
full board was present—Assessors Otis
Hay ford, of Canton; George Pottle, of
Lewiston, and W. 8. Thompson, of Sonth
China, and Clerk James Plummer, of Augusta. There was a very full attendance
of assessors from neighboring towns present, and Important information as to tbe
equable valuation of property was given
and received.

out

ton.

The rate of compensation fixed for
enumeration is flexible. The baBis is this!
Not less than two or more than four cents
for each inhabitant enumerated; not less
than twenty or more than thirty cents for

family reported; ten cents for eich
barn or enclosure containing livestock,
not on farms, and not less than twenty or
more than thirty cents for each establishment or productive industry reported.
The compensation allowed an enumerator
shall, under no consideration, exceed (6
per day of eight hours.
Provision is made for the employment
of many special agents, whose work will
supplement the work of the enumerators.
They are to receive (6 a day and traveling
each

Sidney J. Stockbridge, of tbe Ellsworth
of assessors, appeared before the
State board. Tbe valuation of Ellsworth,
according to tbe local assessors, shows a
falling olf, while tbe State assessors last
year increased the valuation about $83,000,
of which $73,000 was on real estate and
$20,000 on personal estate. The State
assessors inquired' thoroughly into the
board

expenses.

Any

person over twenty-one years of
who refuses to answer any question
submitted by the governor, through the
enumerator, may be fined (103. The same
tine is provided for a false auswer.

valuation ot the Bar Harbor A Union
Kiver Power Co. dam, tbe action of the
city in Axing the assessed valuation at
$60,000 tor a term of ten yean, and the
raising of the assessment to $100,000 last

age

All the

pleted

census

reports

are

to

be

com-

1

year.

The State assessors intimated that a
printed within a period of
three years, dating from Juiy 1, 1908.
large part of the increased valuation
The census will be restricted to inqui- which they had placed on the city was doe
ries relating to population, to agriculture, to the dam, and said there was no reason
to

and

why the local assessors should not tax it
a (air valuation.

manufactures, and to mines and quar-

ries.

at

The
will

schedules
include

for

relating
each

to

population i

inhabitaut

the
School Eye and Kar Tests.
^
j
relationship to head of family,
A new State law provides that in all
color, sex, age, conjugal condition, place towns except those having a population of
of birth, place of birth of parents, number
forty thousand or more, eye and ear testa
of years in United States, citizenship, are
required. There is ho expense to the
occupation, whether or not employer or towns in making this examination. The
employee, and if employee, whether or not material with directions for making the
employed at the date of enumeration and tests will be supplied on requisition to the
the number of months unemployed dur- state
superintendent of Bchools. The
ing the preceding calendar year, whether teachers will conduct the examinations.
or
not engaged in agriculture, school The directions and material will be ready
attendance, literacy, tenure of home, for distribution on or about September 1.
name,

whether or hot a survivor of the Union or
Confederate armies, and the name and
address of each blind or deaf or dumb
person. No record by “race” will be

crust rnttua.

made.

The enumeration of institutions will include paupers, prisoners, juvenile delinquents, insane, feeble-minded, blind, deaf
and dumb and inmates of benevolent institutions.
About 3,000 men and women are to be
employed in the census bureau at Washington until the census is completed aud
printed. A great deal of effort is being
put forth to secure appointments in this

department by the army of clerks in
Washington. These people are credited
to the different States from which they
originally came, and appointments are
likely to be given tirst to those states that

Health
Never Falls to Rest

Gray Bair to ItsNaf
Color and Beauty;
No

matter bow long it has Y
or faded. Promotes a luxuri:
of healthy hair. Stops its
! u< positively remr
InlL Keeps'hair soft ai+<
fuse all substitutes. 2K 9
have not used up their quota allowance.
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Z
Maine is allowed sixty-nine persons in
$1 and 50c. bottles.
J
this department, but already seventy-eight
Send 2c for free book The (ih}“
have been appointed from this State.
Philo Hay Spec. Co., NeVfc
Hay's Harflna SoapX
red, rough and chapped hands, and aj?
She Endorsed It.
eases. Keeps skin fine and enft. 25c. di^P
“I want to get this check cashed,” said
Send 3c for has book “The Care of the
the fair young matron, appearing at the
window of the paying teller.
You must endorse it,
“Yes, madam.
1

1

though,” explained the teller.
“Why, my husband sent it to
is away on business,” she said.

me.

He

“Yes madam, Just endorse it—sign it
the back so we will know' and your
husband will know we paid it to you.”

on

against the wall
presented the check

She went to the desk
and in

a

few moments

triumphantly, having written
“Your loving wife, Edith.”

on

its back

A«e CATARRH
Ely’s Craan: Baim j
is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. Re|| Ay •
stores the Senses of IvM v
SaW tSl
Taste and Smell. Full siz*- 50 ct.., at Drugmail.
or
In
1
by
gists
liqui form, 7-5 cents.
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York*
__

“Advice,” said Uncle Eben, “is eumpin’
like Hingin’. You either gets it free till
you’s tired o’ listenin’, or else it’s so ex*
pensive you can’t afford sca’sely any.”

For Bilious Attacks
Here is help for you. Your bilious attacks ma^ be both prevented
The means are
and relieved, but prevention is better than cure.
When a dull headache, furred tongue, yellow cast
at your hand.
to the eyes, inactive bowels, dizziness, or a sick stomach, warn
you of a coming bilious attack, resort at once to

\

s

BEECHAM’S PILLS
which act almost instantly on the liver and bowels, and quickly
regulate the flow of bile. A few doses of Beecham’s Pills will
correct the stomach, put the blood in order, relieve headache and
tone the entire system.
For over sixty years, on land and sea, Beecham’s Pills, by their
safe and thorough action on the stomach, bile and bowels, have
maintained their world-wide reputation as

The Best Bile Medicine
Boxes 10c. and 25c., with full directions.

KINEO

RANGES
satisfy the most
They are
bakers
and conquick
will

critical.

sume

but little fuel.

They

are, in

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes & NutteriMfg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.

j

<

tCUstuorth American.

Interesting
▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
HY TRB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H.

Titus, Associate Editor.

Subscription Price—$2 00 a rear; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; If tald
strictly in advance, f 5o, 75 and 3# rents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar•earages

are

reckoned

at

the rate

of $2 per

ear

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and monev orders made payable to The Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

This week’s edition of The
American is -.400 copies.

Average for the year of 1908,

2,528

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 18, 1909.
Haunibal Hamlin.
(Bangor Commercial.)
Few of the native residents of
Maine will ever be remembered, their
names hardly be spoken or their memories honored after a century of
years has passed. In the rush of the
high tide of life even a few years will
cause their names to be forgotten;

generation of living

men is
and possibly another generation, who among those of the past
are ever thought of ?
It may be that occasionally the great

while,

a

as

numbered,

of a Maine man will become a
national heritage and forever pass
down into the coming ages. Yet toname

day

how many such names are there
upon the eternal, imperishable record ?
We attempt to recall them and fail after one or two such names are fixed

in mind.
One of the names remembered for
100 years, one that will be honored for
100 years to come, name of a Maine
man who was always a Maine man,
whose life and acts and home were
with os, whose honorable name will
never be effaced from history’s tablet
or from the records of the nation, is
that of Hannibal Hamlin.
Man of the people, be never forgot
the people from whose ranks he oame
whose ranks he nonored. Rising
in tipy step from the hills of old Ox- |
fug ao the second highest place with- |I
lows gift of the citizens of this great
"Thou.n, he was not elated by high
closet a,ut maintained the
simplicity
door
Pray, notmity of character, the
right’ and high endeavor
refers
of PnMio dnt? and
prayer ancfrmance
iu personal^1*, to the end of life,
hi9 fellows in being
sential.
sec
uish positions in state
adviser, counselor and
of Abra,lam Lincoln, as
of the United States

her*

^est

four years of the
in pri-

.^Rn civil life and

vjjliever forgetting

®^ihe

people of his
^called neighbors

his
State
and

aknUibal Hamlin is remem100 years after his birth and
be remembered when the present
century shall have marked off another hundred years on the nation’s
dial.

/

This is why the people of Maine are
to observe at Paris Hill, on August 27,
the centenary of his birth, and to
dedicate a tablet to his memory—fit-

ting

tribute to the sturdy acts of
character which he exhibited in daily
life, acts as imperishable as the tablet
on which they will be recorded.
It will be an occasion that will
mean much to the people of
Bangor,
his home; to the people of our State,
and to
those of the nation—the

honoring

of a son of Maine who rose
from the ranks of the people, who
represented and lived near to them,
people who will never forget him.

Obscurity will cover most of us in
after years; even the best, the richest,
the most favored, the most feted,
those highest in the social scale will
be forgotten. Yet he who, a hundred
years hence shall grope among records of the past for the name of a distinguished son of Maine, will be sure
to find that of Hannibal Hamlin.
Nominated by the Governor.
the Dominations by Gov. Fernald announced yesterday were the following in Hancock county:
County’ examiner of insane convicts, Dr. A. C.
Hngerthy, Ellsworth, inspector of ilsh,
Leander R. Bunker, Cranberry Isles.

Among

CHURCH

Her. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.

Sunday,

Aug. 22—Horning servioe at
10.30. Sermon by E. T. Garland, of Portland. Sunday school at 11.46. Evening
7.30.

Prayer meeting Friday evening

Commemorating

Opening

Director

Chapman Announces Featllangor Oct. 7, 8, 9.

ures—

For the Maine

music

festival,

Annual

at
Sullivan
Moat Enjoyable.

Scanlon
Week

Bangor on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 7, 8 and 9, Director Chapheld in

TENEMENTS

—

TENEMENT—5

MOTOR

at 7 JO.

CONGREGATIONAL.

Res. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Closed during August.
OONG'L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
Bee. J. D. Priymore, pastor.
p Sunday, Ang 22
Horning servioe at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.46. Evening
servioe at 7JO.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at /.30.
UNION

—

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

llev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 22 —Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.46. Junior league at 3. No evening
servioe during July and August.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
evening at 7 JO.

PICKED

GOOGINS,

QEORGE

surfaces.

Schooner Arlington Ashore.
The schooner Arlington, of 607 tons,
built at Bucksport in 1883, and owned by
John S. Emery A Co., Boston, is ashore on
the south side of Long Island, N. Y. The
crew was rescued with
difficulty. The
vessel is loaded with coal, and will
be
a
total
loss.
probably

Such articles should never be used
on prescriptions from reputable
physicians. as the damage they will do is ten fold
to the good you cau poesib’y derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
and is taken internally, acting directly upon
the blood and niucou* surfaces of the system.
In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get
the genuine. It is taken internally and made
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney Sc Co. Testimonials free.

except

JUflal Xaucr».

around 50 to look after

in unoccupied territory.
C. K
ducement. permanent
Nurserymen. Manchester, t'onn.

be

The eighteenth annual session of the
Hancock couuty conference of Unitarian
and other Christian churches was held at
man announces a
most admirable pro- the Church-of-Our-Father in Sullivan,
gram.
Thursday and Friday.
The American. I think that John M. Noyes
The first night Mme. Jeanne Jomelli will
The service of worship Thursday evenbuilt the bridge, but the idea of haviug a Mt.
be the star. She is no stranger to Bangor ing was conducted
Desert bridge originated with Capt. William
by Rev. Palfrey PerThompson and others. I haven’t any idea people, and has appeared in America’s kins, in charge of the summer services at
who wrote the lines.
Judith L. Babsox.
greatest festivals.
Bar Harbor. The sermon was by Rev. C.
A feature of the program will be the A.
lines
Henderson, of Wilmington, Del., in
[Written on the buildingof Mt. Desert bridge, first rendition in Maine of the four great- charge of the summer services at West
est choruses from the works of Edward i Gouldsboro.
Aug. 16, 1837-1
Rev. Mr. Henderson gave
Since man vas first created.
Elgar—The Banner of St. George, King the vital elements of religion as emotional
The water* waves have rolled
Olaf, The Dream of Gerontius and The uplift, conviction, right action.
And swept along this passage.
Light of Life. Mr. Elgar is an English
The exercises Friday opened with a deshoals.
it
with
Obstruct.ng
composer, and has been called, so far as { votional service conducted by Rev. C. A.
his oratorios are concerned, the “Modern I Purdy, of the Methodist
The fish along were sporting
society, Sullivan.
Amidst the swelling tides,
Mendelssohn".
I An address was given by Rev. Alva Roy
his
cabin
The savage from
The second night will mark the appear- Scott, of Bangor, on “The
Contagion of
Across this passage glides.
ance of Mme. Frieda Landendorff, opeHappiness”, setting forth the joy in the
ratic mezzo-soprano, considered by many a wholesome adjustment of one’s self to
The groves were dressed in mourning,
Around its flowing banks;
second Schumann-Heink.
The chorus one's surroundings, and the noble contawere
While moose and deer
playing
will have great opportunities in the Song
gion of the abounding life. This was folTheir most romantic pranks.
of Promise, by J. K. Paine, one of the lowed by words of corroboration
by Rev.
celebrated works of this great composer. C. A. Purdy and by Rev. S. W.
The Indian with his paddle
Button, of
Did cleave the flowing stream,
Mr. Paine was born in Maine, and was for Ellsworth.
His children with the bubbles.
a generation the professor
of music at
Rev. C. F. Dole, D. D., spoke upon “The
Amused iu childish dreams.
Harvard university. This will take the New Religion”. He said in
part: “The
But what has man achieved
place of the usual oratorio or opera night. new theology is a widely accepted
Within one hundred years?
Toe third nignt the youngest American
but
a
new
phrase;
theology involves a
The land around is cleared.
opera star. Geraldine Farrar, will appear. new religion. Men tire of false teachThe savage disappears.
This will be her first appearanee in Maine ings; they want
good conduct, and they
And now arrest this passage,
since she attained fame as one of the
want happiness; these are a social necesObstructions to defeat:
Miss sity, and they want the sense of knowgreatest singers of the world.
A bridge is now erected.
Farrar has a charmi g personality, which ledge. The new message is that this
With workmanship complete.
with her beautiful voice makes her one of
world in which we live i* God's world.
Made up with stone and timber,
the greatest attractions of the operatic The law of life coming to rule is the law
The waters to defy;
world. At this concert the finale from the of good-will.
And then, with sand and gravel,
first act of Parsifal (Wagner’s greatest
“The note of joy is a test of the validity
A road is built on high.
work) will be rendered by the chorus of religiod. There is the law of
cost,
Those persons are deserving
with Mr. Gunster and Mr. Werrenrath as of sacrifice;
yet sacrifice is not sacrifice.
Much credit and applause.
soloists. Some brilliant part songs will The
authority of religion is the experience
Who snatch away this passage.
be sung by the chorus.
of religion. The business of life is to
From neptune's watery Jaws.
At the first matinee an orchestral probring in the life of good-wili. The
May they all be rewarded
gram will be given, with Messrs. Gunster church is for this-to send the
worshipFor ail their toil and pain:
and Werrenrath aa soloists, and novelties ers forth to do the
deeds; an inspiring
Long may this bridge continue
and gems for the orchestra, among them influence for freshness and
reality.”
To bear its builder's name.
Listz's celebrated Les Preludes, and a tone
In the afternoon three addresses were
And when in death they slumber.
poem by Richard Strauss. The chorus will given. W. T. Sedgwick, Ph. D., 8c. D.,
This oridge will still remain.
not sing at this concert.
professor of biology at the Massachusetts
While many a passing stranger
The second matinee will be in celebra- Institute of
Technology, on “Science and
Will ask its builder's name.
tion of the Mendelssohn centenary, and Conduct”, said that “science has
gained
Until time is no longer,
this great composer will be honored by the : victories, has come to the
place of power;
This work of art will show
rendition of his Hymn of Praise, in which it influences conduct; and it
accepts the
Amidst the tide of waters.
several soloists will appear, with the responsibility that that
influence, that
Which ever ebb and flow.
chorus. The orchestra will play the over- that
power involves. It becomes a bulSuccess to the directors
ture of
Ruy Bias and Mid-Summer wark of conduct by casting out uncerWho first devised a plan
Night’s Dream, compositions of Mendels- tainty, by snowing the sure effects of
To plsce this bridge across it.
sonn.
acts”.
To help their fellowman.
The orchestra will be the same as for the
Charles Sprague Smith, M. A., founder
c. DEN.
past two seasons composed of the beat and managing director of the People'a
players from the Metropolitan and Institute, alao of the Ethical Social
COUNTY GOSSIP.
Manhattan opera houses.
league. New York, gave an address on
bad
a
real
live
hunt
a
!
Surry
monkey
The concerts at Portland will be given “The Basis of the New Social Order”. He
few days ago.
McGraw’s
two on Oct.
Sandy
11,12 and 13, with the tame solo- said: “We are facing a transformation of
monkeys got loose last Friday, and took ists and orchestra.
society that is revolutionary; not local,
into the large elm trees, where it was
but world-wide. Whether the method of
impossible to catch them, until Mr. McAdvertising.
change will be revolutionary or evoluGraw rigged a box trap in the tree.
Advertising not only brings trade —it tionary depends upon the wisdom that
Monday morning he had them safe in directs
trade; it creates trade. Half of the guides or fails to guide.
the trap.
customers in any community do not know
“Much of present administration is unall they want until somebody tells them, intelligent and
uneconomic; the common
WEDDING BELLS.
and no matter how small may be the com- man in bis
protest is fundamentally right;
no
man’s
nor
munity,
tongue,
any he must come into his inheritance. We
GRAFTON-DAVIS.
cannot with exactness chart that land
At noon Aug. 12, Arnold Boardman woman's tongue, can cover the field.
You
have
something to sell; there is into which we must come by slow proDavis, of Boston, and Miss Minnie Grafton, of Bolton, Lancashire, England, were somebody who needs it; connect that cesses of readjustment and experiment.
married. The ceremony, w hich was pri- something with that somebody and there The changes should be peacefully guided
is a probability of a trade; and the world
vate, only the groom's parents and the
by the ethical forces.”
Rev. William Adams Brown, Ph. D., D.
bride's sister and her husband, Mr. and over, the experience of every man who has
Mrs. Frederick S. Anable, of Brookline, made a success in any line of business or D-, profeasor of systematic theology at the
being present, was performed by Rev. trade proves beyond a doubt that adver- Union theological seminary. New York,
Stephen H. Roblin, pastor of the Second tising is the only medium which will spoke on “The Christian Idea of God".
bring a prospective buyer to the store He said: “In the growth of modern sciUniversalist church, Boston.
After an elaborate wedding luncheon, when everything else fails to get him ence and the spread of the new social
there.
served at the Hotel Lenox, the happy
spirit, our chief task is still to bring men
Advertisements are sometimes studied, to faith in God-the faith that the world
couple left for a brief trip to New York
and Atlantic City, from which they will but the majority of them are glanced at, ia controlled by a being like Jesus in
return to join their parents, Dr. and Mr*. and the glance is what the business man character and purpose; and to bring men
Frederick A. Davis, of 80 Huntingtou is after. If the advertisement be so brief to the consent of their will to God's will.”
and so pointed that a glance will absorb
The discussion following the addresses
avenue, Boston, on an extended motor
trip through Maine and the Berkshire the whole of it, or absorb enough of it to was engaged in by Rev. Samuel A. Eliot,
make the reader remember it, then the D.
hills.
D., Rev. Francis G. Peabody, D. D.,
Mr. Davis, who claims Maine as his advertisement has accomplished its whole and Rev. Charles F. Dole, D. D.
A company came up to Sullivan, beautibirthplace, is the grandson of the late mission. One advertisement well written
Capt. Daniel S. Goodell, of Searsport, his and well displayed, is worth a dozen in- ful for situation, sufficient to well fill the
mother haring been Miss Susie Bhaisdell, differently made-up advertisements. Efattractive church. The following officers
the youngest daughter of the deceased.
fectiveadvertising is always distinctive, were elected: President, Rev. H. H.
Dr. Davis is the youngest son of the late sharp, short, pointed, and, above all, orig- Saundersou, Cambridge,
Mass.; viceJames W. Davis, of Ellsworth. Mr. Davis inal.
president, Irving Osgood, Ellsworth;
All being equal, the larger the adveris their only child.
and
secretary
treasurer, B. C. Reynolds,
tisement the more it will be read; but an Bar Harbor.
attractive,
small
advertisewell-written,
Resolutions of thanks to the speakers,
Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
While Hermann the Great lived he was ment will do more good than a poorly- the entertaining parish, and the transwritten
one of three times it size.
the master magician of his time, and the
portation companies were adopted.
In advertising, both quality aud quanResolutions were passed in commemoonly person with whom he shared his
the
former.
tity
count,
There
especially
secrets was his wife.
ration of Capt. S. O. Moore, of Prospect
Hermann was alis no department of business which is
ways devising something new, and at the
Harbor, of Mrs. E. J. Morrison, of Bar
time of his death had partly worked cut handled more poorly than advertising. It Harbor, and of Mrs. Solomon Kelliher, of
is
the
of
business
only
department
which
several illusions which he expected would
Ellsworth, who have died in the conferno man understands
perfectly, and which ence year. The conference closed with a
surpass anything he had previously profew
men understand well.
It
is
the
deduced. His widow* has been working on
devotional service conducted by Rev. H. H.
these ever since, and is now ready to show partment of business which needs the Saunderson.
keenest
the
most
careful
insight,
care
them. The first presentation will be madr
and the most continuous study.
at Keith's during the week of Aug. 23.
jfor Krnt.
The Fadettes will give their fifth week
8trcnl desirable tenePRETTY
of popular concerts, and the vaudeville
MARSH.
ments for rentInquire of Dr. A. C.
bill announced is of the usual high order.
Joseph H. Lunt, who has been working Hagesthy, Ellsworth.
It will mark the return of Fred Hallen in Portland the past twelve
years, is visitrooms, first floor; in good
and Maude Fuller, who will appear in a
ing relatives here.
repair; 4 mile from postoffice; city water.
Address P. O. Box603, Ellsworth.
new sketch, “The Lesson at 11 P. M.'*
Mrs. Winslow Newell, of Boston, who
The Kitabanza troupe of Japanese acrohas been visiting Mrs. V. D.
Smith, rejfor Salt.
bats are also on the bill. The clever Gei"turned home Saturday.
man comedians, Raymond and
Caverly,
Mr. Hamor, of W’est Eden, is making
BOAT—Twenty*five foot gasolene
will also be heard. Others are Tom Demplaunch suitable for fishing or pleasure.
needed repairs on the buildings at the Apply to W. W. McCartney.
Ellsworth. Me.
sy, the story-teller, Hallen and Hayes in a
Pray place. Mr. Bartlett, the present
singing and dancing act, and still others.
a-hslf
story-and
dwellingowner, will move,in soon.
house with barn and outbuildings. Good
Aug. 16.
G.
bay field and pasture-land. Near schoolJacksonville Camp-meeting.
house. postofflce and R. R. station. Terms
The annual camp-meeting ot the Bucksliberal. For further information call on or
“Sir, you called my husband an ass!” address O. W. Foss, Hancock, Me.
port district will be held at the Jacksonsaid it without thinking.”
“Why—er—I
ville camp ground Aug. 30 to Sept. 3.
“I suppose. You would do well in the
found.
Rev. H. B. Haskell, district superintendfuture to follow my example, and think it
ent, will be in charge.
UP ADRIFT —A red canoe. Inwithout saying it.”
quire of Hrnry Gray, Cape Rosier, Me.
Among the speakers who wil! be present
Sapleigh—Yaaa, several years ago I fell
are Rev. G. E. Stokes, D. D., ol New
York, in love with a
but she wejected me,'
girl,
who will speak Tuesday; Bishop John W.
Probation*! Cards.
doncher know—made a wegular fool of
Hamilton. o( Boston, Wednesday; Rev.
me.
Miss Knox-That’s what I call a
Fred Falladino, of Bangor, Thursday, and
E.
measley shame. I’ve often wondered how
Rev. C. J. Brown, Held secretary of Sunday it happened.
school board; Miss Elisabeth E. SpringATTORNEY AT LAW,
ham, deaconess; Miss Mary F. MaeomDer, Beware of Ointments for Cntarrh that
of Boston; Rev. O. 8. Smith, of Vinal
Contain Mercury,
Haven, besides a large number of pastors as mercury will surely destroy the sense of Bar Harbor,
Maine
smell and completely derange the whole sysfrom the district.
tem when entering it through the mucous
Telephone No. 212.
to

MAN

Last

HOUSE—Fine

NOTES.

BAPTIST.

servioe at

Poem

of this Bridge.
Mt. Desert, Mb.. Aug. 10, 1908.
To the Editor of The American:
I have some lines that were written on the
building of the Mt. Desert bridge in 1837. I
thought you would like to publish them in
tlie

rarmtcti.

UNITARIAN CONFERENCE.

MUSIC FESTIVAL.

MT. OKSKRT BRIDGE.

business
Special inBean & Co.,

ALICE

SCOTT,

VC.

or.IrrK

after Indicated, It le hereby
t
tlee thereof be given to all'persons
* to« o' thl« order
to be
lished three weeks
successively in the
worth American, a newspaper Duhli.i...
Ellsworth, tn wld county, that they
at
a
pear
probate court to be held
wt>rth. in aaid county, on the seventh
of beptemher, a. d. 1909. at
o(
b* b'*rd ‘•■ereon

To the Honorable C\)«rt of County Commitnionert of Hancock County in the State of
Maine:
P U K. undersigned, Municipal Officers of the
X town of Dedham, in said Hancock
County, respectfully represent that the highway or county road Iradiug from Bangor in
Penobscot county in said State of Maine to
Ellsworth in said Hancock couuty was duly
located through said town of Dedham, by the
Court of Sessions in aud for said Hancock
county. In the year 1821; that the true boundaries of that portion of ssid highway, in said
town, which extends fioiu the old
Couuty
hue of Penobscot County t<< a point southerlv
of tbe Lake House, so called, at which said
highway is intersected by tbe town road leading from said highway to the Maine Central
Railroad Station at Phillips Lake, are doubtful. uncertain or lost.
Wherefore, yoor Petitioners pray that your
Honorable Court will, after such notice ou
this petition as Is required for the location oi
new ways, proceed to hear the parties interested, examine said highway, and locate and
define limits and boundaries, betweeu said
county line and said town road in accordance
with the provision* of sectio
eleven, of
twenty-three, of the revised statutes
chapter
of Sfaine, of 19*3. as amended by chanter
seventy nine, of the laws of 1905: and as further * mended by chapter one hundred aud
forty-three, of the !*aws of 1907.
Dedhaui. Maine. July 22.I9u9.
Hadlky P. Br rrill,
Opy H. Ki'rhiu,
Horace F Lord.
Selectmen ol tbe town of Dedham.

?,5,vC*.u*/n*

iJrl«u',0eren00",*‘“1
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Splendid girls* dormitory provides
rooms

for

ho

girls under

care

tory in process of erection will be
ready lor use Nov. i, i9ou. ScholarFall term opens Tuesday.
ships.
Sept. 14.1909. For catalog and tnlormaliou address the Principal,

|
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Sargent Hebron, Me.

FOR SALE!
The Homesread of the late H. M. Gray,
37 acres, situated about two miles west of
Blued!!l village. Alto half interest in Steam
Mill and Machiuery, consisting of Engine
and Boiler, Rotary. Heading machine. Stave

machine. Plainer, Dhaftiug, Pulleys, etc.
One wood lot 73 acres, well wooded; ooe lot
22 acres; 2 lots 20 acres each. One two horse
Jigger, 1 two-horse Sled. Plow, Furniture,
left-handed Saw, Drilling Machiue, Emery
Wheel, Ox Bows, etc.
ADDRESS
FRANK P.

j

QRIINK, Admr,,
■lushlll, Mo.

Legal Xotiffs.
subscribers hereby give uotice thal
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of
EMELINE B. BUCK, late of BUCKSPORT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
Carl D. Buck, residing out of the Bute of
Maine, has appointed Edward Buck, whose
address is Bucksport, Me., his agent in said
as
State,
the
law directs.
All persons
hrviug demsnds against the estste of ssid
deceased are drs'red to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requerteti to make payment imroedMate'y.
Edward Buck.
Carl D. Buck.
Bucksport, July 6, 1909.

THE

subscriber.

Hattie M

THEMiddiebury, Vermont,

Harriman, of
hereoy gives no-

tice that she has been duly appointed aamiuistrstrix of the estate of
JOSEPH S. CONDON, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
oiven bonds as the law directs.
Hattie M.
Harriman. residing out of the 8tate of Maine,
has appointed Gertrude A. Soper, whose address
is
Orland,
her agent
Me.,
in
said State, as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHattie M. Harriman.
mediately.
Orland. July 6, 1909.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been dnly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
ELLEN P. PETERS, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hanoock. deceased, and
given bonds as the laws directs. AH persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Nona E. Petkbs.
Bluenlll, Aug. 16,1909.

THE

THE

mediate}*.

tub??

SJ

51“

f,/ ,,.l'

cartalnlntitnm.nl

petit,n“ fSi

Vii,j„w

tea“ miSt

,sf,t

lrlil™

ment.

A.ice
Warren, late of Bucksport, in said
conntr. deceased.
Second account of Wil.
liam .M. Bradley, administrator, filed lor settie meat.
Harsh R. Richardson, late of Eden, in
said
connty. deceased. First account of ids M
Richardson, executrix. fiUd for settlement
Metitabl# A. Handy, late of Gouldiboro in
said county, deceased.
First account* of
Lae re B. Deasy. administrator, filed for set.
tlement.
John B. Clark, late of Eden, in said county
deceased. Petition filed by Helen a. Hark*
administratrix, for license to sell certain real
estate of aaid deceased, as described in
said

petition.

George C. Stewart, late of Brooklin, in said
connty. deceased. Petition filed by Reuben
C. Stewart, administrator, that an order be
issued o distribute among the heirs of said
deceased, the amount remaining in the bands
of said administrator.
Alice B. Warren, late of Bucksport. in said
county, deceased, Petition filed by William
M
Hrad.ey. administrator, that an order in?
issued to distribute among the heirs of said
deceased, the amount remaining tn tbe ban.is
of said administrator.
Isidore Cornwallis, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased
Petition filed by Augustin
H. Folsom, executor, that an order be issued
to distribute among tbe heirs of said deceased. tbe amount remaining in the hands
of said administrator.
Mebitanle A. Handy, late of Gouldsboro. in
said county, deceased Petition dUd bv Luere
B. Deasy, administrator, that an order he
issued to distribute among the beirs of Haul
deceased, tbe amount remaining in tbe bat.d$
of aaid adminU;rator.
Harsh R Richardson, late of Eden, in said
Petition filed bv Ida M.
county deceased.
Richardson, executrix of the last will and tes
lament of aaid deceased, that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upou said estate be
determined by the Judge of probate.
Mary Hcott *ewboid, late of Abington,
Montgomery county, Pennsylvania, deceased.
Petition filed by Clement B. Newbo d, executor of the last will and testament of said deceased. that the amount ot collateral inheritance tax
upon aaid estate be determined by
tbe Judge of probate.
EDWaRD E. CHAHE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. M a money. Register.

of six

lady teachers. Home con fort and
home supeivision. New boys* dormi-

W. L

thJ ,i'1*r

llftJrabue."

j

j

*’

*!

lu-tru";,/ ,'?,,

'tejrrttacmnu*.

Located in the country but having
the conveniences o! the city In the
way of water, electric light, steam
heating, etc. Modem In equipment
and methods. Three courses. College,
English. Scientific. Admits to New
EU#land colleges on certificate.

fn?’

Frances W. Grant, late of I.amoine
In ,,ia
Connie, deceased. A certain
porting to be the lut »,,l ,n,l H
*
said deceased, together with petition
bate thereof, presented b,
Harry
*
r»otree.
the executor thereiu named.
Otis Vf Alhee, late of Bonn's
Island, in said
coumy, deceased. A certain Instrument
porting to be the last will and teatament ni
•aid deceased, together with petition
hate thereol, presented by Vtcle M All,.. ,?'
bee. the
esecntrix therein namenl
George L. tjuimhy, late of
Bucksport i„
said county, deceased. A
purporting to be the last will and Usument
of said deceased, together with
probate thereol. presented by
p
*'
(Jutniby, the executor therein named
Henry Bowden, late of Penobscot', in said
county, deceased. A certain Instrument m,r
porting to be the last will and
of
said deceased, together with petition
for nm
bate thereof, and for adnnnlsiration
with th.
will annexed
present.,t by Uriah Howden a
•on of said deceased.
The executrix ...o
^
In said will having dec'ined the trust
Iottle M. Higgins, l.te I E i,worth In said
connty, deceased.
Petition that r.dmond
Walah or some other suitable person he
sp.'
pointed administrator ot the estate
deceased, presented by Jerry Bridge..a cieat,
tor ot said deceased
Calviu I). White, late of surrv. in said cans
ty. deceased. Petition that Frank T
or some Other sultan e
person he appoints.!
administrator of tbe estate of said deceased
presented by Augusta A Stackpolc, a creditor'
of aaid deceased.
Ireorse IV. Wescott, lat- ot Gonldshoro
sai
county, deceased
Additlonsl aero,,,,;' „t
James W. Wetootl snd Chanolte \.
Wescott
executor*, tiled for settltm* nt.
Mary J. Freeman, late of Mount Desert
said county, deceased. First actonm or w'm
H. Frreinau, adluintatrater. Bled tnr
settle,

A true copy of the petition and order thereon
Attest:—Johr F. Krowltor. Clerk.

HEBROlT ACADEMY

!ut?re,t“d'
.if*!'

STATE OF MAINE.
Harcock sr.:—Court of County Co.nmis
stoners. April Term. A. D. 19w.
I’pou the foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into he
merits is expedient, and (hat the petitioners
ought to be heard touching the matter set
forth iu their petition;
Ord«r—That the
County Commissioners
meet at the Lake House in Dedham m Wednesday, the 15th day of Sept. A. D. 1909, at onethirty o’clock P. M.. aud thence proceed
to view the route mentioned iu said petition,
immediately after which view, a bearing of
the parties and witnesses will be had at some
convenient place in the vicinity, and such
other meaaure* taken in the premises as tbe
Commissioners shall judge proper.
And it is
further
Uraereii—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners' meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporation*
interested by serving an attested copy of the
petition ana this order thereon, upon tbe
Clerk of the Town of Dedham, a like copy
upon Hadley P Burrtli. one of the petitioners,
and bv posting up attested copies as aforesaid in three public places in said town
thirty days at least before the time
appointed for said view, and by publishing the petition aud order thereon,
three weeks succeaaively in tne Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth. in the County of Hancock, tbe first
publication to be thirty days at least befor*
the time of said view, that ail persons and
corporations interested may attend and he
heard If they think fit.
Attest:-Jobk F. Krowltor, Clerk.

i
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In

Jepcnal jKotirrs.

subscriber nereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
AUSTIN E. FREETHY. late of BROOKLIN,
SPBCfALTY >IADF OF
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
I given bonds as the law directs.
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
All perthe
U
uion Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of sons having demands against the estate
Agent of
of said deceased are desired to presem
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
the same for settlement, and all indebted
and Surety Bonds.
thereto are requested to make payment imCor. Maiu and Water St9. (over Moore’s Drug
Manx L. Dodgb.
Store), Ellsworth, Me.
BrookMn, Aug. 16, 1909.

H.

To »tl pr-mon, iot»ro«ted tn etih», „t
*' °' ,h*
late, bvretoAfter uamvrf.
At A probate court held at
Ellsworth

our

STATE Of MAINE.
Hancock ss.
To the Honorable Justice* o! the Supreme
Judicial Cou
next to be boltien st Iillswu.th, within and for tbe county of Hancock on the Second Tuesday of October,
A D. 1909.
■T^IRtilNlA M. Mcinnit, of Buckapori. in
said County of Haocock, wife o' John
▼
Mclnnis, respectfully
represents that her
maideu name waa Virginia M. Spaulding,
that the waa lawfully
married to tte *aul
John Mcfnnia at said Buckaport. on the 12th
oar of M»y. A. D. 1888. by William A. Reuiick,
Esq., a Justice of the Peace: that your libellant reaided in thla State when the cause of
divorce accrued anu bad resided here iu good*
faith one rear prior to the date hereof; that
your libe taut has always conducted herseif
towards her said husband as a faithful, true
saxl 12th
and affectionate wife; that on
day of May, A. D. 1888, tbe aaid John Mcluiaa
utterly deserted your libellant without cause
on her pan and that s*id desertion baa continued more tbsn three consecutive years
next prior to the fitingof this libel. That sbe
b»a used reasonable ilil genet to ascertain
the residence of aaid lihellte and that she is
unable to aacertain his residence and she,
tnereiore, first neing duly sworn, alleges under oath iu this libei that the residence of tbe
said libellee ia unknown to her and cannot
he ascertained by reasonable diligence. That
there is no collusion between her and the said
libeilte to obtain this divorce;
W'berefore. she asks this Honorable Court
to decree to her a divorce from her sai-i husband, John Mclnnis, for the cause of utter
dea* rtion of her by her kaid husband, continued for tbiee consecutive years next prior
to the filing of tbia libel.
Dated this 7th day of August, A. D. 1909.
VlHOIN'l A M. MclNNI-.
STATE OF MAINE.
CCMBKKLtND SS.:
August 7. 1909.
Personally appeared Virginia M. Mclnnis,
before me, and heiug duly sworn made oatb
to the truth of the foregoing libel by her
Hknby C. Bcluvan.
signed.
Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
In
Hancock as.—Supreme Judicial Court
Vacation. Ellsworth. August II. A. D 1909
Upou the foregoing Libel. Ordered: That
the Libellsnt give notice to the said Libellee
to appear before the Justice of our Supreme
Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the County of Hancock, on the
Second Tuesday of October. A. D. 1909. by
publishing an attested copy of said Libel and
this order thereon, three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspa;?r
printW in Ellsworth, in our County of Hancock. the last publication to be thirty nays at
least prior to the second Tuesday of October
next, that he may there snd then in our said
Court appear anil answer to said libel.
Abno W. Kino.
Justice of tbe Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of court
thereou.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk
STATE OF BLAINE.
»»:—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on tbe third day of August, in the year or
nine* hundred anu
our Lord one thousand
nine.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
of
a copy of the lest will and testament
EDWIN MOREY, late of BOSTON,
in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been
presented to the Judge of probate for ouriaw
being
county of Hancock for the purpose of
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
to
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
all persona interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspacounty
per printed at Ellsworth, in said
epof Hancock, prior to the seventh day of
tember, a. d. 1909, that they may »PP«” V
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
ten
iu and for said county of Hancock, at
n
o'clock in the forenoon, and thow cause,
any they have, aaainat the same.
.p
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of ProbateA true copy of the original order.
Atteat:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.
Hancock
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I Very Important
That Settled

met

you on l'bll Reynolds’ yacht a
year ago I’ve loved you—from the
very first hour.”
"< Ui. Iiusli.’’’
'Tin uot going to hush. I think about

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

__

Being Made for Two Days’
Program in Ellsworth.
Plans are being made for a grangers’ field
Adrian Phillips and family have moved
you every minute while I'm awake into the Morrison house on Mill street.
day-or rather days—in Ellsworth, for
and dream about you when I'm
asleep,
William Saunders, who has been con- Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. p. and 6. It
I
m
not
any good any more, and 1 fined to tile house two weeks with rheu- is proposed to have a two-day program. A
j
shan't be till 1 find out whether
local committee has charge of arrangeyou matism, is better.
Conversation care for
me or not.
And if you don’t
ments here, but the grangers themselves
!
C,
has
returned
from
Henry
1
111
Hastings
to
!
the Philippines or sotueMatters.
going
will be given free hand to arrange the prowhere he has been visiting
Farmington,
where.”
|
gram for the days to suit themielves.
bis daughter several weeks.
“Don’t talk so loud.”
Ellsworth will
its doors wide

HARRIET LUMMIS SMITH.

Plans

|

Moses Cottle came near being run over
“I don’t care who hears me.
I've
by Associated Literary
kept it to myself just ns long as I can. by a passenger train Monday. Mr. Cottle
lw'
l'resa.1
Carroll, darling, can't you care for me fell in attempting to cross the track ahead
was
downcast. i
of the train.
a little?”
Jituniy Fitzgerald
bint, he told I
”8h! Come tomorrow.”
Bion B. Ronsey was here from Bar HarEverybody was against
that sweeping general“I’ll come tomorrow fast enough If bor last Saturday to meet an insurance adhimscif. null tn
Carroll.
For
even
tell
me what I want to hear. juster in the matter of the damage to his
you
toti n he included
for Carroll's conHaven't I been coming day after day house by the flre,of last week.
u bad not beeu
to
tbe
submission
Ittuie
for
months without getting a chance
Iter
Warren Jordan and wife, of Bangor, rerelatives. the
to tell you that I love the
very ground turned home Sunday night after spending
maneuvers of interfering
j
on
bis
trembled
had
walk
lips you
on? And now I’ve got it I’m
Mr. Jordan's vacation of two weeks here
_or(is which
months would have
going to wait till you say yes or no. with Mrs. Jordan's parents, Charles E.
(or three dragging
If
ago.
you can’t love me 1 might as well”— Lynch and wife.
hecu spoken long
of a disinterAbruptly the voice ceased. Carroll
From the standpoint
L. H. Thayer and wife have been to Bar
was
to
ready
waited expectantly.
Then a terrible Harbor with R. F.
ested spectator Jimmy
Reraick and wife. Mr.
which
so
far
suspicion Hashed through her mind and Mrs. Remick’s
admire the cleverness
many friends regret
cirriiinveuted him. "Good team which In a moment had become a cer- that Mr. Itemick is not
as well a9 for sevThe inhe denominated it.
tainty
Tremulously she accused the eral months past.
work,
which Grandmother
operator, "You’ve cut me off."
genious air with
A. H. Carlisle and wife observed the
to claim Car"What number do you want?” reReynolds would appear
|
thirtieth anniversary of their wedding
In regard to a dropped ; plied that young woman,
mil's assistance
when Jirn"Oh. I don't know.
I haven’t any Saturday by visiting Hancock Point,
i
Hitch Iu her knitting just
where their relatives, B. F. Clark and
bringing matters to a cli- : Idea. Oh. why did you cut me off just
was
family, of Milo, are occupying a cottage
was turning u most
tbeu?"
max and Carroll
for the season.
The trio at the card table were starwaning |d"k was only equaled by the
Mrs. Frank O. Morang, of Lynn, Mass.,
ing at her strangely. “How absurdly
childlike innocence with which Car
would rush bawlyou are acting. Carroll." exclaimed who has been visiting here for ten days,
mbs small brother
with a bloody
Marie sharply. “Come and finish the left on Friday of last week for Waldoboro,
ing luto the library
for a visit with Mr. Morang’s
parents.
handkerchief held to his nose, inter- game."
“Yes. come and finish the game, Car- Mr. Morang expects to join her there the
rupting an eloquent outbreak begin1 saw you”—
roll." said her father. "The other mat last of the month for his vacation.
ning -Since tbe tirst hour
ter can be settled another time, 1
In Jimmy's estimation this was all
hope."
the harder *o ttear because be was so
LAKEWOOD.
“We’ve got ’em on the run. Miss Carperfectly eligible. Character and prosMiss
Effle
Tbe
Franklin, of Boston, is visitroll." chuckled George Freeman, who
pects alike were tieyoud question.
ing her father, B. J. Franklin.
most serious accusation that could be
happened to he Carroll's partner.
Mrs. Estella Allen, of Ellsworth, with
Slowly the girl moved toward her
brought against tbe match was that
Carroll's
both of them were young.
place. What would Jtmmy think? her children, has been here the past week.
alster. Marie, xvas of tbe opinion tbat
Perhaps he would believe that she had
Lizzie Frost has sold her farm here to
ao engagement would be absurd, aud
deliberately bung up the receiver, pre- Alfred Garland, and has purchased one at
If
Jimmy thought be kuew why.
ferring this way of giving him his an- Bayside.
swer.
And he had spoken of the PhilGeorge Kreemau, Marie's latest adThe bridge across Green lake outlet,
mirer. bail been us eager to propose as
ippines. She grew a little dizzy and which has been out of repair for some
time,
Jimmy was. tbe latter young man felt
groped for her chair.
was rebuilt Saturday by Mr. Tucker, of
would
be
obstacles
that
no
put
Just
at
that
moment
the
positive
telephone Ellsworth Falls, and a crew of men from
la his way.
rang again, and Carroll bounded to- this
place. The work was quickly and
With a duplicity foreign to his usuward it. her agility In surprising consatisfactorily done, so that it caused the
trast to her late uncertainty and fee
ally frank nature. Jimmy lost no oppublic but little inconvenience.
portunity of expressing to Freeman the bleness.
admiration with which Marie iuspired
"Hello: Hello!”
GREEN LAKE.
him. If tbe older sister were once en“Hello, Jimmy. I will. I mean I
gaged or. better still, married. Jimmy do."
Alec White, who has been employed at
believed there would be hope for blm.
A long pause.
“I suppose It's too Cambridge, N.
Y., has returned borne.
Meanwhile tbe family opposition
late for me to come up this evening,"
W. E. Clark and wife, of Washington,
■bowed Itself In a system of espionage
suggested Jlmtny tentatively.
D. C\, will spend two weeks at the Morse
which kept Jimmy's great avowal un“Of course not. Only hurry." She
cottage.
a
If
either
be
walk,
the
a
receiver
and
turned
suggested
■poken
hung up
Mrs. Charles Adams has opened her cotMrs. Reynolds declared that Carroll’s
radiant face. Again Marie looked sustage upon the return of her son Lester
cold would not (termlt her to venture
picious.
DUt or Marie invited herself to accom"That must have been a very im- from Georgia.
Mrs. Treworgy, of Ellsworth Falls, has
pany them: If the theater, a chaperon portant conversation." she said scathbeen visiting her daughter, Mrs. Martin
was necessary.
Whole souled cooperingly. "I hope It's settled now."
■tion on Carroll's part would bnve reCarroll answered her with a dignity Haynes, the past week.
lieved tbe situation, but tbe girl knew
In which there was no suggestion of
■o well wbat Jimmy wanted that her
the downtrodden younger sister.
WEST ELLSWORTH.
"It Is." she replied. "Jimmy and I
modesty shrank from giving him anyB.
B.
Whitcomb
will be present at the
thing Jjtit tbe most negative assistance.
are engaged.”
meeting of the Sunday school at DollardAccordingly Jimmy decided that she.
town schoolhouse Sunday afternoon, and
too. was against him and gave hlmHis Rivals.
will deliver a short address.
leif up to thoughts of unutterable
that
It often
In
B

If

j

county. The city will furnish a band, the
free use of Hancock hall and will give a
prize for the grange furnishing the best
I half-hour program and another for the
grange having the greatest number in line
in the parade.
The tentative plans include a free dance
to be given by the grangers the first night.
It is hoped to have the State master and
other prominent grangers present
While the formal invitations have not
yet been sent out, the field day has already been talked up by some of the

neighboring grangers, and
thusiastically in favor of it.

ha,!

NORTH

afternoon wearing an
of
ttpressiou
grim determination the woman. Such was the case, says
which; if be had known it, put the eouVaka in
Haremllk. with
Demetra
iplratorj'ou their guard. lie was ush- Halil
Bey and his bride. They had
ered into the family living room, and
never seeu each other, und at first it
Mrs. Reynolds entertained him till Car- I
did not look as if the match woult!
Dll came down. Jimmy made a few
be a good one, since the lady was
aane comments ou the weather, bis I
buried deep in German philosophies,
|
eyes devouring the pretty girlish Agin which the gentleman bad little inar* seated demurely in the opposite
terest.
torner. *.
By the time I had parted from Halil
“It’s too fine a day for the house,"
Bey's fiancee I was so filled up with
isid Jimmy. “Suppose we take a lithigh ideals that I kept thinking, "Boor
tle walk."
Halil Bey!"
"Really. Carroll, dear,” said Mrs.
The next morning I found Halil
Reynolds before Carroll could reply,
Bey in the garden, very Impatient to
“it won’t do for you to leave the house.
his fiancee.
Mrs. Baker is likely to want you any hear all about
"Tell me.” he cried out ns soon as
moment. We have a dressmaker here.
we bad shaken hands, “is she beautiMr Fitzgerald." she continued, turuful?"
to
ng
Jimmy with her most charming
“Very.” I answered, “but, my porn
•mile.
boy. she Is crazy over Kant and
“Can t we sit on the plnzza?" sugSchopenhauer.”
lested Jimmy. Carroll agreed to the
“Who are they?" he bellowed, thunrosgestioe
But. as It proved, her der in his voice and fire in his eyes.
®an brother. Bob. was in
possession
Mtbe hammock, and he remained for “Tell me quick, and I will draw every
drop of blood from their veins!”
*° b°urs.
eullvening the occasion by
"I have no doubt,” I said, "that in
lescrlbi;
the exploits of the ball
a fist to fist encounter you would have
earn.
the best of them, but they are both
An ear
splitting wblstle In the rear dead and
gone, and only their miseratbe house relieved them at
length ble books are left to fight against.”
Bobs company.
Without delay
1
"Oh,” be laughed, "is that all?
lm«y plunged Into the subject up- think
I can take care of that.”
•rmost in his mind.
As events turned out, be did.
Carroll, there’s something 1 want
-0
say to you"—
The Restful Life.
Carroll, Mrs. Baker Is ready for
°h.
“We must live rhythmically If we
said Marie’s voice behind the
arlor shutters.
would live healthfully.” writes Grace
That she had been
raithig there, biding her time, Jimmy Dawson In “How to Rest aDd Be Restanld not doubt. Then the
"To live rhythmically we must
gate click- ed."
strain tense nerves and
and Mr.
Reynolds came up the •not always
talk. He settle
muscles. We must learn to relax, that
inm8eif ln tbc chair
■arroll had
we may know how to economize out
vacated, and he and Jimmy
nervous and muscular power, so that
Politics till dinner time.
/die young man refused au invita- some part of us will always be resting
n to
while another is at work. This is livremain to dinner.
Ue went
*aF with a
ing
by the law of rhythm. It Is the
a
and
brow
lowering
Wvy heart. But at half past 9 that secret of working tirelessly, resting
the telephone bell rang, lnrestfully, resisting disease, throwing
“thptiug a game of bridge going on off morbid feelings, of living healthfulben' Carro1*' who was nearest ly and feeling zest and enjoyment in
insistent instrument pushed our lives.”
her chair and went to answer
We are living unrbythmieally "when
lie awake in the night with
we
summons.
anxious,
worrying
with
0h’ Fes, this is Car- harassed,
Sbe turned a Pretty, flushed thoughts; when we rush to the staicB
it In
reach
and
0Ward the three at the card table.
tion In great anxiety
p,
don’t talk for a minute. I such good time that we catch the train
la t hear.”
before the one we went for; whenevet
‘rushed’ oi
u*xt minute she
we get a feeling of being
beard very dls‘driven’ or ‘tied to time.’”
the room had become abso„
and the voice at the other
tae wlre was clear and
Cass of Extreme Cruelty.
penetratlg
Algy Apely—Vaas, she bwoke Fwed*S dimmy, Carroll.
There’s
die’s heart. He nevah wecovered.
1 Te been
Deuce y’
say!
Tercy Primrose
trying to say to
DU
"“three months. And I’m going How’d she do It?
1
the
now.”
Algy Apely-Why, the day after
don’t see”deah bov bwoke their engagement she
* .It
doesn't matter wbetber you had a million left her.-Detrolt Free
not Just n8ten. Ever
Press.
since I
He called

oue

|

J
J

of

D'?’ell‘^'bello!

8„f*ae

for
,df. JfU1,

omitKi

L“!

2^’1

—

MOUTH

Evelyn DeWitt is

last week in

business.

Miss Lila Leach, of Milford, Mass., is
the guest of Mrs. Colon Learh.
Mrs. Etta Brown, of Hampden, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Herman Perkins.
Mrs. Leon Littlefield and baby, of Castine, are visiting Moses Littlefield and
wife.

Mrs. Lucy Perkins was called to Hermon last
week by the illness of
her
mother.
Mrs. Helen Whitehouse and son Kenreturned from a visit in Boothbay Harbor.

Job Montgomer> and family, of Camden,
were

here

Saturday

the trip in his

ing

new

and Sunday, making
fifty horse-power tour-

IMMENSE FLORAL DISPLAY

M. Sellers, of Boston, who is spending his vacation here, spent last week in
Ellsworth w’ith his mother, Mrs. Eva M.
Sellers.
Mrs. Tapley and daughter Theresa, of
Springfield, Mass., who have been guests
of C. K. Bridges and wife, left Friday for
Burnt Jacket camp for the rest of their
vacation.
Webster, of Watertown, Mass.,
has returned home after two weeks here
He was accompanied by
with friends.
William Bridges and wife, who went with
John

him in his automobile

as

far

as

Kenne-

No. 1.
No. 2.
No. 3.

2.40 Class, Trot. 250
2.30 Trot, 2.88 Pace. 250

No. 4.
No. 5.
No. 8.

Green Horse, Pace.#250
2.21 Class, Trot.
300
2.11 Trot, 2.13 Pace. 300

Penobscot base ball team played
two games at East Orland Saturday, one
with East Orland resulting in a score of 91 in favor of Penobscot, and the other
with Surry resulting 16-12 in favor of
Penobscot.
Woodlocke.
Aug. 16.

broken into one night recently, and his
riding wagon and harness were stolen.
Nothing seemed to be missing from the
house. Mr. Patten and his daughter Bes-

sie

were

at

Northeast Harbor.

25.

No. 10.
No.lt.
No. 12.

2.40

FRIDAY, AUG. 27.
Class, Pace.$250

Trot. 2.18 pace.
300
Consolation Class (or non-winners in
any of the races with no entrance fee

2.16

AiTIA I CUK

UKAI’IU

AUG. 24, AMATEUR FIVE MILE RUN

I

;

AUG. 27, AMATEUR TEN MILE RUN.

SPFClAl

Looping the Death Trap and Flying the Flume—
ATTPACTIONS
I ll^nvilUllO
Mankichi Jap Troupe-Hutchinson the Aeronaut—
Fireworks every Evening
Comedy Four—Baseball Games every Afternoon
Dog

oruvirtL

Alabama
Show.

—

Thursday

—

will be Governor’s

Day ; Tuesday,
Tog-us Day.

Free space for tenters.

Children's

Day

and

Excursion rates from Boston.
Reduced Rates on all railroads.

F. 0. Beal, Pres.

A. S. Field,

Mgr.

‘Blicuif IcXiMrieka) Gliegsyoung

Open in.September for the school

gascar. Cecil H Lowe
Ar Aug 10, schs Rozella, Albert J Lutz (Br)
Ar Aug 14, sch J M Harlow, New York, for
Lubec with coa'
In port Aug 14. sch Nickerson
Sid Aug 10, sch Etfle M Morrissey
Sid Aug 13. schs Sadie A Kimball, Albert J
Lutz (Hr), Rozella
Sid Aug 12, schs Madagascar, Cecil H Lowe

BORN.
!ALLEY—At Bluehill, Aug 13, to Mr and Mrs
Charles E Alley, a daughter.

I

GERRISH—At Winter Harbor, Aug 15, to Mr
and Mrs W M Gerrish. a son.
HADLEY—At South Gouldsboro. Aug 10, to
Mr and Mrs Walter Hadley, a son.
KEISOR—At Ellsworth Falls, Aug 11, to Mr
aud Mrs Charles E Keisor, a son. [Silas

Barker.]

MARKS—At Penobscot, Aug 11, to Mr and Mrs
Willie Marks, a daughter.
PERKINS—At Penobscot, Aug 9, to Mr aud
Mrs Theodore G Perkins, a daughter.
PIERCE—At Brooklin. Aug 13, to Mr and Mrs
Fred L Pierce, a daughter. [Ruth Ideliaj
TAPLEY—At Kennebunkport, Aug 10, to Capt
aud Mrs Robert Morris Tapley, a daughter.
YOUNG—At West Gouldsboro, Aug 11, to Mr
and Mrs Bert Young, a son.

OF STUDY

MANUAL

Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Sid Aug 11, sch Willie L
Maxwell, Philu
Sid Aug 12, sch F R French, New Bedford
Sid Aug 17, sch Chas L Jeffrey, Phila
Ar Aug 14, sch Franconia
Ar Aug 15, sch Georgietta
Ar Aug 17, sch Lizzie Lee
Southwest Harbor—Ar Aug 11, schs Mada-

TRAINING

IN

ALL

5

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,
offer for sale some desirable
Estate in

•
♦

t

bargains

0
•

J
1

|

ELLSWORTH,

O.

W.

Several other

of Q.

A BARGAIN

Attractive Real Estate Values

<Sg

JT.

MASON

L.

in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamniue,
Ilancock(
Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on tne Coast.
Timber Lands. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
■

OSlce at Reside lire, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

!

FRUIT
The choicest that he market affords
fresh, luscious, wholesome,

SODA
All flavors—Drawn from Ellsworth's
handsomest fountain.

Bananas at Wholesale.
Confectionery

ami Cigars.

LUCH I NTS,
(Giles Block)

Main Street,

THE BAY STATE HOSIERY CO., of
Lynn, Mass., offers every woman an op-

CLARION.
Whether it's

a

portunity
range or a fur-

"Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co*
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

sure

to meet every

advice free to all

Main Street.

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Office,

ELLSWOBTH

34 TEMPLE PLACE, BOSTON

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
MO

PAY, MO

WA8BK1.1

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.
WEST

Ellsworth.

IMPORTANT.

THE—

J. P.

with confidence

ME.

Properties
ClITTflN
I lull, Sorrento,
OU

SUI

NERVURA

Write him freely and

♦

A flue (arm at North Hancock, containing 150 acres—One and one-half s ory house
of 10 rooms, spring water piped to buildings, young orchard in bearing Farm is
stocked aad fully equipped with modem tools, implements and machiuery.

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

about your illness.

|

MAINE.

FARM FOR SALE OR RENT

FULL BOTTLE MAILED FREE

DISCOVERER OF DR. OREENE’S

$

TAPLEY

BOWELS

DR. GREENE

$

J

LIGHTNING

STOMACH, LIVER AND

Consult

J

•

Don’t go without insurance during the shower season.
We can insure
you for a small premium so that you will be protected.

HEADACHE

Thyself

I

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

♦

and all troubles of the

Know

♦

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business'and offer the best Companies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will receive the very best attention.

FREE!

tvs'-Write to day for YOUR free bottle

fS

in Real

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

i

Dr. Greene’s Laxura
FOR

YEARS.

graduation.

attorn tscttuiuB.

FREE!

TWO

SCHOOLS.

Catalogs giving full information may be obtained upon application to any
of the following principals : A. F. Richardson, Castine. S. L. Merriman,
Presque Isle, W. E. Russell, Gorham, W. <>. Mallett, Farmington.

Inquire

FR\ZIER—At Northeast
Harbor, Aug 9,
Charles Frazier.
GARLAND—At Otis, Aug ll.Luthia B, daughter of Nelson Garlanc, aged 11 years, 6
months.
SCOTT—At Northeast Harbor, Aug 13, Dr
Joseph Allison Scott, of Philadelphia, aged
44 years.

year 1909-10.

COVERS

ELLSWORTH,

DIED.

HARDEN, Treas.
Bangor, Me.

D.

No tuition charges to persons who agree to teach in Maine two years after

MARRIED.
FREEMAN—DAY—At Castine, Aug 11, by Rev
W A Hanscom, Miss Myrtle Freeman, of
Castine, to Fred Ernest Day, of Dexter.
GRAFTON—DAVIS—At Boston, Aug 12, by
Rev Stephen H Roblin, Miss Minnie Grafton, of Bolton, Lancashire. Eng, to Arnold
Boardman Davis, son of Dr. Frederick A
Davis, formerly of this city.

world.
be going out of this school
detail will be mailed on

Maine State Normal Schools
COURSE

Are you worried about your health?
The first annual carnival of western
Hancock county will be held Tuesday,
Aug. 24, at South Brooksville. The Buck's
Harbor yacht club will hold a carnival of
water sports, at 9 o’clock, and this program will consist of a motor boat race,
tub and swimming races, etc. At 2 o’clock
Sargentville and South Brooksville teams
will play ball, followed by a game by
teams with members over forty years of
age. Minor sports will then be in order.
Music will be furnished during the day
by the Brooksville cornet band. Those
interested in the arrangements arc Milton
Beckwith, M. D. Chatto and the officers of
the yacht club.
Spec.
Aug. 17.

THURSDAY, AUG. 26.
Green Horse> Trot...$250
2.26 Class, Trot. 250
2.20 Class, Pace. 300

No. 7.
No. 8.
No. 9.

bunkport.
The

Poultry.

RACES:

THE

car.

Leo

EVER

ATTRACTIVE MIDWAY

•

TUESDAY, AUG. 24.
2.24 Class, Pace.#250

WEDNESDAY, AUG.

Swine and

If such were not the case students would not
Leland, who has been with daily into positions.
Catalog giving information in
her grandmother, Mrs. Francis McGown,
application.
returned Sunday to her home in Bar
F. L. SIIAW, Pres.
GEO.
Harbor.
*
Portland. Me.
The buildings of Libeous D. Patten were

neth have

Miss Helen Snow, of Somerville, and
Miss Alice Burns, of Boston, arrived Sunday for their vacation.

Horses, Cattle, Sheep,

Blanche

j

on

THAN

Live stock department will embrace champion specimens of pure

vacation at Mr. McGown’s old home here.

!

George O. Littlefield spent

relatives at

BETTER

Rev. A. J. McGown will preach at the
chapel Sunday, Aug. 22, and Rev. Nelson
Hadeen the following Sunday.
PORTLAND
AUGUSTA
BANGOR
Rev. A. J. McGown, wife and son Guy,
Merits your consideration because its Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy
of North Yarmouth, are spending their
courses tit the
man or woman for the business

invited.

Camden

vising

AND

Exciting Races and Special Attractions every day

A. J. McGown, wife and sons Mark and
Roger, of Carmel, have been spending a
few days with relatives here.

OF THE RIVER.

PENOBSCOT.

BANGOR, AUG. 24-25-26-27.
BIGGER

en-

Harbor and Hull’s Cove.
Fred Maddocks, wife and two children,
of Brewer, are visiting relatives here.

The Fullerton reunion will be held at
Betts’ hall Sept. 14. All relatives are cor-

dially

are

ELLSWORTH.

Bar

—

(loom.

all

The local committee is as follows: W.
A. Alexander, chairman; Roy C. Haines,
secretary; E. F. Robinson, jr., treasurer;
E. G. Moore and A. L. Friend.

|

happens,
Turkey
marriages are arranged affairs—ar
ranged by the parents of the man and

Eastern Maine State Fair

to
open
them, and will extend the invitation to all
granges in the two Pomonas in Hancock

IM.

Jvguce

Sbbtrtfsmrnti.

GRANGERS’ FIELD DAY.

W. Ellis and wife are at Camp Ellis
this week, with guests.
A.

H. Bv ESTEY A CO.,
END BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH. ME.

to

earn

a

pair

of

$4.00

Shoes.

Send for particulars.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Pull Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wlriaf and Supplied Cheerfully Oivea.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Mala St..

Eatiutca

an

CAMDEN WOOLENS
Ladies' and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills
output.. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.
Agents Wanted in Every Town tn Sell These Geode.
F. A. Packard,
Mgr Ketail Dept.
Box

36

Camdeii, Me.

*

j

LAMOINE.
F. Hatchings came Saturday for a
brief stay.
Albert Whitaker and wife are occupying
their cottage here.
Capt. C. M. Stratton is spending a short
Vacation with his family.

the week-end
min Youug and wife.
were

The

guests of Benja-

11.

town.

B.

Greetings,

all

wife will,

Hi9

_

Thursday evening

in honor of her

CAPE ROSIER.

Miss Davis left Friday

Helen Davis.

Mias

guest,

morning for Islesboro, where she
spend the remainder of her vacation.

Cornelius

will

business
nolds

is

visiting friends

impressive

is

spending

the

Walter gave
the townspeople at Eben
son

a

summer

here.

Mrs. Melville drockett and
at Charles Crockett’s.

ton

Robin-

Fernald and Tracy Howard, of Boston,
visited relatives here last week.
Blanchard Gray and family, of New
Haven, Conn., are visiting his father,
Jesse Gray.
Jesse Bakeman and wife have moved to
a

farm.

of the Gray
family at the home of Decatur Gray Sept.
2. If stormy, the next pleasant day.
G.
Aug. 14.
There will be

Googins’ shore
day last week. About fifty gathered
and partook of the delicious clams, together with other dainties which were Bet

one

the Face of

“Seeing

needed repa.rs

On Aug. 22, Rev. L. Clark Seelye,
president of Smith college, will preach.
The annual

mid-summer

Congregational sewing
ball Friday afternoon,

sale of

tne

circle at

Masonic

was

a

in town this

week, vis-

success-

very

reunion

on

j Mass.,

are

spending

the

summer

by

the illness of his

was

Rev. A.

brother, John Finney.

ill.

Mrs. Samuel Norwood, of Lynn, Mass.,
and her little

son

are

visiting

at

Nahum

The home

Norwood’s.

pleasantly,

Allie and Harold Durgain, of Medford,
Mass., are spending their vacation at
Camp Sunshine, with their parents. Free-

articles
ceived

industries

friends here.

Aug. 17.

I
!

One Certainty.

W. Z. Richardson wife and Miss Marguerite, of W ellesley, Mass., arrived Sunday for a brief stay at their summer home.
P. M.
Aug. 14.

MT. DESERT FERRY.
Mrs. Hopkins, of Breyrer, visited friends

Ellsworth

Some

People Fully

Realize It Now.
When

the back aches from kidney ills,

When urinary troubles annoy you,
There’s
A

sure

a

certain way to find

here

last week.

Mrs. Nina Colby, of Bangor, spent Saturday night and Sunday at F. L. Colby's.
Mrs. Ruth Kearin and children, Mabel
and Robert, of Bangor, are visiting Mrs.
S. J. Johnston.
Mrs. W.

relief;

way to be cured.

Doan’s Kidney Pills will do it.
Ellsworth people endorse this claim.
Frank E. Fernald, Ellsworth Falls, Ellsworth, Me., says: *‘I am such a strong

A. Wilkinson and

who have been

visiting

son

Kenneth,

the

past two weeks
at E. 8. Jellison’s, have returned to Rockport, Mass.
Aug.

16._C.
WEST FRANKLIN.

The

newly-appointed postmaster ascommand this morning.
advocate of Doan’s Kidney Pills that 1 sumes
Frank Bradbury is getting ready at
never miss an opportunity to recommend
Highland quarry to furnish the Washingthem and have never learned of a case
ton County railroad with forty car-loads
where they have failed to give satisfac- of stone.
For two

tion.

or

three years I

was

both-

ered by attacks of backache. The misery
varied at times from a dull ache to sharp

twinges, and often 1
If I sat down it
and 1

was

trouble.

in

was

doubt

could

scarcely stoop.

hard for

as

1 had read

me

to

what to do
a

get up

of

one

be

for the

great deal about

Doan's Kidney Pilis, and as they were said
to be a sure cure for backache, I finally
decided to give them a trial. I procured a

supply

of the Clark family
held at the home of Asenath
Springer Thursday, Aug. 36. If stormy,
the first fair day. There will be a busiAll are invited.
ness meeting at 2 o’clock.
Ch’e’kr.
Aug. 16.
The annual reunion

will

Moore’s drug store, and the use
box effected a cure. I had a slight
at

of my trouble some time after, but
again Doan’s Kidney Pills relieved me.”
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents.
return

In the Arctics: “Does your husband
stay at the club late at night?” “Well,
rather. Last night he didn’t get home
till half past February.”
Mr. Jones had recently become the
father of twins. The minister stopped
him on the street to congratulate him.
“Well, Jones,” he said, “I hear that the
Lord has smiled on you.” “Smiled on
me!” repeated Jones. ‘He laughed out
loud at me!”

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Ke member the name—Doan’s—and take
Ho

other.

For indigestion and all stomach trouble
take Foley’s Orino Laxative as it stimulates
the stomach and liver and regulates the
bowels and will positively cure habitual constipation. Q A. Pabcheb.

Beatrice Lunt is spending her vacation
with her parents, George W. Lunt and
Mrs. Lila Sprague spent part of
week with her sister-in-law, Mrs. Mena
Lawson.

VV. E. Dow and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a daughter,
born

Aug.

15.

Mrs. Lena Robbins left for Bangor Sunday to join her husband on the schooner
Robert Snyder.
The dance at the hall Wednesday evening was well attended. Music by Kelley’s
orchestra. Another dance is billed for

Aug.

26.

Cecil and Willie Grath, of Passaic, N. J.,
who have been spending the summer here,
left for home Saturday. Their aunt, Mrs.
George Jordan, accompanied them to Bar
Harbor.
Aug. 16.
G.
ATLANTIC

J. Carpenter and party arrived at his
cottage Aug. 5, for a short stay.
Miss Lizzie Burns is spending her vacation with her parents, \V. Burns and wife.
8.

Mrs. Carrie Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
and cousin. Miss Annie Woodbury, of
Bangor, spent Sunday with A. A. Wentworth and wife.

large party from Tremont came to
witness the launching of the new motor
boat built by Merton Staples for B. Murphy, of Tremont. Mr. Staples formerly
L. W. Ruinill went to Bar Harbor on worked for Mr. Johnson, of Minturn, but
business Saturday. He took with him his recently went into business for himself,
this being bis tirst large boat.
two daughters, Leola and Marie, and
Aug. 9._8.
their cousins, Hazel Reed and RetaRumill.
Mrs. Georgia
body
Dickens Larrabee, formerly of this place,
was brought
here Tuesday for ourial.
There were prayers at the church by Rev.
O. G. Barnard.
Thelma.
Aug. 16.
The

of the

Clara

spending

a

Dr.

Beunett, of Mt. Desert
guest of Miss Audrey Hodg-

who

has

been

Can tou believe your
of them, taste and smell, having been impaired. if not utterly destroyed, by Nasal
Catarrh, are fully restored by Ely’s Cream
Balm, cud you doubt that this remedy deserves all that has been said of it by the
thousands who have used it? It is applied
directly to the affected air passages and begins its healing work at once. Why not get
it to-day? All druggists, or mailed by Ely
Bros.. 66 Warren Street. New York, on receipt
of 60 cents.

a

few*

days

with his

wishing

home

positions

Mr. Cummings went Monday to

Bug

employ-mein.

0roo«[

Mr*. E. P. Somes, of Northeast Hark
visiting her daughter. Mrs. W.
Leland.
is

Aug.
A
an

18._Mat.

healthy man U
unhealthy man it

a

an

king in hit ownntf
unhappy tltte. B|
soundbetltfc

dock Blood Bitter builds up
keep# you well. * e*.

!

aWjmiBtnuma.

here, .Saturday evening.

'Hits the

Mark'^JJ

Purest Flow
“Of the various qualities of flourobtaioed from the same wheat, the iower
are those most contaminated
with grease, dirt and objectionable I
bacteria; the freedom of floor from
these, increases with its purity.”
f
Poor. Wm Jaoo.
th* u*ll-bn<wn Enjluk cumm.

grades

The purity of William Tell flourl
due to the costly equipment and a
cepttonal care to keep the gram aa
flour clean.
j
The wheat is stored in hermetkafl
of
Anstt
ills
m
sealed tanka at the big
A: Burk Ct>.
Before grinding, it is cleaned a
times.
Neither grain nor flour ever toad*
anything but the bright, clean sal*
faces of dust-proof machinery Ere*
the flour bags are sewed up by

places.

Mrs. Shannon and daughter Caroline
and Misa Lena Bowen, of North Cambridge, Maas., are spending a few weeks at
Charles Henderson's.
C.
Aug. 10.

machinery.

William Tell comes to you Cron
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist o»

Hoy Henderson is out again.
Mrs. Lufkin, of West Surry, has been
visiting friends here.
Mrs. B. E. Sylvester, sr., is visiting
friends in Bucksport and Bangor.

having

—

William Tel

Miss Julia Cousins, of South Brooksville, is working at B. E. Sylvester's.
Sullivan and wife, of Stonington,
guests of A. W. Eaton and wife last

Lewis

Whitcomb, Haynes &

week.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME

Mrs. Wiley Conary and
Miss Ethel
Owen, of Bucksport, who visited Mrs.
Conary's parents last week, have returned
home.

Aug.

C.

16.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Robbins is entertaining Miss Joy,
Boston.

Eva
of

Grace Hatch, of Somerville,
spending her vacation here.

I

Free aJrlr-e, how to obtain |>»b
■ copyrights, etc.. (N ALL COUNTRIES■ Btubuf JirKtXLtlk »
H montv an J Oft™ th, fai,nl.
jj.
■ Patent and InfHnjeme.t Pracr :• E<c
■ Write or come to us at
eg,

Mass., is

Charles Smith, of Soutbville, spent Sunat A. F. Peirce's.

day

I

|

The house of the late Richard Smith is

looking

line in its

new

coat of

•-

ill Stalk

IM

op»

fol'o!

■_WASHINGTON,

paint.

Miss Cross, who has been a guest at
Mrs. Snow’s, has gone to her home in Revere, Mass.
Mrs. Lenora Torrey, of Campbello,
Mass.. came Saturday, called here by the
illness oi her sister, Mrs. Clara Peirce.

Notice.
Pauper with
contracted
fo«1
worth
HAVING
support and
^ |
need assistance during
care

to

tnr.,1|WCrifc%

niiv

The automobiles rind the hills in this
village hard to climb. The large touring ;
car owned by Mr. Sweetlar d, of Stoningi
ton. came to grief at the foot of Webb's

of &
vearsandare legal resident*
torbid all persons trusting tbeni
of
ia
rooIH
count, as there
plenty
inodatioua to care for them at
31
house.

^

citeP*1

]‘1,)BC^sir

CLARION
►

Stoves & Ranges

here.

THE HIGH

Shauffler,

QUALITY

Seventy year* ago

we

LINE.

start*11

business—Thirty-five years ago
made

The aid

the

CLARION.
appeal®
the demand

first

from the outset

and sale

quality
the public

and

«

^

season show*
grown until every
this
■ale of large numbers. In
a V*
make
high quality we now
__..
for all Ptf

9._Anon.
INDIAN POINT.

William Walls and daughter entertained
party from Seaville on Sunday.

Mrs. Rodman Stover, of Baltimore, Md.,
who was visiting C. A. Stover and wife,
was suddenly called to Beverly,
Mass., by
the death of her mother.
Aug. 8.
H.

m

Brlckett, who has spent thek
two months with her nephew in
home.

Charles Friend, wife and child, of Camden, who have been visiting at Gancelo
Herrick’*, have returned borne.

were

teachers

Mr*.

Mrs. Arch Henderson fell from the scaffold in the barn recently and broke her

|

!hei(
here they hit,■
pay

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

in two

ss

w

the

where he has

Miss Alice Preble, of Bucksport, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Arch Henderson.

arm

Inendjh

them welt jn

Puerto Rico,

TRENTON.

mother,

of
New York,
church Aug. 1. All are
preached
heartily glad to hear him on his yearly
visit here.

a

are

schools.

in the

Aug.

wbo

life in
cellent

society will hold its annual fair
Friday, Aug. 20, from 10 a. m. to
vacation in town,
10 p.m. Lunches of ice-cream, cake and
fruit punch will be served.
senae«? When two

L. Jones,

two weeks’

Rev.

Misi

days

Miss Dora Emery, of Bar Harbor, is visiting her brother, Osmond Emery, at Valley Farm.
11. F. Bragdon and wife, of Millinocket,

Miss Emma Coombs, of Castine, is visit-

ing friends

few

kins.

OTTER CREEK.

child of

WINTER HARBOR.
Miss

A

received
anuoag
marriage in p„nee,
Rico, Sunday. June 27, of
m
Elizabeth Parker, daughter of
Ch«
Parker, of Bar Harbor, to ii(,,rg,. H
Uamor, son ot Harvey llam ,r. of
Ikrg
bor. Both young people are
natir*/
Bar Harbor and have many

Several friends from out of town were
present, including Miss Dora Brewer, E.
Malcolm Brewer, Linwood Gray and Dana
Clark, of Bar Harbor. The grounds were
prettily decorated with Japanese lanterns.
The host and hostess did everything possible to make it an enjoyable occasion.
The evening passed very quickly, with
games, music and dancing.
Dainty refreshments were served, after which the
guests returned to their respective homes,
each wishing that lawn parties might occur oftener during the season, and with
many thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Emery.
Spbc.
Aug. 16.

which makes work for the winter

|

is the

summer

pissed off

A. N. Clark and wife and E. E. Scam; mon, wite and son Burton, spent Sunday
at Hancock Point, the guests of Benjamin
last Clark and wife.

wife.

Friends here have

Osmond Emery and wife delightfully
eutertained a number of their friends at a
lawn party given at “Valley Farm”, their

many pretty and useful
sold and mauy orders re-

Mrs. Leonard Clark and little daughter
Lenore are visiting relatives and friends
in Bar Harbor.

em-

a

ments of the

Hodgkins.

l in.

Miss Carrie Thurston, who has been
ployed at Bar Harbor, is home.

v

BAR HABBOR.

Mrs. John Wright, who has been spending a few months with her husband in
Boston, is with her mother, Mrs. F. T.

bicther-iu-law,
Dr. Scott was

j

fflelirai.

the guest ot

Au*-8-

are

Dana Clark, Lin wood Gray and E. Malcolm Brewer, of Bar Harbor, speut Sunday
with Osmond Emery and wife.

Mrs. Ada Peckharu and Mrs. Kate Buck-

Spec.

is

aui
Eliza and Emma Torrey.
Miss Shaw, of
Philadelphia. „h„
been at Bar Harbor, was the
guest 0( jT
Arthur Haviland a few davs
reeentlr

he automobile school.

where

Googins and F. S. Leonar
B.
Aug. 15.
WFST TREMONT.
of Bangor, visited Mr. Googins’ family
Mrs. Edna Russell, of Portland, is visis
Miss
Julia
Clark
home
from
Portland
Monday.
SEAL HARBOR.
iting Mrs. Sherman McFarland.
Mrs. Tucker and son Raymond, of for a vacation.
E. B. Dane has purchased the entire
Mrs. Reuel McFarland, of Malden, Mass.,
Rideout
and
reMrs. C. A.
children have
Cambridge, Mass., are visiting C. D.
point of land known as Cooksey’s point,
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Ferrin.
turned to Boston.
Lounder and wife.
and wilt erect a large cottage there. The
Harris Taylor, of New York, is spendNettie C. Lunt is home from Boston for old house, w hich has been a landmark
Mrs. Maucle Uoogins, who has been
ing a few weeks at the Butler home.
ou the point for years, will be torn down,
visiting relatives here, returned to her three weeks' vacation.
Irving McFarland, who is employed in home at Concord Junction, Mass., WedMrs. Shubeal Norwood, of Brewer, is and work on the new Dane cottage will
Portland, visited relatives here recently.
begin soon.
nesday. Mrs. Emma Burke accompanied visiting relatives here.
J. M. Milliken, of Bar Harbor, last week I her for a visit.
Pearl Murphy has moved his family to
Annie Taylor returned to Bangor SunAnon.
visited his parents, Henry Milliken and
Aug. 16.
the William A. Murp.iy house.
day.
j
wife.
Mrs. N. A. Reed and three youngest
Ambrose Havey returned
M KIN LEY.
home last
Mrs. Malcolm Googins, of Concord,
week.
D. D. Kelley and wife, of Jonesport, who daugnters are at their old home here.
Mass., was a recent guest of her brother,
Misses S. and E. F. Johnson, of DorchesA son was born to Merrill Taylor and
have been visiting at E. L. Kelley’s, reWatson K. Springer.
turned home Monday.
ter, Mass., are spending two weeks at Mrs. wife Aug. 8.
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy and daughter,
Carrie Thurston’s.
Mrs. Belle Trowel!, of Bangor, is visiting
Another tire scare this time on Frank
Mrs. Shaw, of Hancock, were recent guests I
Mrs. W. A. Clark, who has been away
her brother, Merrill Taylor.
McMullin’s wharf was brought about by
j
of Mrs. Laura Sinclair.
since
June visiting her husband in ProvMklvixa.
Aug. 16.
| a man holding a light too near his full
A barbecue was given by Messrs. Pybas
gasoline can. The boat which be was in incetow n, Mass., is home.
and McClure at the Butler home Tuesday
EGYPT.
A twelve and one-half pound salmon
| was near McMullin's tank of oil, and pan- j
afternoon, Aug. 10, in honor of Watson K. demonium reigned for some time until the was
Miss Helm West, of Ellsw'ortb, visited
caught in the Rumill weir Saturday.
Springer’s birthday. Appropriate poems boat was run over to an adjoining point, This is the second one
[
caught this season. her mother, Mrs. Mary West, Saturday
were read.
The birthday cake presented out of
and Sunday.
danger.
Thelma.
Aug. 9.

ingbam. Mass.,

Maynard Ford has returned home from
Portland, having completed a course in

months.

Charles

a

"
v

Miss Sarah A. Norton, of
South Ft.

family

Mrs. Caroline Grover.

_

Mrs. Maria Durgain will make her home
in Ellsworth.

been

W. Bowden and wife are receiving
on
the birth of a son.

recently spent

and

were

his

W. Hodgkins is spending
with relatives in Bar Harbor.

Philadelphia,

fair

with

K.

Lurvey and wife.
Charles Frazier, one of our most reMrs. Lucy Stew art, of Atlantic City, N.
before them. After the bake the youug
NORTH HANCOCK.
J., who is spending the summer here with spected citizens, died Monday night, Aug.
people participated in out-of-door sports,
9.
Much sympathy is felt for his family.
Miss Myra Springer is employed at the her mother, Mrs. Lucinda Harmon,
while the older ones enjoyed a social talk. |
spent
He leaves a widow, one son—Howard, and
Tarratine.
a week with her sister, Mrs. Homer Brawn,
B.
Aug. 16.
three dauguters -Mrs. Annie Hodgdon,
Ida Golding, of Danforth, is visiting at Steuben.
WEST HANCOCK.
man

his vacation

has

■

Mra. Charles Jennings,
with t*„
dren, ia visiting her
grandmother*
Hannah Holden.

Kev. A. B. Lorimer, of Bangor, held services in Union chapel, Suuday evening.

summer

Trundy’s.

aj**

__

Mrs. Tilton, of New York, died at her
home here Saturday night. She
had been in poor health for some time.
She was one of our oldest summer residents.

Mrs. Marsh and daughter Edna, of BelMass., are boarding at Capt. Henry

mont,

who

Mrs. Albert Hodgkins and children
visiting in Bar Harbor.

Cl.

Harbor,

NORTH DEER
!
ISLE.
Rev. H. A. Gerdson and
wife
,
W
ter, Pa., are at F. E. Hardy',.
The muaicale
Wednesday evening
aueceaa.
All who took part
,i,0
Misses Gertrude and
Bernice Cm.
of South
Framingham, Ma„.
«re«tl(
R. B. Staples.

son

here, will return to Bangor to-day.
Mrs. Hannah Copp, who was caring for
her sister, Mrs. Abbie Bowden,.was called
to her home in Trenton by the illness of
her daugbter-tn-law, Mrs. Rodney Copp.
Ark.
Aug. 16.

Ferry,

of

their

Lorimer,

Harbor, has sold his
laud here to Charles K. Ovington, of New
York city.

Dr. Joseph Allison Scott,
Friday at Northeast
he was the guest of his
George Wharton Pepper.
foray-four years of age.

Miss Mildred Finney is at home helping
care for her father, John Finney, w ho *s

B.

ipending

the roads.

died

iittl.
■

Henry Joy, of Ellsworth, was the guest
of A. B. Lorimer and family at their cottage last week.
Miss Nellie Swain, who spent a few days
last week at F. T. Hodgkins' has returned
to her home in Brockton, Mass.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

called here

is home.

week.

Bar

of

bo has been

mo*

and

Cambridge, Mass., who have been ^
ing a few week., at An,el
Stanley.’1''
*' *i
employed home Friday.
Ang. 14.

wife, of EllsGeorge.
Miss Martha Kasbton, of Cambridge,
Maas., visited at O. O. Treadwell’s last

visiting

are

congratulations
Miss Ms tu lle

J.Gott,

u

Harbor,

Teddy Morrill, of Black island, ia repairing Mrs. Laura Moore’s barn.
A.

here.

Treadwell,

Stanley

payT^?

Edward Treadwell and

worth,

ful, the weather Ane and patronage of ail
E<x*u C. Hall and wife, of Somerville,
the tastefully decorated tables very good.
The evening entertainment, arranged by Maas., arc guests of 8. A. Johnson and
Rev. F. W. Goodwin and wife, was excel- j w iie at Old Farm.
lent, and every number on the program was ; Mrs. Livingston, who is at Hillside,
heart i% encored, and obligingly responded went to Manset Saturday to visit a friend
to, thus giving double installment of good at the Stanley house.
Much credit is due the ladies,
things.
Dr. H. A. Holcum, of Philadelphia, who
Mrs. Goodwin and Mra. Stanley, who not came here for a short
stay owing to illness
only secured this flne array of readings, left this week that he might get to a hossolos, etc., from the hotel guests, but sold pital.
200 tickets as well. About |200 was cleared
Mr. and Mrs. Quigley, of Chicago, and
for the church aid.
Mr. and Mrs. McKay, of Brewer, who
Spray.
Aug. 16.
have been here a few days, leave this
Mrs. Lorenda Farmer, who spent the morning for Bangor.
winter in Boston, is home.
Chips.
Aug. 14.

Nat Finney, of Boston,

son are

clam-bake to

sermon on

J Jesus.”

Freeman Lurvey and wife, of Medford,

Frank Dorr it visiting his family, which

Reynolds has returned to his Sedgwick, where they have bought
in Cambridge, Mass. Mr. ReyThey will be greatly missed.

and

at

Eagle island.

The boys and girls who attended Lamoine high school, daring the winter term of 1902-03, gave a surprise
party to their teacher, Clarence Jordan,
Saturday evening. The evening was spent
playing games and in social conversation.
Ice-cream, cake and coflee were served.
Mr. Jordan will leave here Tuesday for
New York, where he is to teach during
the coming year.
Ansel

Gray

was

iting his sister, Mrs. Ralph Crane.
Woodbury Gerrish and wife are receiving congratulations upon the birth of a

>

did ample justice, was a decided suea short vacation
cess.
A handsome cake, decorated by i
remain here a few weeks.
1
Mrs. Gertrude Hatch, occupied a conWilliam Chamberlain and wife are vis- j
It had the words “Hatch |
place.
spieuous
iting Mrs. Chamberlain's j>arents, W. R. Reunion” for the middle decoration, and !
Clarence King is also
King and wife.
it was as nice as it looked. After dinner'
home for a few weeks.
there was another game of tail, a business (
held
its
annual
The ladies' aid society
meeting, pictures taken and good-byes
sale and supper Wednesday afternoon and said.
Sixty-four people w*ere present, j
and
a
success
socially
The oldest one prAent was Capt. Jer- j
«vening. It proved
financially. The circle cleared about $93. emiah Hatch, who came from Shelton,
Dr. John A. King, of Hartford, Conn., Conn., to be present. He was born in 18*29. |
The youngest was Nellie Hatch Webb’s I
came Sunday to spend a week with his
In the five years since the associa- j
parents, George King and wife. Nathan baby.
King returned to Boston Sunday, after a tion was formed there have been bat two
deaths-Solomon Buckminster and the
week's vacation.
Fifleld.
Miss Hazel Hodgkins entertained a infant daughter of Sylvanus
8.
Aug. 14.
party of young friends at her home last
in

Hill

G. O.

»t Northeast

j

social talk and a game <:( ball occupied the
time before dinner. The dinner, to which

Ebeu Googins has returned home after

Mahlon

the

Roderick Pendleton, who recently unMiss Ada Wilbur, of Fall River, Mass.,
with her niece, Mbs Maud Buffington. derwent an operation for cataracts at the
^
Eastern Maine general hospital, ia imand a friend, Miss Nowell, is spending a
few weeks with her sister, Mrs. George R. proving.
E.
Fuller. Miss Rachel Manchester,of North- j #Aug. lfi.
east Harbor, is also one of the house party.
GO IT’S ISLAND.
The fine sermons by the visiting clergyOwing to the long drouth, crops are, in
men, now Ailing dates on the summer
schedule at the Congregational church, are general, a failure.
Dr. F. E. Leonard and wife, of Oberlin,
appreciated. Sunday morning, Aug. 15,
Rev. Herbert Wells, of St. Andrews EpisOhio, are at Hillside.
copal church, Wilmington, Del., gave an
Charles F. Harding is making much-

Hatch

home of W.

MARLBORO.

Sadie L. Easton, of Camden, ia
guest of Dr. A. E. Small and wife.

hill Sunday evening. The
reach Stonington until
„e,r

other payee

tec

F«ncla

son, born Aug. 15.
a guest at the Freeman-cottage.
John B. tyle and daughter Sybil, of
Thomas Savage, whose bouse was burned
Waterville, are visiting relatives here and
last winter, has purchased the Central
Harbor.
house, which has been under the manage- at Prospect
William Vail and wife and Mr. and Mrs.
ment of Mrs. Bert Higgins the past year.
were guests of Rev. E.
The many friends of Mrs. Amy Holden Benn, of Houlton,
Ladd, widow of Daniel Ladd, who died 8. Drew and wife last week.
Edward Ginn, of Ginn & Co., publishers,
about a year ago, deeply regret her sud- i
den death of paralysis at Bass Harbor last with his family, arrived in his fine tourweek.
ing car Thursday, for the summer.

at Branch

fifth annual reunion of the

Bar Harbor last

she is

Sumac.

family took place at the
Hatch Wednesday, Aug.

at

Miss

Ellen Sargent, of Malden, Mass.,
formerly of Ellsworth, is spending a few
weeks with friends in Maine. At present

OCEAN VILLE.
C. C. Messer and wife, of Turner*
Falls, Mass., are spending a week at Mrs.
H. M. Hatch’s. Dr. Messer owns real estate
here, and will probably build a summer
home here in the near future.

short vacation in town.

was

County New

ivr additional

week.

Miss

Dr.

Francis Heed is spending a few days in
Bangor and Brewer visiting friends.
Vernon Hanscom and wife, of St. Louis,

Mo.,

pleasant outing

Aug. 16.

Clinton Coolidge, of Waltham, Mass., is
a

a

Leslie Merchant

Franklin P. Brown and wife, of NewHighlands, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
Brown’s sister, Mrs. Fannie Crockett.

pond.

Miss Mae Macullar, of Medford, Mass.,
is visiting Miss Louise Reynolds.

spending

from

week

oth*r page*

*e#

ton

A party composed of W. R. Butler and
wife, W. K. Springer and wife. Miss A. E.
Butler, Miss Adelaide H. Pybas, Harris
Taylor and J. McClure returned this

W.

hospital, Portland, Wednesday.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

This week she and little granddaughter
Marcia left for an extended visit to relatives at Isle au Hant.

COUNTY NEWS.

additional County .Ve***,

F

COUNTY NEWS.

returned to her work at the Maine general

COUNTY NEWS.

has subscribers at 107 by Mr. McClure was a thing of beauty.
tf the 117 post-offices in Hancock county. Those present were: W. R. Butler and
All the other papers in the County com- wife and Miss Alice, Fred Milliken and
oirned do not reach 00 many. The Amebi- wife, VV. K. Springer and wife, Mrs. Mary
OAN is not the only paper printed* in R. Butler, Miss A. E. Butler, Miss A. H.
Hancock county, and has never claimed to Pvbas, Miss Mabel Stokes, Harris Taylor
60, but ii is the only paper that can prop- and J. McClure.
called a County paper; all the
«-<y
J. McClure, of Scranton, Pa„ after a
feet are merely local papere. The circula- visit at the Butler home, has returned to
tion 1 Thh American, barring the Bar Brooklin, where he is spending the sumSarbor Record’■ summer list, is larger mer.
tkaa that of all the other papers printed
Mrs. H. C. Milliken has recently rein Hancock county.
turned from a visit to her son in Entield.
.at* American

...

I

THE IDEAL CLARION FOR WOOD.

WOOD €f BISHOP CO..

Ask the dealer or write

Bangor. Me.

Sold by J. P. ELDRIOOE, Ellsworth.

ESTAS

[

JuNTY

NTEtvS.

Hen

Dodge has found

an

easy mark.

MTU FLlE COW,

snook ir us nnnas ana me color
and went In his dark cheeks.
The ledge where Warren would have
!o pass Henderson was somewhat
bluehill.
wider than the rest of the trail, and
BBBOLUTIOBB.
The Incident That Ended His * rode forward light hearted and conhaa taken
Theodors W. Nevis.
The Oreat Commander
tbe Innumerable
fident that he would easily accomplish
to Join
Period of Probation.
"
we
bow
in
aa
and
shore,
It. But just as be brushed against the
SEDGWICK.
lbe other
to HI. will, we reallie
side of Henderson the latter suddenly
“submission
C«pt. Fred Lane and son, of Rockport,
ha> lost a worthy
A tisrlleld post
drove his spurs with great force
are visiting relatives here.
By CLARICE ENGLE.
therefore
•gainst his horse’s ribs. With a snort
(Copyright, 1909,9 by Associated Literary
Comrade
Frank Trundy, of Sorrento, is
Thnt in the death of
visiting
Press.]
•f terror the animal plunged madly
T Hall, we extend to the bereaved his mother, Mrs. Annie Andrews.
A man picked his way slowly along
forward, dislodging the other horse
sympathy. Comrade
our heartfelt
Charles and Miss Grace Moseley, of he sun
for nearly
baked trail that led westward
and rider and sending them hurtling
„ed his country faithfully
are
at
their
Needham,
summer
home
here. lt>
and navy in the dark
Taggart across the desert. It was down and over the edge of the precila the army
huswas
a
devoted
He
Mrs. Blodgett and her son’s wife are
ilgh noon and the day had been hot pice. Then be went careening down
line rebellion.
father.
guests of the former’s daughter, Mrs. E. J. md
I he slope.
„d a Kind
dry and the man’s throat was
these
resolutions
of
a
copy
That
Byard.
ret
! The breath went out of Warren as
jarched
widow; that a opy be
with
thirst.
This
did
not
tend
bereaved
to the
roon as he felt himself failing, and unWilliam Lane, who has been absent from
book; that a copy be
» lessen his ferocious
aspect nor to
on onr record
home more than a year, is visiting his
der the sickening sensation that ensued
Axssicss lor publipatoften the anger that glowed in his
„The Ki.lswohtu
lie lost consciousness. A stinging pain
rents. His vessel is at Brooksville.
in mourning
the hall be draped
It was all due to his visit that
•yes.
In bis leg Bnally awoke him. Bruised
S. f> Bxouxsx,
Miss Lillian Sylvester, who has been vis■rtydav*
to the little ranch a few miles
sorning
J. H. Mor.sb,
iting friends in Sherman, has returned, lebind. for there he had met with the ind bleeding, he now sat up and gazed
A. C. Osgood.
|
He had landed in the
about him.
accompanied by Miss Mary Sinclair.
! irst failure in his life. He had proCommittee.
branches of a tree that jutted out from
True Leach was kicked by a horse one losed and been rejected.
the slope of the mountain. Down beJanies A. Oarfield corp». No. 21,
It was not Bill Warren’s nature to
day last week. He was thrown some disof Mrs. Ella M. Hinck- j
low on the sand he could see the form
•tby tbe death
>e
and
balked
tance,
He
shaken
by
and
anything.
to the order,
usually of his horse, dead as a stone.
considerably
up
who was always loyal
bruised.
*arried
matters
his
own
I
and
with
full
of
and
way
loviug
in good works
The first thing Warren did was to
!
i high hand, as a result of which he
Mrs. Fred Hinman (bornGeneva
Then he looked to his leg. It
»eas. therefore,
swear.
Dority), was looked
miss her of
we shall
as a
a corps
sort
of
local
A«
upon
faed
Waltham, with her children, who have
hud been broken just below the knee.
feel the loss which we been
‘bad
man.”
But
this
was
cognomen
1 and deeply
visiting Mrs. F. A. Torrey, have gone
As he started to wrap his handkerchief
that we extend our heartfelt sympuipplied to him only by people who did about it he heard a sound from above.
to North Brooklin.
and the
lot know Bill.
rtpthe husband and children
In reality no better nor
The woman’s branch of the cemetery
that in their great
Over the rim of the precipice a busby
ftther. and trust
| tinder matured man than he ever rode head was peering.
she has gone to a bet- association held its sale
Wednesday after- i)to Taggart.
Ion they may feci
noon and evening.
"Hello!” It railed. “Kin ye manage
It was well patron>me above.
nut Mie rnrtersoD was one or those
of these resolution* ized. From Mrs. S.
ef I send down a rope?"
tflvtd- That a copy
H. Bartlett’s table |75
who
were
not
Ellsworth
American,
a
intimately acquainted
bllshctl in The
was received.
“Sure." Warren yelled back.
Total receipts, fl*25. The
and our charter
sith Warren, and this assertiveness
#ent to the family,
A minute later the end of a lariat
table-cover of beautiful drawn-work was
ihe looked upon as something evil.
mourning for thirty day*.
in
tped
won by II. F. Cole, of
came
whirling down through space.
Brewer. Little
Mary A. Wbbcott,
|
Therefore,
otherwise
she
although
Susie Carter drew the doll.
Warren caught it. made it fast about
j
Bus a L. Herrick.
iked Warren better than any other of
his body, and then, clinging to it with
;
Edith Bank,
Mrs. Mary A. Wasson died
Friday Der admirers, she felt that she was
the man above to
Committee.
morning, after a lingering illness. Her ictlng quite right when she rejected both hands, ordered
hoist away. A few moments later he
is in town. cheerfulness and patience under intense Pis offer of marriage.
of
Boston,
\Y.
Hill,
j
Df
crawled up over the ledge and lay
were wonderful. lu her
younger
All the consolation that she had
of Mrs. L. W. suffering
breath at old .lem Patter* Weston is the guest
days Mrs. Wasson was organist here for jjiven him in answer to his earnest panting for
son's feet.
many years, and was a very useful woman.
was
that
she
would
him
put
pleading
child left August She is
"1 seen the hull thing. Bill,” began
is. Hazel Italph and
survived by one brother-Austin H. >n an indefinite
probation and if he the latter as he undid the rope about
r Waldo boro.
Dority. Services were conducted at the ;aine through It with flying colors why
the man's body. "Henderson will swing
-.Oliver and daughter, of Boston, are borne Sunday afternoon by Rev. A. W. -she would think about it.
I
for this or I'll shoot him on sight.
Smith.
U of Mrs. L. J. Osgood,
All of which Warren took too literwas cornin' along a mite behind him
Aug.
that
she
had
and
he
ird Hinckley and wife, of Chicago,
lily.
thought
an' 1 seeu him jab the buckskin and
Vests of bis aunt, Mrs. H. E. Morion.
ipoken thus only to soften her refusal. then scoot." But Warren was unconGREAT POND.
w ife, of Waltham, Mass.,
of
at
the
it.
He
became
and
thought
angry
Lord
scious before the man finished speakMrs. Cl re nee Cony, of Waterville, is visShe don’t care nothin' fer me,’’ he
visiting their daughters, Mrs. H. B.
ing. and Patterson lifted him up on his
relatives
hers.
iting
1
‘‘an’
know
E.
muttered
E.
Chase,
why.
savagely,
ingand Mrs.
pony after great difficulty and started
sneakin’
It’s
all
of
that
Miss
along
coyote.
Clarry has opened her bungalow on
down the trail for home.
rs. Lizzie Gott, who has been at P. B.
Frisco
an’
Henderson.
Been
to
the
island
in Great pond.
Ralph
When Warren nest regained con’sin Ellsworth for some months, is
mh*u a few things an* comes out here
Sida Coyle Shuman has gone to Milo to
the Exsciousness he was lying on a l>ed in a
d occupying her rooms in
1
us.
know
the
brand.
to
lord
It
over
visit her siater, Mrs. A. II. Stevens.
dimly lighted room. Soft hands were
She’s plumb loco over the cuss. too.
bandaging his head and soothing
Misses Gardner and Stetson, of Bangor,
rinCirter has moved into Mrs. Allen's
an' he ain’t no man. No.** he finished
words fell from the lips of iheir ownje, and Alfred Staples is occupying the are taking an outing at Brandy pond.
“he
man."
ain’t
no
spitefully,
Warren opened his eyes and took
er.
um Hinckley house, which he lately
Raymond Williams, wife and children
He rode on across the desert in a
in the situation at a glance.
are at the old home this week
Imp !•
with
his
of
dulled
consciousness,
canning sort
“Sue." he demanded fiercely, “has
r. and Mrs. Eastman, of
Fairvicw, berries for winter.
hat pulled well down over his eyes.
that skunk been here?"
it. are spending a month with relaF. E. Mace and wife entertained Ernest At length, toward the middle of the
"Sli!" she murmured, touching a Huhere. Mrs. Eastman was formerly Dunn and wife at their
camp, “Forest afternoon, he came Into the foothills.
"tie lias not been here.
ger to his lips,
.Annie Tripp.
Tooth
of
Time,
Home”, Middle Branch pond. They made Before him lay the
Evidently be has skipped Hie country,
a
that
of
teachers
be
mountain
in
will
ite examination
the#largest
vicinity.
large catch of white perch.
father lias told me all about it —the
a by F. E. McGouldrick, district suMr. Whall has a naphtha launch on the Beyoud it, ten miles to the westward,
honorable way in which you acted and
his
atendent of schools, in Bluehill acadeYou have inHenderson's treachery.
pond. Wednesday several men worked was Taggart. This necessitated
taking the trail that wound round the deed behavd splendidly."
Friday, Aug. 27, at 8 a. m.
on the road leading to the poud, making
was
This
trail
slope of the mountain.
“Sue!" cried the man eagerly, startipt. J. W. Kane took a picnic party of it quite passable for carriages.
more than a well trodden footut 1 JO to New bury Neck in his vessel,
ing up.
Miss Myrtle Williams, of Everett, hardly
to
perpath and was only wide enough
Mildred May, Aug. 11. The captain’s Wash., who has been
"Be quiet." she admonished smilingspending a month mit a
single rider upon it. One side ly. Then she added. "Your probation
dness was much appreciated,
here amid the scents of her father’s boyof it sloped up at an angle of almost
is over, and you have come through
briatian Science services are held 8un- hood, started toward home Monday ineighty degrees. The other formed the It nobly."
sat 10.45 a. m. in Odd Fellows build- tending to make a few visits en route, ina
side of u precipice that dropped
And then Warren claimed his own.
All are welcome. August 2D the ser- cluding an extended one in Minneapolis,
sheer 200 feet to the sandy ravine bewill be held at 3.30 p. in. instead of iu with her mother’s people. Wednesday a
low.
Builder of the Great Wall of China.
morning.
telegram came from the principal of
As he rode over the trail, lost in
To superstitious notions Chit) added
lias Lizzie Morse, who spent the past schools in Everett granting her leave of
thought. Warren was dead to external tbe lust of luxury, bis life being a
absence for ano.her month in Maine. All
r in Chelsea. Mass., is home on a visit,
sounds. He did not notice the fidgetHe
blaze of orieutal mugnificeuce.
s Ida Morse has visited
friends in regret it had not coine sooner, that her
ing of his horse nor his frightened built u wonderful palace, which has
Bschusetts since her graduation at stay here might have been longer.
whinnies. He had no intimation whatbeen described in the imperial History
A g. 13.
E.
tine normal school in June,
ever that
any one was approaching
us having certain gorgeous annexes athe concert of the Bluehill choral soalong the trail from the opposite direc- tached at intervals, the whole extendNORTH BLl’EHILL.
And yet not a hundred feet
y, to be given Aug. 27, will consist of
tion.
ing over a distance of a hundred miles.
E.
S. Haskell and wife have returned
attractive
ahead of him a horse and rider were
iy
numbers, among them
In consequence of his life of luxury
a visit in Bath.
from
ilaoloaby Miss Parker, w'hose songs
rounding the curve of the mountain. perhaps he became more aud more a
e so much
Marie Harnman spent last week with Neither uuticed the other until they
enjoyed at the Kneisel conprey to superstition, aud it may be
friends in Bucksport.
Then by some
were fifty feet apart.
that because of this he completed the
M.
Guy Billings and wife are visiting Mrs. strange intuition both raised their Great wall. At any rate, history reheads.
Recognition was mutual and cords that be was informed by prophFrank Law rie at East brook.
BASEBALL.
j
iusiantaueous. for the man ahead of
ecy that in time he would be overMrs. Charles Marks, of Biuehill, is vis'D Thursday last a game of baseball was
Warren was Ralph Henderson.
whelmed and destroyed by outside
yed between the Bluebill baseball team iting Mrs. R. J. Cunningham.
The faces of both men paled with
So he mobilized an army
enemies.
I a team made
Carroll Dunbar was in Bangor Saturday fear. Not iu
up from among the sumyears had two men met
of 300.UOO men to work on the Great
r visitors at Parker Point.
and Monday to have his arm dressed.
The game
on that narrow trail, and it seemed
wall and if necessary to fight in its
ilted in an easy victory for the Blue- j
James Austin and wife, of Brooksville, some strauge intervention of destiny
Chin's design evidently was
behalf.
a score of 17 to 11.
A. were week-end
club,
by
Mrs.
M.
P.
of
that it should be Warren and Heuderguests
^town
to inclose bis massive empire in a
Sonias (the New York banker and exWhile the face of the cattleman
son.
Hutchings.
rampart which should have the shape
nber of the Vale college team) umpired
Arthur H. Johnson, of Dedham, Mass., grew anxious, that of Henderson beof a horseshoe, with the heel calks at
game with fairness and
expertness.
has returned home after several weeks came quickly overshot with a crafty
the ocean shore. He did not plan to
to the meadow
green with grass
cunning.
at Nathaniel Bowden’s.
parallel the coast with a wall, doubtpest hosts, singly and e« matte—
"Hello:
be drawled pleasantly.
D.
less considering that seaside an ample
Aug. 16.
day has come for Bluehill’s game,
"Hello:"' muttered VVarreu nervously.
• one’s pennant must fall
protection to a country vast and densein shame.
"Well, wbat are we going to do ly populated.
The wall is not for
WEST BROOKLIN.
I drop saws and
rakes and hoes,
about It?” tbe city man continued. "It
It is an ancient fossil,
modern use.
Mrs. Abbie Joyce is with her niece,
Howard Stevens’ field turn their toes:
looks as if you'd have to go back
But
the largest fossil on the earth.
sticks are left on green.
Myrtle Powers, at Brooklin.
“Not by a
sight:’’ snapped War- fossils are useful and truthful. It is
••sails are reefed, ’mid
happy pa*au.
Miss Bertha Carter, of Boston, is visit- ren.
"There's no turning about for a dividing line between two civiliza■on haste from the
kitchen pots
ing her parents, Allen Carter and wife.
either of us. We'll have to manage to tions and between two eras. In space
►nuh and dress their
darling tots;
Miss Belle Bridges and Joseph Mitchell pass each other. The place seems pret- it cut off tbe herdsmen of tbe nortb
"bridge” and teas quite pink
were married Saturday evening, Aug. 14.
ty wide here.”
from the tillers of the south.—William
Meager nod and sparkling blink.
"Klip a coin for the Inner side.” sug- Edgar Geil in Harper's.
David Bridges has gone to Bar Harbor, i
baate afield, man, woman, child
on
the steamer gested the other, suddenly reaching a
where he is employed
suit, or shirt that’s “biled”;
hand into his pocket.
Why She Wee Glad.
Sappho.
arra-ved °® either side,
"Klgbt.” agreed Warren, “but let's
I Thomas
A young Louisville man who was
Mrs. Lenora Blasdell, who has been
praise, or “Tom” deride.
have u look at it first.”
out west Dot loug ago has returned,
visiting relatives here, has returned to
*** w*th
imperious glance,
Henderson's face turned scarlet and telling a yarn which he admits is not
Franklin.
■pic mien, does all entrance
be stayed his hand. “1 declare. I’m all at his own expense, but which he deF ball!” he cries In
Mrs. Levi Conary, who has been visiting out of coin." be rattled sheepishly.
8partan tone;
clares to be about one of the most in►chase yourself,” the ribald
her sister, Mrs. Delia Carter, has returned
groan.
"Here’s un eagle.” replied Warren, teresting experiences of even his checkto Oceanville.
Bluehill twirlers at the bat
“Heave her up! ered career.
with narrow eyes.
♦ the ball with
B.
Aug. 16.
furious “pat”;
Heads 1 pass on the inside, tails I pass
"I was walking along the street In
*’ apiker, slide,” the
cries,
captain
on tbe outside.”
1 *»yo
a western town,” he said, "when sudswift to first base flies.
BROOK9VILLE.
He tossed the coin to Henderson as denly across the way 1 saw a Louis*», Jumbo, give it to ’em
Miss Millicent Young is employed at he spoke who, pale faced and hesitat- ville
hot,”
girl whom I recognized Immedi•traight the "pill” goes to the spot;
house.
the Oakland
ing, fumbled wltb it a moment and ately. She saw me. too, and 1 expectn out
they go-one, two and tbreeMrs. L. H. Billings went to Waldoboro let it fly up into the air with a twirl ed her to bow rather coolly and disPointers” yell like Hully Gee.
of a veteran trickster. It fell down on tantly. as had been her wont back
Thursday by way of Stonington.
*k
aend a grounder,”
out clear
borne. I was considerably astonished,
Thomas Tunney’s family have arrived tbe trail at their feet, ringing
beat it, Paul,” “Karl, no flounder;”
and cold.
therefore. wheD she dashed across the
and Opened the W. J. Walker house at the
* hit,
kludge;” “Gad! Brooks, you’re
"Tails!” cried the city man, overcome street, seized me with both bands and
safe”—
corner.
with excitement. His face resumed fairly bubbled over in her delight.
1
U* Biuehill
rooters groan and chafe.
Mr. Cummins, operator of the saw mill
something of Its natural color and the was so surprised, in fact, that 1 comin Bedgwick woods, has moved his family
the game; the fans
get hot;
old craftiness stole into his eyes.
mented on It
toke the
into the Limeburner cottage.
bumpire;” my! what a shot!
Warren accepted his fate nonchalTm glad to see you. too.' 1 said
F^jtood it to him on a fork”—
and
Charles
Barry Bale, of Camden,
antly, although he knew that It might when I had managed to extricate myrein
town
There was one self from her exuberant greeting;
mean death for him.
Cbatto, of Rockland, were
2W)trU«maU*.
^
cently calling on old friends after an ab- thing about it, however, that galled ‘but, to tell you the truth. 1 hadn’t exsence of several years.
He well knew that Henderson pected to see you so excited over my
him.
Awas on his way to the Patterson ranch,
You always treated me
appearance.
Aug »■
and it came to him as a rather bitter rather a la iceberg at home, you know.
most pleasant and
iv«r? «8t’ ®entl“ti
bowel regulator for CUBED HAY FIVER AMD SUMMER thought that be might hare to play What has caused your change of
ld»n**y desirable
“ ,or »dults. are Kexall
COED.
the martyr and sacrifice his own life heart?’
*Vle11
are eaten
Ttley
like candy.
A. 8. Nuebaum, BatesviUe, Indiana, writes:
.y
y B,8;,
In order that the man could do so. But
“““
“She was nonplused for only a mowith a
'“vigorate the delicate “Last year I suffered for three mouths
?nd
nes, making them strong and active. summer cold so distressing that it interfered without a word he pressed his pony’s ment and then explained, ‘Mr. Smith,
ol
the
had
I
sympmany
business.
constipation and overcome with my
ribs with his heels and rode forward.
I’ve been away from home so long
toms of hay fever, and a doctor a prescription
use of laxative.
several
S'regular
Henderson had drawn his horse as that I’d be glad to sec even a dog if
don tdo
did not reach my case, and 1 took
*• w* claim we will return
it.
to
seemed
aggravate
which
only
medicines
them. Two sizes, Fortunately I insisted upon having Foleys close as he could against the side of he came from Kentucky!’
ins' .E?ld ,!8 ,or
Q. Moore, wholesale Honey and Tar. It quioUy cured me. By the mountain, but he seemed over“I let It go at that”—Louisville CouI M.a
with
COr- opp‘ P°8tofficewife has since used Foley Honey and Tar
f
taken by fits of nervousness, for the rier-Journal.
Htxau
the same success.” G. A. Paecbee.
f.•• ••'»
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•

•
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•

What’a the acore—who wins the
game?
What booth that? Who Is
seeking iame?
Bluebill wins, of that I’m certain,
Ho let’s in haste draw the curtain.

SWAN'S ISLAND.
Mica Fannie Stinson, of Boston, ia visiting here.

•eras

tame

Couwty or Hawoook m:
the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be beld at Ellsworth, within the eaid County on the Seoond
Tuesday of October, a. d. 1909, Andrew Doran,
of Sullivan. in tbe County of Hancock and
State of Maine, husband of Emma Wall Doran,
respectfully represents: that he. was lawfullymarried to the said Emma Wall Doran at St.
George, County of Knox, State of Maine, on
the twenty*second day of April. 1882. by Nelson Hall, a Justice of the Peacfe; that theylived together as husband and wife at St.
George for about live years, and in 1887 moved
to Thomaston, in ssid County, snd thereafterwards in 1801 moved to Sullivan. In the County
O. L. Drown, of Worcester, Mass., is of Hancock and State of Maine; that your
libellant has always
conducted
himself
building a cottage on the Valley road.
towards his said wife as a faithful, true and
Mrs. M. J. Stinson and daughter Mae affectionate husband: that on or about the#
ha7e returned from Rockland and Boston. twenty-fifth day of January. 1802, the said
Emma Wall Doran utterly deserted your
Miss Emma Rankin and niece Ruth are libellant without
cause and went to South
spending a few weeks at the light-house. Thomaston snd thereafterwarda, to the best
of
your Libellaut’s belief, iu 1891 went to the
William Mitchell, of Rockland, spent a
Pall River, in the State of Massachufew days here with his uncle, Leander City ofand
setts.
since that time has utterly refused
Rich.
to live w.th your libellaul, and that he has not
nor heard from b*r, and the residence of
Capt. Emory Gott came from Bar Har- seen
bor t~> spend a few days here with his the libe'ee is noi known to tbe libellant, and
c-tnnot he ascertained by reasonable diligence;
family.
that said utter desertion bas continued for
About twenty-five went to Saddle Back Hire consecutive years prior to the filing of
island on a picnic Thursday. A fine time this libri; that there is no collusion between
jour libellant and the said Emma Wall Doran
is reported.
j to
ootain a divorce; wnerefore he
that
Miss Jane Potter, of Worcester, Mass., | a divorce may be decreed betweenpravs
him and
spent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs. M. the said Emma Wall Doian for the cause#
above set forth.
andkkw Doran.
A. Barbour.
Subscribed and sworn to beiore me this22nd
Aug. 15.
day of June a. d. 1909.
Harvard H. Havey,
(L. 8.)
Notary Public.

Mrs. Daniel McKay is spending a few
weeks here with her sister, Mrs. Emory
Gott.
Mrs. J. A. Smith has returned from
Rockland, where she has been for medical
treatment.
Mrs. Ida Staples and little daughter
Doris have returned to Massachusetts,
after visiting her sister, Mrs. Alvah Barbour.
Spec.
Aug. 9.

"“comrade
..

°snd

_Spec.

Saflroaa*

_

j£**edgolf

J*beloved

__

Steamboat*

ana

Commencing, June 21, 1909.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Sunday
only

;

|

AMiAM
Mnst
8 20
SWH- 9 00
N E H- 9 10
SealH- 9 30
Bar H 6 00 10 45
Srnto -10 2a

AMlPMiPM PM
AM PM
*11 00'_*7 10
11 20
7 20!
1! 80'_ 7 30
11 50' .... 7 50
00; 4*10 9 00 _ 5 45 _
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11 10
4 30
11 40
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11 47
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5 26
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12 14
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Han P 6 86
Sull’nM D F 7 00
Wauk 7 07
Han
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Fr R 7t22
W .Jc 7 30
ELLS 7 37
Ells F 7 42
Nic’n 7f55
Or L 8M
Phil L 8fll 12t63.6|21
Hld’n 8 18 lf0€
6 29
Br Jc 8 38 1 19
6 49
Ban’r 8 45 1 25 *3 30 6 5>
potld
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PM
5 55
9 06

Ilf41 7t45 10142
11 48 7t53 10 49
12 08 8 13 11 08
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AM PM
AM AM
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BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
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....

11

PM
3 45
7 00

Sunday
only
|PMl

Bstn

A M

10 00

A
h

Mil

A

M I

OOlOaOO

....

1

AM

Potld....
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120.
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Bng’r- *5 50 6*10
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6 50; 11 10 12 50 ....
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P M j P M
A M
*11 05 3 30 *5 10 8 30
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StUes

ne™***ye
bev°rtw?

Sto«‘8t’

Baper

In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
In u
Ch.s A. Suhky,
*>• 749s-

(

Bankrupt,

To the creditors of Charles A. ^nrrv. of Winter Harbor, in ihe c .uuiy of Hancock and
district a'oresatd. a b..nk>upf:
"^TOTF‘ E is heiei y *1 given that on the 31st
_a_n
day o' July, a
190>, .he s»id Charlea
A. Surry was duly adjudicated bankrupt: and
that ihe fir.t meeting of his credi'ors will be
held at my office, in hilUworib, Maine, on the
25th day of August, a. d. 1909. at two o’clock
in the afternoon. :• t which time the said creditors mav attend, prove th* ir claims, appoint
a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact;
such other bnoiness as may properly acme
befo-e said meeting.
Ellsworth, Me., Aug, 13,1909.
William E. Whiting,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

10 00
Br Jc. 6 17 10 08
subscriber hereby gives notice that
! Hld’n. 6 38 10 25--i 5 37 8 57
she has been duly appointed executrix
Phil L.6f44 10f32. .|5 44 t« 04
of the last will and testament of
Gr L. 8 52 10 40
5 53! 8 12
Nic’ln.7100 10t49
6 03 9 21
WILLIAM HERRICK, late of SOUTHWEST
Ells F. 7 14 11 02
6 17 9 35 |
HARBOR,
ELLS
*6 55 7 19 11 07 17 08 4 30 6 22 9 41 !
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
W Jc. 7 25 11 13 12wl4 4 42 t« 27 f9 48
Fr R.11 21 .i 6 35 9 56 given bonds as the law directs. All persons
the estate of said
Han. 11 30
6 44 10 04 ! having demands against
Wauk
*7 18-11 33 !2 82 4 59. 6 48 10 03 deceased are desired to present the same for
M I) F... *7 25
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re11 40 *12 40 5 05 *6 55 10 15
Sull’n
quested to make payment immediately.
7 55j-1 1 ii<
1 lo;
1 35
Myra N. Herrick.
Han P... 8 25,...., 1 00 *1 00 5 25
10 30 \
Southwest Harbor, Aug. 11,1909.
r" 50-i It to
Srnto
tl 10 5 40 *7 20 10 40
Bar H
*8 1ft
35
*1
5
50
11
15
J
H5j 50,*7
.Seal II
2 25 *2 26 6 40
subscriber hereoy gives -notice lhat
j*9 05
NEHar *9 25
2 46 *2 45l 7 CO1.
he ha« been duly appointed executor
X
S W Har >*9 85|....| 2 55 *2 55| 7 lft
ot the last will and testament of
Manst... |*9 40|....|
7 10|. SARAH E. KINSMAN, late of
FRANKLIN,
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.19 a m and 4.30 1 in the
county of Hancock, deceased, and
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 12.20 noon, 11.07 given bonds as the law directs.
All perp. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
sons having demands
against the estate of
*
said deceased are desired to present the
Daily Sundays included.
same
for settlement,
and all
indebted
a Leaves Sunday at 9 a m.
thereto are requested to make payment imt Stops on signal to conductor.
H. P. Blaisdell.
mediately.
Franklin. Aug. 11, 1909.
q Sundays only.
c Stops to leave passengers holding tickets
from points west of Bangor.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminw Stops to take but not to leave passengers.
istrator with
the will
annexed of the
t d Stops at Sorrento Sunday only to leave estate of
passengers from points west or Bangor.
WILLIAM P. GATCHELL, late of ORLAND.
Tickets for all points South and in the
county of Hancock, deceased, and.
West for sale at the M. (J. U. it. given bonds as tbe law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
ticket office, Ellsworth.
of said deceased are desired to present
These trains connect at Bungor with through the same for
settlement, and all indebted
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
thereto are requested to make payment imBoston and St John.
J. Tyleston Gould.
mediately.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proRockport, Me., Aug, 11,1909.
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
subscriber
hereby gives notice that
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to j
he has been duly appointed executor
Ellsworth.
of the last will and testament of
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
MELINDA W. EMERSON, late of PENOBMORRIS M’DONALD,
SCOT,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Portland, Me.
given bonds as the law directs. AH
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJoseph S. Emerson.
mediately.
South Penobscot, Aug. 4, 1909.
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....

THE

THE

Eastern Steaisliin Company
Fare Between Bar Harbor and
Boston

$4.25

one

way and

$8.00 round trip.
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 1 30
Sundays for Seal Harbor,
Soutl west Harbor. Brook,
lln. Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting wltb steamer for Boston.
m week days aud
Nortneast Harbor,

p

Steamer

Boothbay leaves Blueblll 2.C0 p m
week days ana Sundays- for South Blueblll,
Stonlngion, North Haven and Rockland, conutcling with

steamer

for Boston.

Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick 8.00 p rn
week days and Sundays for Herrick’s Landing.
South Brook svi lie, Eggemoggin, IHrlgo and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
New turbine steel steamers Belfast and Camden leave Boston at 6 p in week days and
Sundays for Rockland.
Leave Rockland at 9.15 a m, or on arrival of
steamer from Boston, week days and Sundays,
for Bar Harbor, Blueblll, Sedgwick and intermediate landings.
E. L.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
LESLIE C. HOMER, late of BUCKS PORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Hannah Jane Homer.
Buck sport, Aug. 4,1909.

THE
given

s

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

subscriber

that

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of
LAVINIA O.

notice

OHATTO, late of BROOKSVILLE,

in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Ralph H. Condon.
Brooksville, July 80,1909.
subscriber hereby gives notice th»t
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
BENJAMIN P. GROVER, late of BUCKS-

THE

PORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs.
All persons
aving demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Edith A. Grover.

given

Bucksport, July 80,1900.

Banking.

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

earn

if

Ellsworiii LoaD_and Building Ass’d.
A
is

now

open.

NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share,

WHY PAY RENT
when you

can

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
GEORGE M. WARREN, late of CASTINE,
*n the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate or
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Raymond T. Waurrn.
Castine, Aug. 4,1909.

THE

J.

for children.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock bs.
Supreme Judicial CourtIn vacation. EllBworto. August 4. A. Lr. 1909
Upon the foregoing Li el, Ordered: That
the Libellant give notice to the said Libellee to appear before the Justice of our bupreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
on the Second Tuesday of October A. D. 1909,
by publishing an attested copy of said Libel
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a new»printed in Ellsworth iu our Countv of
[Rucock, the last publication to be thirtydays at least prior to tne second Tuesday of October next, that she may there and
then in our said Conrt appear and answer to
said libel.
Abno W. King,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Cou r».
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerk.
—

16._H.

1

TO

___

Lr»

_

2xg& XctiCOB.

borrow ron your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and interest together

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

subscriber

notice that
adminis-

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate of

STAPLES, late of BROOKSVILLE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All
ergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate

ASENATH P.

of said deceased are desired to present tne
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
lha J. Cousins.
North Brooksville, Aug. 4. 1909.

own tour own home.
For

particular* Inquire ot
O. W. Tapley, 8ec'y.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg!
A. W.Kixo, President.
_

AMERICAN ADS

PAY BEST

Orland grange hall Friday evenAug. 6. Sapper was served. Oipt.
and Mrs. Gilkey received many remembrances in gold.
Among those present
were Mrs. W. S. Gould and two sons Lyman and Harry; Mrs. George Dickinson
and son Roscoe, Fred Fellows and family,
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COUNTY NEWS.

with whom he live*, were by hi* aide by
the road, where he was made aa comfortable as possible until the arrival of Dr.
Simontou from Ellsworth, who was on
the scene in less than an hour from the
Mr. Black was
time of the accident.
taken home in Dr. Simonton's automo-

Tor h44ttio+nl

here.

attend the Jordan reunion, were
guests of Mr. Jordan’s sister, Mrs. E. L.
Grover.

Germantown, Pa.

Dr. Fellows and family, of Hyde Park,
are at the Mooney cabin for the rest of the

Aug. 16.

George Peck, wife and son, of Bucksport, were guests of A. H. Harrin and wife

_

SEAL COVE.

season.

Grace Murphy is employed at SeaInn, Seal Harbor.

Miss
side

land, Conn., are spending their vacation
•with their mother, who has been ai her

Miss Alberta Kelley, of Bernard, spent
Sunday with relatives here.
Howard J.Ober, with daughter Eldora,
of Claremont, N. H., is in town for a few
days.
Capt. Watson Walls has gone tc Franklin, where he is cooking for a crew of tel-

cabin for two weeks.

ephone

Sunday.
Henry Hopkins

and daughter, Mrs. F.
E. Biaisdell, went to Mt. Desert Saturday,
returning Sunday.
George and Frank Brainerd, of Port-

Capt.
Brewer,

wife, of
celebrated their golden wedding
Roscoe

Gilkey

P.

and

JtrorrtiscnuKte

The Cause of ManySudden Deaths.
There is a disease prevailing in this
most dangerou> l>ecause so deeepcountry
*
111

ri—

II

atilii_tive. Manv sudden
sf deaths are caused
5 by it—heart dis'* ease, j neumonia,
t heart
failure or
apoplexy are often
the result of kidIf
ney disease.
kidney trouble is
allowed to advance
the kidney-poisonv. in

mn-u

—

m—

i-

tack the vital organs, causing catarrh of
the bladder, brick-dust or sediment in
the urine, head ache, back ache, lame

back, dizziness, sleeplessness,

nervous-

the kidneys themselves break
down and waste away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles almost always result
from a derangement of the kidneys and
better health in that organ is obtained
quickest by a proper treatment of the kidneys. Swamp-^oot corrects inability to
bold urine and scalding
pain in passing it,
and overcomes that unpleasant necessity
of being compelled to go often through
the day, and to get up many times during
the night. The mild and immediate effect
of Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy
is soon realized. It stands the highest because of its remarkable health restoring
properties. A trial will convince anyone.
S*amp-Root is pleasant to take and is
sold by all druggists in fifty-cent and
one-dollar size bottles. Yon may have a
sample bottle and a book that tells all
about it, both sent free by mail. Address,
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.
TVhen writing mention reading this generous offer in this paper.
Don't make
any mistake, but remember the name,
Swamp-Root, and don't let a dealer sell
von something in place of Swamp-Root—
if you do you will be disappointed.
ness,

or

linemen.

Edwin Kobbins is employed on Bear island, on the government wharf. Mr.
Tracy, of South* est’Harbor, is foreman.
Vondell FI ye, of Bangor, was in town
last week to accompany his sister, Mrs.
Hannah Heath, to Portland, called there

by the critical illness of the niece and
daughter. Miss Adclle Heath. Miss Heath
is very low.
Aug. 16.

N.
_

HURRY.
J. F. Staples dropped a pot of beans
her foot Saturday, jamming it quite

Mrs.
on

\>ad!y.
Oti« Carter and G. F. Ingalls

getting
out stone for a culvert on the Ellsworth
road, near D. W. Winchester*!.
are

|Mrs. Florence Sanborn and Mrs. Eleanor
Thomas, of Portland, are visiting their
father, E. N. Osgood.
A forest fire started up between here
Tbuisday,

and

was

Sunday. The
wardens have gone to investigate.

fire

and

last

Ellsworth

burning briskly * by

Aug.

8.

18.

HANCOCK.
Mrs. Lydia
Green Lake.

Joy

to

is

visiting friends

at

D. D. Kelley and wife, of Jonesport, were
guests of Mrs. L. Crabtree.
Miss Gertrude Foss is the guest of Miss
Bernic*e Eldridge, of Ellsworth, at Pleasant beach, this week.
recent

Miss Warren and Mrs. Bowl by entertained a party from Boston last Sunday.
They came by way of Ellsworth in their

evening.

The Salisbury* will have their reunion

Young’s

grove, Wednesday Sept. 1.
band will furnish music. Willis

Lynch's
Salisbury will have

Tilden,

a

dance at

ball in

his

evening.
Lutberia, young daughter of Nelson
Garland, died Thursday after an illness of
in the

eight months. Death came as a sweet release to this little sufferer, who had lingered so long with no hope of recovery.
Funeral services were held at the chapel
in Tilden Saturday forenoon Miss Garland, of Amherst, conducted the services.
I iterment was at North Mariaville.
Beech
the most

Hill lake is fast becoming
popular resorts in Maine.

the tenters and
at the home
mer

the

cottage

by Boston parties and

built

cottages, there

colony already

daily.

with

Parties in autos

being
boarders

quite
at

a sum-

arrivals

new

come

of

With

now

the

is

one

twilight,

perch bite best, from
different points, and return in the evening
with large catches of fish, enthusiastic to
come again.
The scenery is grand; the
shore is ideal. The water abounds with
every kind of fish desired by the sportsman.
Frank Watts, with bis new* motorthe hour when

the

boat, is kept busy carrying sportsmen
and pleasure parties.
Among places of
interest frequently visited is the “cold
cellar”. In this room, enclosed in rocks, is
s wonderful spring of water, so cold that
ice forms in July and August.

busi-

a

load

family Saturday
was

in

while the

yacht in which

Biaiadeli and

Sign

1

WALTHAM.

|
j

Mr. Spear, of Somerville, Mass., hss
his daughter, who is spending a
few weeks here.
|
The many friends of O. P«?ttingill and
wife are glad to see them in tow n for a
few weeks.
j

forgot to execute, and
difficulty.

The sign indicates the presence of

a

ready

a

Pay

Station.

FROM ANY PAY STATION you may-talk, at a reasonable
charge, TO ANY
OF 290,000 TELEPHONES connected with the New
England

BUNKER REUNION.

The

The dance

family

annual

reunion

of

the

Bunker

Thursday, at the home of
Fred Bunker.
Nearly ninety members
and friends of the family gathered at the
hospitable home, and after greetings, all
repaired to a beautiful spot at the rear of
Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
the bouse, where tables were spread with
Mrs. Charles Jordan |

at town

was

held

After prayer by l. F.

bountiful dinner.

a

ball

William Cross is in poor health.
George McLoon and wile, Isaac Gasserlin
and wile and Mrs. Good speed, of Carmel,
were guests at the home of George Frost
Saturday and Sunday.
There was a goodly attendance at the
Jordan reunion held Wednesday. Many
from out of town were present. Lynch’s
band, of Ellsworth Falls, furnished music.
Vernon

Han scorn

■

fared frc m her birth,
that there

Telephone

Telegraph Company's system

in the four northern New

England

states.

TELEPHONES IN

Long Distance

convenience

30,000 CITIES AND TOWNS

lines of the

con-

great Bell System.

are

hand, is it fair to your friends to “borrow” their telephones? You are liable to impede their channels of communication by making their lines “busy” when others are trying to call them.

■4

i

er

for ihe

enjoyment

of each

one.

Among those present wire l^eonard
Bunker,"ilerbert Bunker, Miss Flora Bunker, MrsJ May Bunker, Mrs. Hammonds,
and Mr. and Mrs. Cook, of Gouldsboio;
William A. Crabtree and wife, Mrs. Julia
Reed and son Hollis, of Hancock Point;
Nathan Bunker and wife, of East brook;
Charles R. Bunker, wife, daughter and
eon, of 8omerville, Mass., Mrs. Henry
McCartney, of Goffstown, N. H., Miss
Jessie Bunker, of Boston; C. F. Dadmun
and wife, of Dorcheaier, Maas.
SCB.
Aug. 16.
NORTH ORLAND.

return

pox.
Lester Crockett and Walter Ingalls have
gone to Bangor to work.
E. J.Bwettand wife, of Newport, were
guests of W. P. Dodge and wife last week.
Mrs. Mattie Wharff, of Corinth, with
her daughter Alta and two young sons, is

ben
th

to

Mrs. Annie Ken* 10, * no has been visither brother, Walter Gray, wboliuj
with hi* uncle, A. H. Gray, has refund
to her home in Massachusetts.
ing

Edwin Ginn, wife, daughter and ail
passed through here Friday in their laifl
touring car cn route for Winter Hartal
Tney called on Mr. Ginn’s nephew, Noni
Ginn, aud his sister, Mis. C. L>. White.
B.
Aug. 16.
NORTH CASTINE.
Mrs. Percy
Blue lull.

Wardwell

C. M. Leach and
from Nortbport.

wife

Mias Annie B Conner
South Penobscot.

visi.mgii

ia

returnd

have

is

at

j

visiting hi

Frank 8. Wardwell and family
home from Castine.
Mrs. Mary Wilson, of Orono, is
Duncan Dunbar’s.

it

ire

a

gued

The Nanglea, of Somerville, Mass., u*
Dunbar cottage.
William Dyer, of Bostou. i» visiting hia
mother, Mrs. Frances Dyer.

at the

Frank Webster,

Miss Jeanette Mumler baa the chicken

delighted

steamer

Rockland,

w

ho

is

is

employed on

dome

for

a

the

brief #t*y.

Mrs. Aroline Wardwell and daughter,
Mrs. L. W. Rice, of Penobscot, are visiting;
at Edward West's.
Arthur P. Guilford ami wife loft 8atur*ill
day for Owl’s Head, where they
reside. They will be much missed.

~

_

rul-

HALL QL'ARRk'.

Damage Richardson, of Franklin, is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Marcellos Lanpher.
Joseph McCormick has arrived from
Browns burg, Que., where he has been employed.
Much sympathy is felt for G. P. Larrabee
and wife in the loss of their only child,
aged seven months.
Aug 18._Briar.
AMHERST.
Everard Kelliher shot

a

bear Saturday,

14.

Mrs. Helen BuzzelL, of Bangor, is visiting in Amherst and Aurora.
W. H. Bilsby, of Ellsworth, is in town
for a few daya.

at

felt that the able committee who had the
arrangements in charge did all in its pow-

may

arc

every reason to hope that
noma fully recovered.

is

and wife, of St.
Roacoe Wardwell and Alfred Perkin*
visiting his parents,
A
friends here.
have left to join the schooner tarri*
Thomas Hanscom and wife, after an visiting
Mrs. Jeanette Gray, of Brewer, spent Bucknam, Capt. C. Perkins, for «tripto
absence of many years. His sister, Mrs.
Elwood Bilsby, of Bar Harbor, has also Saturday night and Sunday with her New York.
mother, Mrs. Ida Patterson.
Aug. 10.
spent the past week at the old home.
S.
Aug. 18.
Harry Ginn, wife and two children, who
BART JUDGE COVE.
have been visiting B. 8. Johnson and other
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
John Brook,, ol Massachusetts,
relatives, have returned to Gloucester,
U»
hi, sister, Mr,. E. E. McFsrlsnd,
Miss Marion Stevens is ill of typhoid Mass.
fever.
Miss Daisy Gott, who has been employed week.
and granddaughter,
Ed. Young
The Congregational circle
had
its at the Robinson house in Bucksport, is
\oung»
annual sale Thursday, Aug. 12. Proceeds now with her sister, Mrs. Walter Colby, Surry, visited his brother, Nelson
for a short vacation before going *o Mas- last w'eek.
850.
MiM Mildred Lord, who has bow
Sidney Hawes and O. P. Limeburner have sachusetts to work.
been drawn as grand jurors to serve at the
Friends of Miss Margie Colby, who is in ing here, returned to her home in
the hospital in Portland for an operation Surry Saturday.
U. S. district court at Bath, Sept. 7.
L.
Aug. 17.
Mrs. Robert E. Tapley and daughter for a lameness from which she has sufVirginia Dole, of Norfolk, Va., are guests
abbntiafmniM.
of Capt. Tapley’s mother, Mrs. Hattie E.
Tapley.
Aug. 16. _Tomson.

Louis, Mo.,

Aug.

S

Mrs. L. W. Blaisdell left last Wednesfor Kitterv Point, accompanied by
Mrs. E. E. Ficjtett and two sons, of Ellsworth, to visit Mrs. Fickett’s parents, Follett Gerrish and wife,

nesday

joined

MARIA YILLE.

REMEMBER:

I

|

Mattie Jellison, of East brook, was the
i
guest of Mrs. Ed. Jordan recently.

Mrs. John Ohern anti son Leo left today for her home in Concord, N. H.

a

tnmnJ
sometl3
enters]
.,3

I was spent.
Merle Small, who is visiting her j Howard W. Dunn,
jr., of Ellsworth, b**
in
aunt, Mrs. Edith Staple-*,
Bridgeport, occupied the Baptist pulpit for the past
Conn., will return to Portland by trolley, two Sundays. The
music, assisted by the
taking several days for the trip.
quartette, was a very attractive feature of
Rex.
Aug. 16.
! the services.

James A. Lawrie and daughter Helen
and Mrs. Helen Dyer, accompanied by Mrs.
Leah Scammon, of Hancock, and William
Morris, of Lewiston, are spending part of
the week in Waltham w ith Ozias Pettingill and wife.
Gem.
Aug. 16.

hundred ways in which, to use a quaint phrase, you
may “Let your head save your heels”.

With such

3

Miss

Howard Giles, Sidney Jordan, w ife and
daughter, of Jamaica Plain, Mass., and
Charles Jordan, wife and grandson, of
Waltham, are spending the week at
Googins A Wilbur s camp, Webb’s pond.

Of the call you promised to make, but failed to
make through forgetfulness.

nected with the

<to2

proved.

weeks, have returned home.

Of the engagement for which you have been delayed and of the quickest way of explaining
your inability to meet it.

WITH

domaetlS

ife.

J

Samuel Jones, who has been away several years, visited relatives here last week.

Catarrh is a chronic congested
mation of a mucous
mucous membrane of the
Just as liable to catarrh a, the
membrane of the throat, the
lungsjy
bronchial to!*-*. Catarrh of the
aeh la the same kind of a
diseased
catarrh of the throat and lungs, s.,
,|J
is catarrh of the IhiwcIs.
Catarrh „|,j
kidneys. Catarrh of all the other
ternal organs.
Catarrhal diseases peculiar to
are, catarrh of the stomach,
called gastritis; catarrh of the
<rgJ
Intestines, sometimes called
catarrh of the colon, sometimes
These diseases are
colitis.
very presi
•lent during the summer,
especial);|
ti." air be hot and humid.
We regard Peruna as an
excelled
remedy for these forms of Internal a
tarrh. Dr. Hartman's practice,
app*
covered a period of many
years, *
whtcli he used chiefly Peruna
lord
bowel diseases, Is
confirmatory o( t;.|,
fact, from the standpoint of a Prof«
aional test.
The multitude of letters that wen
celve from all parts of the United
Hist*
In which the effect of Peruna i
j*
scribed upon catarrhal affections of tip
Internal organa, would make it
spps*
that Peruna Is certainly one of ^
greatest remedies for this class of is
eases, If not Indeed the very greatest.
In colic and cramps, attacks ot la
digestion, distention of the boweu b]
gas, diarrhea, constipation, IVninai
relied upon by thousand, of people sat
its use as a household remedy gains i
stronger hold upon the people as no
goes on.

lnj,J
nu-ml.rr.ne* vS

State examination of teachers, by Supt.
Charles Clark and wife, and Miss RidWilliam H. Patten, will be held in the
of Lewiston, have been sjtenning a
ley,
school
27.
high
Friday, Aug.
few weeks in town visiting relatives and
Capt. Ed. Richardson is spending a few camping on Abram's
pond.
j
days with bis family while bis vessel, the
Mrs. Annie S. Cummings, of Sullivan,
Medford, is unloading in Boston.
j with Ralph C. Emery, w ife and daughter,
Yacht Glendoveer, Capt. Ed. Powers, is of
Newton, Mass., and Miss Bach. 1
j
in the harbor. Among the crew are Ctrl
Emery, called on friends in town recently.
j
aud
of
this
Martin
town.
powers
Green,
The Methodist Sunday school had its
Capt. Henry P. Smith came home Friday annual picnic at Hardison's grove Wodon
being obliged to leave his vessel
j nesday. The West Franklin Sunday
He is somewhat imaccount of illness.
; school joined them, and a plcastnt day

l'\

Of the order you were asked to deliver for your
firm or for your home.

ALSO

w

*i

summer,

Mrs. Robert M. Woodruff, of Ridley
Park, Pa., and Mias Ells C. Browne, of
Washington, D. I*., are guests of John W.

_

Of the errand you
way out of the

and

J!

the harbor.

Howard Giles, of
is visiting his sister,

i,,,,'1

mortinJ

Alston Marshall, who has been to the
Maine general hospital for surgical treatment, is home.
Capt. William S. Pickering visited his
he sails

0?

tt!
.1

of

E. Allen Greene.

Wednesday ; Dadmuri, of Dorchester, Mass., all pat took
evening was enjoyed by a large number. j of the good things so generously provided.
Charles Kief and family, of Boston, who |
In the absence of the president, Nathan
Mrs. James W'ortben has returned to her
George Black, sr., sustained severe inhave been with Mrs. Kief's sister, Miss Bunker, of Winter ilarbcr, the vice-presihome in Melrose, Mass., after a visit at juries by being thrown from his carriage
the home of herjparents, O.J W\ Foss and one day last week, wnile driving his colt. Isabel Jordan, the past three weeks, have dent, Arthur W. Bunker, of Franklin,
The colt is thoroughly broken, and has returned to Ellsworth.
wife.
j presided, and a brief program was enC.
Aug. 16.
always been very gentle, and Mr. Black
Misses Gladys and Jennie Moore and joyed. The records of the last meeting
cannot account for the
accident.
He Winfred Joy, of Ellsworth, were
at Gouldsboro were read by Mrs. Lucy
guests
ISLES FORD.
struck on his bead, hut got on his feet of Ed. Jordan and wife last week.
; Cook, of that place, and Miss Jessie BunMrs. Carrie Webb, of|Bangor, is visiting and walked a
short distance, before he fell.
ker, of Boston, read a letter from Dr.
H.
Aug. 14.
Mrs. Grace Hadlock.
He was in great pain when found by a
Bunker, a surgeon in the IT. 8. navy, who
Arthur Fernald and *ifefare receiving neighbor who had caught the colt and
! is deeply interested in the genealogy of
EASTBROOK.
congratulations on the birth of a son, then hurried to Mr. Black’s assistance.
and has secured valuable bisErnest Joy, who has teen very ill, is im- the family
born Aug. 13.
was
quickly summoned, and his proving.
Help
j tory and data in regard to It. After re16.
S.
marks by Mr. Dadmun and social interAug.
Miss Laura McCirtby, of Ellsworth, has
course the gathering dispersed to meet a
been visiting relatives and friends here.
year hence at Hancock Point.
Alden Dyer and family, who have been at
The day could not have been more perGeorges pond, Franklin, the past few fect for such an occasion, and ail present

REMIND YOU=

a

on

The ladies'aid society will hold its anfair next Tuesday afternoon and

Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, returned Saturday by way of Ellsworth,
after a week’s visit with her d»u?hter,
•
Mrr. Aaron Salisbury.

at

Boston

in

Capt. Daniel McKay brought
bard wood for

nual

Mrs. William Morey and children, of
New York city, who spend their summers
here, returned last |Thureday to join Mr.
Morey, who with the family will settle in
Pittsburg, Pa.

was

CATARRHAL DISEASES
SUMMER TIME.

! J1

ness

automobile.

Let The “Blue Bell”

Of

Dr. H. W. Small
last week.

other pages

Mo*‘ P«®P>® ‘hlnk that
Walter Wilson's mother is visiting him.
j
catarrh s
Miss Freda Bragdon is the guest of Miss I not prevail In the summer time
tarrh
is
Marion Porter at Bangor.
generally regarded asas w
wl»b
Ilaeasc.
Misaes Edith and Marcia Bragdon re- ;
°®rt»lnly u trne that catarrh of(l
turned from Portland Saturday.
throat, bronchial tubes and
W. E. Bragdon and Mr*. Sherman Seammore
prevalentduring the winter ti
en on were in EMsworth last week.
But it Is also true that
catarrh o n
Mra. Lottie Tyler Bunker and family are stomach, bowels and
kidney, o'"
month
the
at
spending
camp Laughiug Pr»»»l«nt during the summer
Thus we have catarrhal
Water, Georges Pond.
diseases of
Mrs. David A. Springer and daughters, mer, and catarrhal disease, of w|
is
It
of Eveleth, Minn., are guests of Mrs. L.
probably trne that the
from catarrhal disease, |e
F. Springer, at Green Gables.
greater iT J
winter time than in the
Miss Geneva Bragdon, who recently resummer rJ
ot there is an alarming
turned from Bar Harbor, was .obliged to
numlerof
pie who die annually from t]„,„
give up her position on account of her tarrhai
affections that are
pecaliar
eyes.
* d

_

came

eee

FRANKLIN.

Mrs. Millie Roultiard,
Boston,
Henry and Arthur Dunbar are making
spending August here with her sister,
repairs on the grange hall.
Mrs. Eben Salisbury.
bile, and is doing aa well as can be exMrs. E. Wiley arrived home Saturday John Lauppeand family,OarlLacppe, Mira
but he is along in years, and his
and
pected,
Mrs.
son
Bernard,
Black,
Bod
of
Mass.;
George
jr.,
in
CamPauline
Park,
relatives
well,
Hyde
from a week’s visit with
alow.
Miss Estelle Perry, of Winchester, Mass., of Bangor, who came for the reunion, recovery is very
den.
Davis.
and wife, W, L. stopped over a few days with relatives.
Aug. 16.
Miss Margaret Cunningham and Miss Capt. E. E. Pendleton of East
Wentworth and family,
Orland,
E. Jordan and wife, of Lincoln, who
Gladys Griffin, of Bucksport, are tenting Mrs. P. L. Gilkey and daughter Frances, of
DEER ISLE.
of

County Sew

Nathan Sumner has returned home from
a visit to New Hampshire.
Ernest Roberts has sold his horses and

purchased anotherjspan.
Aug. 14.

O.

70 Years with Coughs

We have had nearly seventy years of experience
conAyer’s Cherry Pectoral. That makes us have great
throats,
weak
fidence in it for coughs, colds, bronchitis,
and weak lungs. Ask your own doctor what experience

he has had with it. He knows. He can advise >w
wisely. Keep in dose touch with your family
No alcohol in this cough medicine. J.C.AyerCo.~,

physical

lc well: be strong. You cannot if your bowels are constipated.
Ayer’s Pills, all vegetable. .Ask your doctor if he agrees with

The best
Do as

us.

ne

LIFE'S GREATEST HAPPINESS
I

The
Is freedom from sickness and fullness of health.
a great repuearned
have
true “L P.” Atweed’s Bitters
1
tation through sixty years of cures.
o

Your father and grandfather used this trusty
an g>
remedy and it kept them well. Use it yourself
constip
for
relief
it to the children. Gives quick

j

i

AtWwwft.t.'^iScrtWlh.|g^||P

